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OTTERBEIN &
  SIERRA LEONE
DANCE CONCERT 2009:
TO EACH HIS OWN
Artistic Direction by Stella Hiatt-Kane
March 5-8, 2009
Cowan Hall, 30 S. Grove St.,
Westerville
Box Office: 614-823-1109
or visit www.otterbein.edu/theatre
Dance Concert 2009 Features Work by Alumnus 
Otterbein Alumni and guests will welcome the return of Dan Knechtges 
’94 to campus for the 2009 Dance Concert, March 5 through 8. Dan was 
selected as the “Signature Series” guest artist for the 08-09 academic year. 
Photographer Joel Meyerowitz who photographed the aftermath of 9/11 was 
the last “Signature Series” guest artist to visit campus in 06-07. 
Not only did Dan choreograph a spectacular dance number for the show 
in March with Otterbein students but he spent time on campus recently in 
classes and offered advice on auditioning.  A public convocation will 
be held on Thursday, Feb. 26 at 7 p.m. where Dan will discuss his 
time at Otterbein and his most recent professional endeavors including 
choreographing The 25th Annual Putnam Spelling Bee and Xanadu now on 
national tour. On March 2 at 5 p.m. he will offer a Masters Class to local dance 
studios and its students.  
Dan has directed and choreographed for numerous theatres across the 
country. His choreography has been noted for its exceptional storytelling, deft 
humor and good show biz.  
Dan has had the pleasure of choreographing all four incarnations of 
the Tony Award winning The 25th Annual Putnum County Spelling Bee - the 
workshop and the first production, the Off-Broadway New York Premiere, 
and the Broadway production.  For the Off-Broadway production, Dan was 
nominated for a 2005 Lucille Lortel award for Outstanding Choreographer. 
You can visit his website to see samples of his most recent choreography 
and learn more about Dan at www.danknechtges.com.
2009 Signature Series
Otterbein Welcomes 
Back One of Its Own:
Dan Knechtges ’94
Dan Knechtges directed Otterbein productions 
of The Mikado (2002) and The Mystery of 
Edwin Drood (2002).
The Mystery of 
Edwin Drood
The Mikado
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Otterbein Announces Next President
 N $EC   /TTERBEIN
       #OLLEGE ANNOUNCED THAT $R +ATHY 
! +RENDL EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT 
AND PROVOST OF /HIO 5NIVERSITY 
AGREED TO BECOME THE #OLLEGES TH 
PRESIDENT  4HE ANNOUNCEMENT WAS 
MADE AT A NEWS CONFERENCE IN 2OUSH 
(ALL
+RENDL WILL BE THE lRST WOMAN TO 
LEAD /TTERBEIN A SCHOOL WITH A RICH 
HISTORY OF INCLUSIVENESS /TTERBEIN 
WAS ONE OF THE lRST SCHOOLS TO ADMIT 
WOMEN ON AN EQUAL BASIS WITH MEN 
AND HAS ADMITTED WOMEN TO ITS FULL
TIME ACADEMIC PROGRAMS SINCE ITS 
FOUNDING IN   +RENDL WILL SUCCEED 
0RESIDENT # "RENT $E6ORE WHO WILL 
RETIRE AT THE END OF THE ACADEMIC YEAR 
FOLLOWING  YEARS AS /TTERBEINS 
PRESIDENT 3HE WILL ASSUME HER ROLE IN 
*ULY 
+RENDL RECEIVED A BACHELORS DEGREE 
IN %NGLISH FROM ,AWRENCE 5NIVERSITY 
7ISCONSIN	 A MASTERS DEGREE IN 
JOURNALISM FROM 4HE /HIO 3TATE 
5NIVERSITY AND A DOCTORATE DEGREE IN 
COMMUNICATION FROM THE 5NIVERSITY 
OF -ICHIGAN !FTER HOLDING TEACHING 
POSITIONS AT /HIO 3TATE 3OUTHERN 
)LLINOIS AND )NDIANA 5NIVERSITY +RENDL 
JOINED /HIO 5NIVERSITY IN  AS 
A PROFESSOR OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
AND DEAN OF THE UNIVERSITYS 3CRIPPS 
#OLLEGE OF #OMMUNICATION  )N  
SHE WAS APPOINTED PROVOST AND BECAME 
RESPONSIBLE FOR ELEVEN COLLEGES ON THE 
!THENS /( CAMPUS  )N  SHE WAS 
PROMOTED TO EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT 
AND PROVOST
+RENDL WAS CHOSEN TO LEAD 
/TTERBEIN FOLLOWING AN EIGHTMONTH 
NATIONWIDE SEARCH BY A PERSON SEARCH 
COMMITTEE 4HE #OMMITTEE INCLUDED 
REPRESENTATIVES FROM ALL /TTERBEIN 
CONSTITUENCIES INCLUDING TRUSTEES 
FACULTY STUDENTS ADMINISTRATORS 
SUPPORT STAFF AND ALUMNI  4HE SEARCH 
CULMINATED IN A SERIES OF TWODAY 
VISITS TO THE /TTERBEIN CAMPUS BY 
THREE lNALISTS EACH OF WHOM MET 
WITH MEMBERS OF THE SCHOOLS VARIOUS 
CONSTITUENCY GROUPS 
Thomas C. Morrison ’63 WHO 
CHAIRED THE SEARCH COMMITTEE AND 
WHO SERVES AS CHAIRMAN OF THE "OARD 
OF 4RUSTEES SAID h7E ARE THRILLED THAT 
$R +RENDL HAS ACCEPTED OUR OFFER TO 
SUCCEED 0RESIDENT $E6ORE  7E HAD A 
WEALTH OF HIGHLY QUALIlED CANDIDATES 
WHO APPLIED FOR THE POSITION BUT $R 
+RENDL STOOD OUT FROM THE START  (ER 
EXPERIENCE AS DEAN OF THE 3CRIPPS 
#OLLEGE OF #OMMUNICATIONS AND 
SUBSEQUENTLY AS /5S PROVOST AND 
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT TOGETHER 
WITH HER INTELLIGENCE PERSONALITY AND 
ENERGY MAKE HER THE RIGHT PERSON TO 
LEAD /TTERBEIN AT THIS TIMEv
+RENDL WILL BE JOINED AT /TTERBEIN 
BY 2ICHARD 'ILBERT HER HUSBAND'ILBERT 
HAS WORKED IN UNIVERSITY PRESS BOOK 
PUBLISHING HOLDS A MASTERS DEGREE 
IN CREATIVE NONlCTION WRITING FROM 
'OUCHER #OLLEGE AND WAS A +IPLINGER 
&ELLOW IN JOURNALISM AT /HIO 3TATE  (E 
CURRENTLY TEACHES WRITING IN THE %NGLISH 
$EPARTMENT OF /HIO 5NIVERSITY  4HE 
+RENDL'ILBERTS HAVE A SON 4OM A 
COLLEGE SOPHOMORE AND A DAUGHTER 
#LAIRE WHO WORKS FOR $ELOITTE 
#ONSULTING IN #HICAGO  O
O
Acceptance Speech by 
Kathy A. Krendl, President-
Elect of Otterbein College
I am very honored to be here today to 
accept the presidency of Otterbein College and 
I want to express my gratitude to all of you. To 
be offered the chance to build on the exceptional 
legacy of President DeVore in partnership with the 
talented and dedicated students, faculty, staff and 
alumni of Otterbein College is a singular opportunity 
indeed.  I am grateful to you for your willingness to 
entrust me the stewardship of your much beloved 
institution—notable both for its academic excellence and 
its remarkable founding philosophy that has privileged 
inclusivity since its beginning in 1847. 
Without exception the individuals I met with 
during the interview process bore witness to the power 
inherent in the student centered education grounded 
in the tradition of the liberal arts.  I heard in their words 
what I know in my heart as the recipient of such an 
undergraduate education at Lawrence University.  
Everyday of my life I draw on that four-year experience 
where ideas in all disciplines matter, where faculty cared 
about who I was and what I might become and where 
I was asked to accept and celebrate my responsibilities 
> > > next page
4as a citizen.  Such an education was an incomparable 
gift and it is what in part Otterbein College has for 161 
years been giving to its students. 
But Otterbein College is also distinctive 
among liberal arts institutions.  What makes it unique 
and what made me want to lead this institution 
is its heritage of inclusiveness, its commitment 
to an integrative curriculum, and its unabashed 
idealism evidenced through its national reputation 
in communities serviced through the leadership 
of President DeVore.  An Otterbein liberal arts 
education is like none other and I am passionate about 
continuing to foster it to the best of my ability and 
so doing I will take my inspiration from the talented 
faculty and dedicated staff who spoke to me so 
eloquently during the interviews, not about their jobs 
but about their callings.  Otterbein College has much 
to be proud of, not only in the realm of undergraduate 
education, but also in its Graduate and Continuing 
Studies programs and the commitment to making the 
student experience as rich and engaged as possible. 
That tradition continues. It is an area identified in 
the recently completed strategic plan that will give 
Otterbein an even greater scope to continue its pursuit 
of inclusivity and opportunity in new ways.  
Richard and I both look forward to joining the 
Otterbein family—for that is how it truly struck us—and 
to forming the type of friendships that have flourished 
under the distinguished leadership of President 
DeVore. With its beautiful campus, its exceptional 
people, and a new strategic teaching plan created by 
the campus community, Otterbein College possesses 
all of the elements necessary to unite the promise 
of its future with the proud heritage of its past.  To 
paraphrase what has come down through history as 
John Wesley’s rule, I pledge in my work as President 
of Otterbein College to do all the good I can, by all 
the means I can, in all the ways I can, in all the places 
I can, at all the times I can, to all the people I can, as 
long as ever I can.  Thank you very much. O
www.otterbein.edu/Calendar/pres-announcement-movie.asp
4HE ANNOUNCEMENT OF +ATHY +RENDL AS /TTERBEINS PRESIDENT 
ELECT IS mASHED IN 4IMES 3QUARE
I will take my inspiration from the talented faculty and dedicated 
staff who spoke to me so eloquently during the interviews, not about 
their jobs but about their callings.
~ Kathy Krendl
5!S /TTERBEIN 0RESIDENT # "RENT $E6ORE PREPARES TO RETIRE IN 
*UNE  AFTER  YEARS OF EXEMPLARY SERVICE TO THE #OLLEGE THE 
"OARD OF 4RUSTEES HAS ANNOUNCED THAT THE RESIDENCE HALL CURRENTLY 
KNOWN AS 4HE 3UITES WILL BE OFlCIALLY NAMED # "RENT $E6ORE (ALL 
AT A DEDICATION CEREMONY IN -AY 
"OARD #HAIR 4OM -ORRISON SAID THE HONOR IS WELL
DESERVED h0RESIDENT $E6ORE HAS HELPED TRANSFORM /TTERBEIN 
IN MANY WAYS DURING HIS  YEARS AS PRESIDENT 0ERHAPS ONE OF 
THE MOST REMARKABLE TRANSFORMATIONS HAS BEEN IN OUR STUDENT 
HOUSING WE HAVE GONE FROM A COLLECTION OF OLDFASHIONED 
AND UNINSPIRED DORMITORIES TO A MIXTURE OF BEAUTIFULLY 
RENOVATED RESIDENCE HALLS AND SUITE STYLE HOUSING IN SEVERAL NEW 
BEAUTIFULLYDESIGNED BUILDINGS 4HIS DRAMATIC CHANGE REmECTS 
0RESIDENT $E6ORES UNmAGGING INTEREST IN /TTERBEIN STUDENTS  )T 
IS MOST lTTING AND APPROPRIATE THAT 4HE 3UITES BE NAMED IN HIS 
HONORv HE SAID
4HE RESIDENCE HALL OFlCIALLY OPENED IN FALL OF  AND IS 
LOCATED IN THE HEART OF THE CAMPUS NORTH OF THE #AMPUS #ENTER 
AND EAST OF -EMORIAL 3TADIUM  4HE  MILLION THREESTORY 
SUITESTYLE BUILDING HOUSES  STUDENTS
-ANY OTHER ACTIVITIES AND EVENTS WILL BE HELD DURING 
SPRING QUARTER TO CELEBRATE 0RESIDENT $E6ORE AND  YEARS OF 
AN %NGAGED /TTERBEIN  O
DeVore Hall to Honor 25 Years
of Presidential Service
6BY !DAM 0RESCOTT
4HE /TTERBEIN FOOTBALL TEAM WAS 
ABLE TO DO SOMETHING THIS SEASON THAT 
THEY HAD NEVER DONE BEFORETAKE THE 
lELD IN POSTSEASON PLAY !FTER lNISHING 
WITH A  REGULAR SEASON RECORD THIS 
FALL THE #ARDINALS WHO WERE RANKED 
TH NATIONALLY AT THE END OF THE 
REGULAR SEASON HOSTED &RANKLIN ).	 
IN THE OPENING ROUND OF THE .#!! 
$IVISION ))) FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP 
5NFORTUNATELY THE TEAM WAS UNABLE 
TO COME AWAY WITH A VICTORY IN THE 
CONTEST BUT IT DOESNT TAKE AWAY FROM 
WHAT WAS A SEASON TO REMEMBER 
Play
BY !DAM 0RESCOTT
4HE /TTERBEIN #OLLEGE WOMENS 
SOCCER TEAM CREATED A SEASON TO 
REMEMBER FOR THEMSELVES AND ALL OF 
THEIR FOLLOWERS THIS PAST FALL 4HE TEAM 
WON BOTH THE /HIO !THLETIC #ONFERENCE 
/!#	 REGULAR SEASON AND TOURNAMENT 
CHAMPIONSHIPS IN ADDITION TO ADVANCING 
TO THE .#!! 2OUND OF  FOR THE 
SECOND TIME IN SCHOOL HISTORY /N TOP 
OF THOSE ACCOMPLISHMENTS THE TEAM 
EARNED THEIR HIGHEST NATIONAL RANKING IN 
SCHOOL HISTORY BY lNISHING SEVENTH IN 
THE lNAL POSTSEASON POLL 7HILE THE TEAM 
MAY HAVE BEEN DISAPPOINTED WITH HOW 
THE SEASON ENDED THEY CANNOT HELP BUT 
REmECT ON THE EXCITEMENT GENERATED AND 
THE STRIDES THEY MADE AS A GROUP  
h7ERE ALL lNALLY GETTING OVER LOSING 
THAT LAST GAME AND STARTING TO REALIZE 
WHAT A SPECIAL SEASON IT WASv SAID (EAD 
#OACH "RANDON +OONS h4HIS TEAM 
WON GAMES AND CHAMPIONSHIPS AND 
lNISHED RANKED HIGHER THAN WE EVER 
HAVE BEFORE BUT MOST IMPORTANTLY TO ME 
WAS THE FACT THAT WE IMPROVED SO MUCH 
FROM  7E lNISHED RANKED SEVENTH 
NATIONALLY BUT ARE ALSO LIKELY ONE OF THE 
TOP lVE MOST IMPROVED TEAMS IN THE 
COUNTRYv
h%VERY SEASON IS SPECIALv SAID 
SOPHOMORE FORWARD ,INDSEY 2UDIBAUGH 
h%VERY TIME OUR TEAM GETS TO PLAY 
TOGETHER ITS SPECIAL 7E HAVE SUCH A 
GREAT GROUP OF GIRLS THAT ANYTIME WE ARE 
AROUND EACH OTHER IN GENERAL IT IS SPECIAL
h7E HAD A GREAT GROUP OF FRESHMAN 
GIRLS COME INv 2UDIBAUGH EXPLAINED 
h) KNEW FROM THE BEGINNING THAT THE 
LEADERSHIP OF OUR SENIORS COMBINED WITH 
ALL THE NEWCOMERS AND OTHER RETURNERS 
THAT IT WAS GOING TO BE A GREAT YEARv
! KEY INGREDIENT IN THAT RECIPE WAS 
THE SENIOR CLASS 
h4HE SENIORS WERE lVE WOMEN 
WHO INDIVIDUALLY AT VARIOUS POINTS 
IN THEIR CAREERS MADE HUGE IMPACTSv 
+OONS SAID  h4HIS SEASON HOWEVER 
THE BIGGEST IMPACT THEY MADE WAS NOT 
NECESSARILY ON THE lELD 7HETHER THEY 
WERE PLAYING AS A STARTER OR SUBSTITUTE 
THEY ALWAYS PUT THE TEAM lRST AND 
SHOWED MORE CHARACTER THAN ANY GROUP 
OF SENIORS )VE EVER SEENv
%VEN WITH THE SENIORS DEPARTURE 
KEY CONTRIBUTORS WILL BE BACK ON THE 
lELD IN  7ITH THREE JUNIORS NINE 
SOPHOMORES AND NINE FRESHMAN SET TO 
RETURN FOR NEXT SEASON THE OUTLOOK WILL 
SURELY BE VERY OPTIMISTIC !T THE SAME 
TIME THE COACHING STAFF AND PLAYERS 
BOTH KNOW ITS NEVER AS EASY AS IT MAY 
SOUND 
h)VE LEARNED ENOUGH TO KNOW 
THAT EACH SEASON IS A SEPARATE SEASONv 
EXPLAINED +OONS h7E CAN USE THIS 
SEASON TO BUILD ON BUT WE ONLY LOST 
TWO SENIORS AFTER GOING  IN  
THEN BARELY WON THE CONFERENCE THE NEXT 
SEASONAND LOST IN THE lRST ROUND OF THE 
.#!! 4OURNAMENT  )F WE START TO THINK 
IT WILL JUST GET BETTER WELL FORGET HOW 
MUCH WORK GOES INTO ITv
2UDIBAUGH THE TEAMS LEADING 
SCORER AND A &IRST 4EAM /HIO !THLETIC 
#ONFERENCE AND 'REAT ,AKES 2EGION 
SELECTION HAS BEEN A MAJOR CONTRIBUTOR 
TO THAT SUCCESS THE LAST TWO YEARS 4HE 
$UBLIN NATIVE ADMITS SHE IS VERY EXCITED 
ABOUT THE POSSIBILITIES AND OPPORTUNITIES 
THE TEAM HAS GOING FORWARD 
Senior Class
1UARTERBACK *ACK 2AFFERTY PREPARES TO PASS AGAINST *OHN #ARROLL 2AFFERTY WAS 
NAMED A lNALIST FOR THE 'AGLIARDI 4ROPHY RECOGNIZING THE NATIONS TOP WELLROUNDED 
$IVISION ))) FOOTBALL PLAYER 
Women’s Soccer has Special Season
74O GO ALONG WITH MAKING THEIR lRST 
PLAYOFF APPEARANCE THE SQUAD SET SINGLE
SEASON RECORDS FOR BEST START 	 MOST 
WINS 	 AND MOST POINTS SCORED 	 
)N ADDITION JUNIORELIGIBLE QUARTERBACK 
*ACK 2AFFERTY WAS NAMED A lNALIST FOR 
THE 'AGLIARDI 4ROPHY RECOGNIZING THE 
NATIONS TOP WELLROUNDED $IVISION ))) 
FOOTBALL PLAYER 
(EAD #OACH Joe Loth ’91 WAS ABLE 
TO COACH IN HIS lRST CAREER PLAYOFF GAME 
AND REmECTED ON THE ROAD THE PROGRAM 
HAS TRAVELED TO ARRIVE AT THIS POINT 
h7EVE GONE FROM A LAST PLACE 
PROGRAM TO MAKING THE PLAYOFFS IN SIX 
YEARSv SAID ,OTH h)T HASNT BEEN EASY BUT 
THE JOURNEY HAS BEEN EXCITING 7E HAVE 
RECRUITED VERY GOOD PLAYERS AND WORKED 
HARD TO DEVELOP THEM 7EVE BEEN ABLE TO 
RETAIN THE MAJORITY OF GOOD PLAYERS AND IT 
HAS LED TO A WINNING FORMULAv
/NE OF THOSE PLAYERS WAS SENIOR 
OFFENSIVE LINEMAN !NDY &RIES WHO 
WAS A CRUCIAL MEMBER OF AN OFFENSIVE 
UNIT THAT lNISHED THE SEASON RANKED 
SECOND IN THE CONFERENCE IN SCORING 
OFFENSE AND TH NATIONALLY WITH  
POINTS PER GAME 
h/FFENSES HAVE TIMES WHERE PEOPLE 
COMPLAIN ABOUT GETTING THE BALL BUT 
NOBODY ON OUR TEAM WAS REALLY TOO 
GREEDYv EXPLAINED &RIES h4HE GUYS 
UNDERSTOOD THAT THE OFFENSE HAD CERTAIN 
SPOTS WHERE IT WAS GOING TO HIT OR 
MISS %VERYBODY KNEW THEIR ROLE AND IT 
WORKED REALLY WELL BECAUSE OF THATv
(OWEVER MANY FOOTBALL 
FANS LOVE TO SAY THAT DEFENSE WINS 
CHAMPIONSHIPS 4HIS YEAR THE #ARDINAL 
DEFENSE ACCEPTED THE CHALLENGE OF 
COMPETING WEEK IN AND WEEK OUT IN 
AN EXTREMELY TOUGH /HIO !THLETIC 
#ONFERENCE /!#	
h7E HAD LINCHPINS AT EVERY 
POSITIONv SAID SENIOR LINEBACKER %RIC 
"URNSIDES h'UYS STEPPED UP AND MADE 
PLAYS WHEN THEY NEEDED TO AT EVERY 
LAYER OF OUR DEFENSE )F YOU LOOK AT OUR 
TACKLING STATISTICS THIS SEASON THEY WERE 
MUCH MORE SPREAD OUT THAN THEY HAVE 
BEEN IN THE PASTv
4HE SUCCESS ON BOTH SIDES OF THE 
BALL CREATED EXCITEMENT WITHIN THE LOCKER 
ROOM FOR BOTH THE PLAYERS AND COACHES
h) THINK OUR GUYS WERE AS EXCITED AS 
ANY TEAM THAT MADE THE PLAYOFFSv ,OTH 
SAID 
4HE EXCITEMENT WAS NOT ONLY BUILT 
IN THE LOCKER ROOM BUT AROUND CAMPUS 
AS WELL
h0ROFESSORS ENCOURAGED US TO 
KEEP IT GOING AND TOLD US HOW PROUD 
THEY WEREv &RIES SAID h)T REALLY MADE 
A DIFFERENCE BECAUSE IN PAST YEARS THEY 
MAY HAVE JUST BEEN TRYING TO BE NICE 
WITH ENCOURAGEMENT 4HIS SEASON WE 
KNEW THEY REALLY MEANT ITv
! SPECIAL APPRECIATION SHOULD BE 
HELD FOR THE SENIOR CLASS 3INCE COMING TO 
7ESTERVILLE AS FRESHMEN THE CLASS POSTED 
A  RECORD THE BEST SINCE THE  
FRESHMAN CLASS 4HEY ALSO lNISHED IN THE 
TOP HALF OF THE /!# THREE OUT OF THEIR 
FOUR YEARS SOMETHING THAT WAS ONLY DONE 
ONE OTHER TIME  YEARS AGO 
h4HE PROGRAM HAS COME A LONG 
WAY SINCE WE ARRIVEDv SAID &RIES h7E 
WENT  OUR FRESHMAN YEAR AND HAD 
HIGH HOPES FOR THE NEXT SEASON BUT 
THEN WENT  4HIS HAS ALL BEEN A 
REmECTION OF WHAT OUR SENIOR CLASS IS 
ABOUT 7E HAD TWO ROUGH SEASONS AS 
SOPHOMORES AND JUNIORS BUT WEVE 
GOTTEN BACK TO WHERE WE WANTED TO BEv
)T WAS THE POSSIBILITY OF REWARDING 
EXPERIENCES THAT DROVE "URNSIDES TO 
BECOME A #ARDINAL
h) WAS HOPING THAT BY THE TIME ) 
WAS A SENIOR WE WOULD MAKE IT TO THE 
PLAYOFFSv SAID THE #OLUMBUS NATIVE 
h/NE REASON ) WANTED TO COME TO 
/TTERBEIN IS BECAUSE ) FELT ITS A LOT 
HARDER TO BUILD A PROGRAM THAN TO HOP 
ON A TRAIN THATS ALREADY MOVING WITH A 
FULL HEAD OF STEAM %VERYTHING FELL INTO 
PLACE FOR USv
%VEN THOUGH THE SEASON MAY HAVE 
ENDED WITH DISAPPOINTMENT MANY 
ON THE TEAM KNEW THEY WERE ABLE TO 
CREATE A SPECIAL MEMORY FOR #ARDINAL 
FANS AND MEMBERS OF THE 7ESTERVILLE 
COMMUNITY WHO HAVE WATCHED THE 
PROGRAM BLOSSOM 
h4HERE WERE GOOD TEAMS AT 
/TTERBEIN BACK WHEN THE PLAYOFFS WERE 
NOT AROUND BUT ITS STILL INCREDIBLEv 
&RIES EXPLAINED h&IFTY YEARS DOWN 
THE ROAD WHEN WE COME BACK AND 
WATCH WELL BE ABLE TO SAY WE MADE 
A DIFFERENCE IN THE SCHOOLS FOOTBALL 
PROGRAMv  O
offs, Baby!!!
Helps Football Program Make History
h) AM EXTREMELY EXCITED ABOUT THE 
NEXT COUPLE OF YEARSv SHE SAIDh7E WILL 
BE LOOKING TO COME BACK EVEN STRONGER 
AND MORE CONlDENT THAN WE WERE 
THIS SEASON /UR FRESHMAN WILL HAVE 
EXPERIENCE UNDERNEATH OF THEM AND 
OUR SOPHOMORES AND JUNIORS WILL BE 
AN OUTSTANDING GROUP TO HELP LEAD THE 
YOUNGER ONES ) BELIEVE THIS GROUP OF 
GIRLS CAN ACHIEVE ANYTHING IF WE WANT 
AND THE SKY IS THE LIMITv  O
3OPHOMORE FORWARD ,INDSEY 2UDIBAUGH
8BY 4HOMAS , $RAPER 
7ITH FRESH SNOW FALLING ON /TTERBEIN 
TWO BUSES PULLED OUT OF THE #AMPUS 
#ENTER PARKING LOT AT  AM ON *AN  
 !FTER SEVERAL HOURS ON A SURPRISINGLY 
COMFORTABLE BUS  STUDENTS AND ALUMNI 
ALONG WITH SIX FACULTY MEMBERS ARRIVED 
AT 'EORGETOWN 5NIVERSITY IN PREPARATION 
TO WITNESS THE INAUGURATION OF 0RESIDENT 
"ARACK /BAMA  
7E AWOKE BETWEEN  AM AND 
 AM THE NEXT DAY 4UESDAY TO BEGIN 
THE THREEMILE TREK FROM 'EORGETOWN 
TO THE .ATIONAL -ALL  3OME STUDENTS 
CHOSE TO WALK WHILE OTHERS TOOK 
THE SUBWAY OR PUBLIC BUSES BUT 
EVERYONE MADE IT TO THE CROWDED 
DOWNTOWN STREETS  %VEN BEFORE 
DAWN THE -ALL WAS TEEMING WITH 
PEOPLE REPRESENTING A WIDE SLICE OF 
!MERICANS  /TTERBEIN STAFF MEMBER 
#HRIS (EMPmING REMARKED AFTERWARDS 
THAT HE WAS MOST IMPRESSED NOT JUST 
BY THE RACIAL DIVERSITY BUT ALSO BY THE 
REPRESENTATION OF PEOPLE OF ALL AGES 
AND SOCIOECONOMIC BACKGROUNDS IN 
THE CROWD  
!S THE MORNING PROGRESSED THE 
CROWDS CONTINUED TO GROW  "Y THE 
TIME THE REBROADCAST OF -ONDAYS 
INAUGURAL CONCERT BEGAN MOST OF THE 
-ALL WAS SHOULDERTOSHOULDER AND 
THE LINES FOR VENDORS WERE INCREDIBLY 
LONG  ! MILLION AND A HALF PEOPLE TAKE 
UP A LOT OF SPACE  
&INALLY AFTER SEVERAL HOURS IN 
THE COLD THE INAUGURATION BEGAN  
4HROUGHOUT THE INTRODUCTIONS OF 
THE MANY POLITICIANS AND ATTENDEES 
IN THE PRESIDENTIAL ENTOURAGE THE 
CROWD SPONTANEOUSLY ERUPTED IN 
BURSTS OF CHEERS AND mAG WAVING AS THE 
LEADERSHIP OF OUR NATION TOOK THEIR 
SEATS ATOP THE #APITOL "UILDING  
3HORTLY AFTER NOON NEWLY SWORN
IN 0RESIDENT "ARACK /BAMA STEPPED 
TO THE PODIUM TO MAKE HIS lRST SPEECH 
AS PRESIDENT AND SILENCE WASHED OVER 
THE ENORMOUS CROWD  0ERIODIC CHEERS 
OVERCAME THE CROWD AT THE KEY MOMENTS 
OF THE SPEECH  )T WAS MOVING TO SEE
TOGETHERSMALL CHILDREN ELDERLY MEN AND 
WOMEN BLACK WHITE !SIAN ,ATINO THE 
POOR THE RICH AND EVERYBODY IN BETWEEN 
CHEERING NOT JUST FOR ONE MAN BUT FOR THE 
FUTURE OF OUR NATION AS A WHOLE  
!FTER THE INAUGURATION THE CROWDS 
DISPERSED SOME TO ATTEND THE PARADE 
HAPPENING A FEW BLOCKS AWAY MANY 
TO HEAD BACK TO THE PLACES FROM WHENCE 
THEY CAME  "ECAUSE OF OUR SCHEDULE THE 
/TTERBEIN STUDENTS COULDNT STAY FOR THE 
PARADE  
4HE RETURN TO 'EORGETOWN WAS 
DIFlCULT AS THE MAJORITY OF THE CROWD 
WAS GOING THE OTHER WAY AND THE 
MILITARY POLICE STATIONED ALL OVER THE 
CITY WERE HAVING SOME TROUBLE GETTING 
THE CROWDS TO LISTEN TO INSTRUCTIONS 
BUT THE ATMOSPHERE OF CELEBRATION AND 
COMMUNITY LENT ITSELF TO A MINIMAL 
NUMBER OF PROBLEMS DURING THE EVENT  
(AVING TO TAKE A CIRCUITOUS ROUTE 
THROUGH THE CITY LED TO SOME UNIQUE 
EXPERIENCES OF ITS OWN  /NE STUDENT 
JUNIOR -ORGAN 2ITCHIE SAID THAT HAVING 
TO GO AROUND THE CROWDS ALLOWED HER TO 
SEE MORE OF 7ASHINGTON $# AND THAT 
MADE IT ALL THE MORE EXCITING  
/N THE WAY BACK SOME REmECTED ON 
THEIR EXPERIENCES  #HRISTINE (ORVATH A 
SOPHOMORE SAID THAT SHE FELT FOR THE lRST 
TIME A VERY STRONG SENSE OF PATRIOTISM 
AND !MERICAN PRIDE  3OPHOMORE 
3USANNE -ITCHELL AGREED AND 
MENTIONED THAT SHE FELT A STRONG SENSE OF 
KINSHIP WITH THE PEOPLE THAT WERE THERE 
ADDING THAT THE TRIP ITSELF WAS hONE OF THE 
NUTTIEST DAYS OF MY LIFEv 
#RAIG -C+EEN A CONTINUING STUDIES 
STUDENT SAID THE INAUGURATION WAS A STEP 
FORWARD FOR !MERICA AN ATONEMENT FOR 
MISDEEDS AND A VERY YOUTHDRIVEN CHANGE 
THAT WAS LONG IN COMING TO OUR COUNTRY
!T LAST AFTER A SLEEPY RIDE BACK 
THE ADVENTURERS RETURNED TO /TTERBEIN 
AROUND  AM ON 7EDNESDAY WITH A SENSE 
OF PRIDE AND EMPOWERMENT AT BEING A 
PART OF AN EVENT SO HISTORICAL O
Going to the Inauguration
&LAG WAVERS GET READY FOR THE BIG 
MOMENT WITH THE 7ASHINGTON 
-ONUMENT IN THE BACKGROUND
)T WAS THE DAWNING OF A NEW DAY IN THE NATIONS 
CAPITOL
*ILL (UMRICHOUSE FRESHMAN	 !LLISON $E /RIO 
FRESHMAN	 AND #ATHERINE +ERBER FRESHMAN	 
GOT TO BE A PART OF )NAUGURATION DAY
photo by Allison De Oriophoto by Catherine Kerber
9ORIGIN OF SOME OF THESE NEGATIVE 
ATTITUDES /NE THING ) HOPE THAT COMES 
OUT OF THIS WORK IS THE APPLICATION OF 
SOME OF MY lNDINGS TO PUBLIC HEALTH 
EFFORTS
If you were not an educator, what would
be your dream job?
-Y DREAM JOB WOULD BE TO RUN 
EITHER A PLANT NURSERY OR TO RUN A BED 
AND BREAKFAST WITH GUIDED TOURS  IN A 
TROPICAL AREA NEAR A CORAL REEF  )T MIGHT 
HAVE TO BE A hDINNER AND BEDv RATHER 
THAN hBED AND BREAKFASTv THOUGH 
BECAUSE ) AM NOT MUCH OF A MORNING 
PERSON  ) DO LOVE LEARNING ABOUT AND 
TEACHING PEOPLE ABOUT NATIVE mORA AND 
FAUNA
What are your hobbies outside the
classroom?
 ) LOVE TO GARDEN ) LIKE TO COOK 
AND OF COURSE EAT	 AND ) REALLY ENJOY 
TRAVELING  ) AM AN AVID SNORKELER AND 
HAVE SNORKELED IN MANY GREAT PLACES 
INCLUDING !USTRALIA &IJI -EXICO AND 
"ONAIRE    ) LIKE TO SPEND TIME WITH MY 
FAMILY WHICH IS CURRENTLY GROWING) 
AM MARRIED AND HAVE A YEAROLD SON 
AND ) AM ABOUT TO HAVE A BABY THIS 
-ARCH	 AND WE ENJOY OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES 
SUCH AS HIKING BIKING AND POKING 
AROUND IN THE YARD AND GARDEN
Name: -ICHELE !CKER
Title: !SSOCIATE 0ROFESSOR AND 
#HAIRPERSON OF 0SYCHOLOGY
Education: "! %CKERD #OLLEGE 0H$ 
5NIVERSITY OF -ICHIGAN
Which particular topic do you most 
enjoy teaching?
)T IS A TOSS UP BETWEEN SOCIAL 
PSYCHOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN 
) DESCRIBE THE IMPORTANCE OF SOCIAL 
PSYCHOLOGY BELOW AND ) REALLY FEEL 
PLEASED WHEN ) HEAR STUDENTS TELL ME 
ALL THE WAYS IT APPLIES TO THEIR LIVES  
0SYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN ) THINK IS AN 
EYEOPENING CLASS FOR MOST STUDENTS AS 
THEY REALIZE HOW MUCH GENDER STILL PLAYS 
A ROLE IN OUR SOCIETY IN THE TYPES OF 
CHOICES WE ALL HAVE IN OUR CAREERS AND 
IN RELATIONSHIPS WHETHER WE ARE MALE OR 
FEMALE
Why should every person you meet
want to know more about your area of
expertise?
3OCIAL PSYCHOLOGY REALLY IS A 
GUIDEBOOK FOR LIFE AS ) TELL MY STUDENTS  
!MONG OTHER TOPICS IT HELPS US 
UNDERSTAND HOW WE GO ABOUT MAKING 
DECISIONS AND WHY THEY MAY BE FAULTY 
HOW TO PERSUADE OTHERS AND HOW WE ARE 
PERSUADED	 WHO WE FALL IN LOVE WITH AND 
WHY HOW WE CAN WORK MOST EFFECTIVELY 
IN GROUPS ASPECTS OF THE DARKER SIDE OF 
HUMAN NATURE SUCH AS STEREOTYPING 
AGGRESSION AND CONmICT AND ALSO THE 
POSITIVE SIDES OF HUMAN NATURE SUCH AS 
PROSOCIAL BEHAVIOR 
)T SEEMS TO ME THAT IN MOST ASPECTS 
OF OUR EVERYDAY LIFE THERE IS SOME 
PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH THAT CAN SHED 
LIGHT ON WHY WE ACT THE WAY WE DO AND 
ALSO WHY OTHERS ACT THE WAY THEY DO  
+NOWLEDGE OF THIS CAN ONLY HELP US BE 
MORE EFFECTIVE EMPATHIC AND PERHAPS 
HAPPIER IN OUR LIFE
What research are you currently 
conducting/projects are you currently
working on?
) AM CURRENTLY DOING RESEARCH ON 
GENDER AND GENDER ROLES  )N PARTICULAR 
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN EITHER MEN OR 
WOMEN VIOLATE EXPECTED GENDER ROLES  
&OR INSTANCE IS A WOMAN IN POWER WHO 
EXHIBITS MASCULINE CHARACTERISTICS JUDGED 
DIFFERENTLY THAN A MAN WHO DOES THE 
SAME 4HE ANSWER IS YES	  
4HE SPECIlC PROJECT ) AM lNISHING 
UP RIGHT NOW HAS TO DO WITH ATTITUDES 
TOWARD BREASTFEEDING PARTICULARLY IN 
PUBLIC  !LTHOUGH BILLIONS OF DOLLARS HAVE 
BEEN SPENT IN PUBLIC HEALTH MESSAGES 
ENCOURAGING BREASTFEEDING IN THE 5NITED 
3TATES IT IS STILL WELL BELOW RECOMMENDED 
LEVELS  ) AM INVESTIGATING ONE ASPECT OF 
WHY THAT MAY BE THE CASE WHICH IS THE 
ATTITUDES TOWARD WOMEN WHO BREASTFEED 
OUTSIDE THE HOME  )N OUR CONTEMPORARY 
WORLD WOMEN WITH YOUNG CHILDREN ARE 
MUCH MORE LIKELY TO BE OUTSIDE THE HOME 
WHETHER IT BE FOR WORK COMMUNITY 
INVOLVEMENT OR MANY OTHER REASONS  )N 
ORDER TO BREASTFEED SUCCESSFULLY THEY WILL 
NEED TO BREASTFEED IN PUBLIC YET MANY 
PEOPLE HOLD NEGATIVE ATTITUDES REGARDING 
THE WOMEN WHO DO THIS  
) HAVE JUST lNISHED A PAPER WHICH 
IS TO BE PUBLISHED IN THE PEERREVIEWED 
JOURNAL 3EX 2OLES THAT EXAMINES THE 
!SSOCIATE 0ROFESSOR OF 0SYCHOLOGY -ICHELE !CKER WITH 
HUSBAND 4HOMAS .ELSON SON !VERY .ELSON AND AN 
UNKNOWN FRIEND
4HE -ARTIN ,UTHER +ING *R 
#ONVOCATION TOOK PLACE IN #OWAN 
(ALL AND INCLUDED A KEYNOTE SPEECH 
BY Eddie Harrell Jr. ’94 PRESIDENT 
AND #%/ OF THE #OLUMBUS 5RBAN 
,EAGUE ON *ANUARY    (ARRELL 
WHO RECEIVED A BACHELORS DEGREE 
IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION FROM 
/TTERBEIN ALSO SERVES ON THE /TTERBEIN 
#OLLEGE "OARD OF 4RUSTEES
)N ADDITION TO THE KEYNOTE 
ADDRESS THE CONVOCATION INCLUDED 
A STUDENT READING OF ONE OF +INGS 
SERMONS AN 5BUNTU PRESENTATION 
AS WELL AS A PERFORMANCE BY THE 
/TTERBEIN 'OSPEL #HOIR  
4HE KEYNOTE ADDRESS GIVEN BY 
(ARRELL TOUCHED NOT ONLY ON $R 
+INGS ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND IDEALS 
BUT ENCOURAGED STUDENTS TO LOWER THE 
AMOUNT OF RACISM AND DISCRIMINATION 
FOUND IN TODAYS CULTURE
(ARRELL TOLD THOSE IN ATTENDANCE 
NOT TO ASSUME THAT RACISM IN !MERICA 
IS OVER AND MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS TO 
CONTINUE lGHTING FOR ITS DEMISE
)N HIS SPEECH HE ALSO TALKED ABOUT 
DISCRIMINATION AND ITS IMMORALITY  
(E DESCRIBED ITS UNIVERSAL EFFECT ON 
HUMANITY BY SAYING hCIVIL RIGHTS IS NOT 
A BLACK THING OR A WHITE THING BUT A 
HUMANKIND THINGv
!NOTHER IMPORTANT PART OF THE 
CEREMONY INCLUDED THE PRESENTATION 
OF THE -ARTIN ,UTHER +ING *R !WARD 
FOR 0EACE AND *USTICE  4HE STUDENT 
AWARD WENT TO SENIOR *AMES 0RYSOCK 
AND THE FACULTY AWARD WAS PRESENTED 
TO 0RESIDENT # "RENT $E6ORE
4HE AWARD IS BASED ON FOUR 
MAIN QUALIlCATIONS INVOLVEMENT 
IN ACTIVITIES ENCOURAGING OTHERS TO 
BECOME INVOLVED THE PROMOTION OF 
EQUITY AND EQUALITY AND PROMOTION 
AND PRACTICE OF NONVIOLENCE
4HE 5BUNTU PRESENTATION 
INCLUDED VIDEO FOOTAGE OF WORK IT HAS 
BEEN DOING AROUND CAMPUS AND THE 
COMMUNITY
4HE PROGRAM STEMS FROM THE 
#ENTER FOR #OMMUNITY %NGAGEMENT 
AND WORKS WITH URBAN HIGH 
SCHOOLS AND MIDDLE SCHOOLS TO 
PROMOTE HEALTHY LIFESTYLES AND SEND 
ENCOURAGEMENT TO INNER CITY STUDENTS 
WHO WANT HIGHER EDUCATION
4WO ,INDEN -C+INLEY (IGH 
3CHOOL PARTICIPANTS READ ANONYMOUS 
DIARY ENTRIES BY STUDENTS WHO HAD 
BEEN POSITIVELY EFFECTED BY THE 
PROGRAM
! FOLLOWUP AND QUESTION SESSION 
TOOK PLACE IMMEDIATELY AFTERWARDS 
IN THE #AMPUS #ENTER WHERE (ARRELL 
TOOK QUESTIONS FROM /TTERBEIN 
STUDENTS 
Martin Luther King Jr. Convocation
“Civil rights is not a black 
thing or a white thing, 
but a humankind thing.”
REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM THE 4AN  #ARDINAL
BY +ELSEY 3OMMERS
Keynote Speaker One of Our Own
&OR THE lRST TIME THE -,+ *R #ONVOCATION FEATURED ONE 
OF /TTERBEINS NATIVE SONS%DDIE (ARRELL *R
(ARRELL IS THE TH 0RESIDENT AND #%/ OF THE #OLUMBUS 
5RBAN ,EAGUE n A POST HE ASSUMED IN !PRIL   4HE 
#OLUMBUS 5RBAN ,EAGUE FOUNDED IN  IS AN AFlLIATE OF 
THE .ATIONAL 5RBAN ,EAGUE AND IS ONE OF THE OLDEST AFlLIATES 
IN THE 5NITED 3TATES  4HE #OLUMBUS 5RBAN ,EAGUE SERVES 
THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE EVERY YEAR IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS  
#AREER $EVELOPMENT %DUCATION  0REVENTION AND (OUSING 
4HE .ATIONAL 5RBAN ,EAGUE WAS FOUNDED IN   3INCE 
BEGINNING AT THE #OLUMBUS 5RBAN ,EAGUE THE ORGANIZATION 
HAS GROWN TO A BUDGET OF  MILLION FROM  MILLION AND 
THE STAFF HAS GROWN TO OVER  FROM 
0RIOR TO JOINING THE #OLUMBUS 5RBAN ,EAGUE (ARRELL 
SERVED AS THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF ) +./7 ) #!. AND 
0ROJECT '2!$ #OLUMBUS  4HESE TWO PROGRAMS WITH A 
COMBINED BUDGET OF  MILLION WORK HAND IN HAND TO 
PROVIDE #OLUMBUS #ITY 3CHOOL $ISTRICT STUDENTS WITH A 
QUALITY PUBLIC EDUCATION THAT PREPARES THEM TO ENTER COLLEGE  
)N  (ARRELL WAS RECOGNIZED AS ONE OF THE 
OUTSTANDING h&ORTY 5NDER &ORTYv COMMUNITY LEADERS IN 
#ENTRAL /HIO BY "USINESS &IRST
"EFORE WORKING FOR ) +./7 ) #!. AND 0ROJECT '2!$ 
#OLUMBUS (ARRELL HELD VARIOUS MANAGEMENT POSITIONS 
WITH 4HE +ROGER #OMPANY  0RIOR TO TAKING OVER THE HELM AT 
) +./7 ) #!. HE SERVED ON THE ORGANIZATIONS "OARD OF 
$IRECTORS lRST AS A STUDENT MEMBER THEN AS A FULL MEMBER 
AND lNALLY ON THE %XECUTIVE #OMMITTEE  (E NOW SERVES ON 
THE /TTERBEIN #OLLEGE "OARD OF 4RUSTEES AS WELL AS THE "OARD 
OF $IRECTORS FOR #/3) #ENTER OF 3CIENCE AND )NDUSTRY	 
#OLUMBUS 0UBLIC 3CHOOLS %DUCATION &OUNDATION AND 
+)00 +NOWLEDGE IS 0OWER 0ROGRAM	  !DDITIONALLY HE 
SERVES AS COCHAIR OF THE $IVERSITY &OCUS !REA FOR THE #ITY OF 
#OLUMBUS  "ICENTENNIAL #OMMISSION  
(ARRELL RECEIVED A BACHELORS DEGREE IN BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION FROM /TTERBEIN #OLLEGE AND A MASTERS DEGREE 
IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION FROM !SHLAND 5NIVERSITY  (E 
RECEIVED THE 3PECIAL !CHIEVEMENT !WARD FROM THE /TTERBEIN 
#OLLEGE !LUMNI !SSOCIATION IN 
(ARRELL AND HIS WIFE 6ALERIE RESIDE IN #OLUMBUS WITH 
THEIR TWO CHILDREN +AYLA AND %DDIE ))) 
&ROM LEFT 0RESIDENT "RENT $E6ORE RECEIVED THE &ACULTY3TAFF
!DMINISTRATION -,+ 0EACE AND *USTICE !WARD  %DDIE (ARRELL 
 GAVE THE KEYNOTE ADDRESS  *AMES 0RYSOCK RECEIVED THE 
3TUDENT -,+ 0EACE AND *USTICE !WARD  4OWARD THE END OF 
THE CEREMONY $E6ORE (ARRELL AND 0RYSOCK WERE COAXED INTO 
JOINING THE /TTERBEIN 'OSPEL #HOIR 
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       HE POPULATION OF 3IERRA ,EONE
         BOASTS A VAST SYSTEM OF ROOTS 
'REAT "RITAIN CREATED A COLONY AT 
3IERRA ,EONE AS A HOME FOR !FRICANS 
FROM MANY DIFFERENT NATIONS WHO 
HAD FOUGHT FOR %NGLAND DURING THE 
!MERICAN 2EVOLUTION AND LATER FOR 
FORMER SLAVES WHO WERE FREED WHEN 
"RITAIN ABOLISHED SLAVERY 4HE NEW 
RESIDENTS SET UP A NAVAL PORT AT 
&REEPORT TO INTERCEPT SLAVE SHIPS -ANY 
OF THOSE RESCUED SLAVES WOULD ALSO 
SETTLE IN 3IERRA ,EONE 
4HE 5NITED -ETHODIST #HURCH IN 
3IERRA ,EONE TODAY TRACES ITS HISTORY TO 
 WHEN THE #HURCH OF THE 5NITED 
"RETHREN IN #HRIST BEGAN MISSION 
WORK THERE !S A GROWING NUMBER 
OF FREED SLAVES MADE THEIR HOMES IN 
3IERRA ,EONE THE CHURCH RECOGNIZED 
THE NEED FOR A #HRISTIAN PRESENCE AND 
SENT MISSIONARIES AND SUPPLIES TO THE 
PEOPLE
! LEADING INSTITUTION WITHIN 
THE CHURCH AT THAT TIME /TTERBEINS 
MISSIONARIES SOON FOLLOWED IN 
&EBRUARY  2EV 7ILLIAM 3HUEY 
2EV $2 +UMLER AND 2EV *+ 
&LICKINGER LASTED ONLY A FEW MONTHS IN 
3IERRA ,EONE BEFORE FALLING ILL TO NATIVE 
DISEASES AND RETURNING HOME "UT 
THREE YEARS LATER MORE MISSIONARIES 
SET OUT TO CONTINUE BUILDING THE 
RELATIONSHIP WITH THE 7EST !FRICAN 
COUNTRY ! STUDENT NAMED #/ 
7ILSON JOINED THE MISSION WORK THERE 
IN  AND IN  THE lRST WOMAN 
MISSIONARY TO TRAVEL TO 3IERRA ,EONE 
FROM /TTERBEIN WAS !MANDA (ANBY 
SISTER OF "ENJAMIN (ANBY 4HE lRST 
!FRICAN !MERICAN 
MISSIONARIES TO GO TO 
3IERRA ,EONE WERE -R 
AND -RS *OSEPH 'OMER OF 
$AYTON /HIO WHO SERVED FOR 
 YEARS BEGINNING IN THE S 
4HE MISSIONARIES BEGAN MAKING 
IMPORTANT HEADWAY WITH THE PEOPLE OF 
3IERRA ,EONE WHEN TRIBAL REVOLTS OVER 
HUT TAXES CLAIMED THE LIVES OF SEVEN 
MISSIONARIES IN  4HE CHURCH 
CONSIDERED WITHDRAWING FROM 3IERRA 
,EONE BUT DECIDED TO STAY /TTERBEIN 
MISSIONARIES AFTER THE TRAGEDY 
INCLUDED Lloyd Mignerey ’17, WHO 
SERVED IN  AND Glen Rosselot ’16 
WHO SERVED FROM 
,UCY #AULKER THE DAUGHTER OF 
A TRIBAL KING WAS ONE OF THE lRST 
,LOYD -IGNEREY 
T
BY *ENNY (ILL 
February 1856. Otterbein sends its first missionaries 
to Sierra Leone. Despite a disastrous first trip, the 
seeds were planted for a long relationship that has 
spanned over 150 years and counting.
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CONVERTS AND 
MANY OF HER DIRECT 
DESCENDENTS HAVE MADE 
THEIR WAY TO /TTERBEIN 
4HE lRST WAS *OSEPH (ANNIBAL 
#AULKER A PRINCE OF THE "OLUN 
TRIBE IN 3IERRA ,EONE WHO WAS 
EDUCATED BY 5NITED "RETHREN 
MISSIONARIES ENROLLED AT /TTERBEIN 
IN  4HE NOTEBOOKS #AULKER 
KEPT WHILE IN THE 5NITED 3TATES GIVE 
A UNIQUE LOOK INTO WHAT IT WAS LIKE 
FOR A 7EST !FRICAN TO WALK THE STREETS 
OF .EW 9ORK #ITY AS WELL AS THOSE OF 
7ESTERVILLE
(E WAS AMAZED BY THE TALL BUILDINGS 
TROLLEY CARS AND THE STREETS lLLED WITH 
h3AXONS 'ERMANS 'AULS )TALIANS 
.EGROES #HINESE %NGLISH AND WHAT 
NOTv !T /TTERBEIN IN THE SPRINGTIME 
#AULKER ENJOYED THE CHIRPING ROBINS 
THE NATIVE PLANTS AND THE SHADE TREES 
BUT IN WINTER HE LONGED FOR hTHAT 
SULTRY LAND WHERE THE SUN LAVISHES HIS 
ENERGY AND THE PALM TREE EVERYWHERE 
MAJESTICALLY WAVES ITS EVERGREEN BRANCHES 
UNDER THE AZURE CANOPYv
       7HILE THE LOCAL WEATHER WAS NOT 
ALWAYS TO THE LIKING OF #AULKER THE 
RELIGIOUS SPIRIT OF /TTERBEIN WAS ! 
PIOUS #HRISTIAN #AULKER ADMIRED THE 
DEDICATION AND ENTHUSIASM OF BOTH 
STUDENTS AND PROFESSORS 4HE BRIGHT AND 
FRIENDLY #AULKER WAS POPULAR WITHIN 
THE /TTERBEIN COMMUNITY WHICH WAS 
DEVASTATED BY TRAGEDY WHEN ON $EC  
 #AULKER WAS BURNED TO DEATH IN AN 
EXPLOSION CAUSED BY A SMALL OIL STOVE IN 
HIS ROOM
/THER DESCENDENTS OF ,UCY 
#AULKER WHO ATTENDED /TTERBEIN 
INCLUDE Richard Kelfa-Caulker ’35 
WHO BECAME AMBASSADOR TO THE 
5NITED 3TATES AND LATER THE 5NITED 
.ATIONS FROM 3IERRA ,EONE AND 
John Karefa-Smart ’40 WHO BECAME 
MINISTER OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS FOR THE 
INDEPENDENT GOVERNMENT IN  
4HROUGH THE YEARS MANY OTHER 
/TTERBEIN GRADUATES FROM 3IERRA ,EONE 
FORGED SUCCESSFUL CAREERS ON BOTH THE 
NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL STAGES 
Sylvester M. Broderick ’24 SERVED AS 
DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION IN 3IERRA ,EONE 
Amelia Caulker Ben-Davis ’59 WAS A 
MEMBER OF 3IERRA ,EONES PARLIAMENT 
Victor Sumner ’59 BECAME A DIPLOMAT 
IN ,ONDON Miatta Akiatu ’65 WENT ON 
TO WORK FOR 5.%3#/ IN 0ARIS Emma 
*OSEPH (ANNIBAL #AULKER
(Joseph Hannibal) Caulker enjoyed the chirping 
robins, the native plants and the shade trees, but in 
winter, he longed for “that sultry land where the sun 
lavishes his energy and the palm tree everywhere 
majestically waves its evergreen branches under the 
azure canopy.”
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Broderick ’67 HAS BEEN AFlLIATED WITH 
BOTH THE %CONOMIC #OMMUNITY OF 
7EST !FRICAN 3TATES AND THE 3IERRA 
,EONE "UREAU OF 4OURISM AND 
#ULTURE AND %NUYAMI ,EWIS#OKER 
WENT TO WORK FOR THE 4RADE AND 
4ELECOMMUNICATIONS -INISTRY
!NOTHER SUCCESSFUL /TTERBEIN 
GRADUATE FROM 3IERRA ,EONE WAS John 
J. Akar ’51 WHO BECAME HEAD OF THE 
NATIONAL RADIO BROADCASTING SERVICE 
IN 3IERRA ,EONE AND COMPOSED THE 
NATIONS NATIONAL ANTHEM 
)N  3IERRA ,EONE BECAME AN 
INDEPENDENT NATION FREE OF "RITISH 
RULE AND WAS NAMED THE TH MEMBER 
OF THE 5NITED .ATIONS /N THE DAY THE 
COUNTRY WAS GRANTED INDEPENDENCE 
!PRIL   !KAR AIRED A VERSION 
OF THE NATIONAL ANTHEM AS SUNG BY THE 
/TTERBEIN MENS GLEE CLUB (E ALSO 
WAS A LEADER IN THE ARTS IN 3IERRA 
,EONE AND HAD PREVIOUSLY ACTED 
ONSTAGE WITH 2ICHARD "URTON AND 
3IDNEY 0OITIER
Sylvester Modupe Broderick 
Jr. ’63 SON OF Sylvester Modupe 
Broderick ’24 AND Imodale 
Caulker-Burnett ’63 DAUGHTER OF 
Richard Kelfa-Caulker ’35 WERE 
THE lRST GRADUATES AFTER 3IERRA 
,EONE GAINED INDEPENDENCE 
       h) WAS BORN IN &REETOWN 
3IERRA ,EONE TO 2ICHARD 
#AULKER AND /LIVETTE 3TUART 
-Y FATHER WAS BORN IN THE 
VILLAGE OF -AMBO OF 3IERRA 
,EONE PARENTS BOTH OF WHOM 
ARE FROM THE #AULKER FAMILY 
n A RULING FAMILY IN 3OUTH 
7ESTERN 3IERRA ,EONEv SAID 
#AULKER"URNETT
       #AULKER"URNETT CHOSE 
TO COME TO /TTERBEIN AFTER 
GENERATIONS OF FAMILY CAME BEFORE HER 
h*OSEPH (ANNIBAL #AULKER WAS THE 
lRST MEMBER OF THE FAMILY TO COME 
TO /TTERBEIN (E WAS THE GRANDSON 
OF #HIEF 4HOMAS 3TEPHEN #AULKER 
WHO HAD GIVEN LAND TO THE 5"# 
MISSIONARIES TO SET UP THEIR MISSION 
*OSEPH WAS ALSO MY GRANDMOTHERS 
BROTHER -Y FATHER 2ICHARD 5NCLE 
John Karefa-Smart ’38 AND MY FATHERS 
SISTER Amelia Caulker ’59 FOLLOWED 
.EEDLESS TO SAY /TTERBEIN WAS THE ONLY 
COLLEGE ) HAD HEARD OF IN THE 53 3INCE 
THEN MANY MORE #AULKER DESCENDANTS 
HAVE GONE THROUGH THE SCHOOLv SHE 
SAID
#AULKER"URNETTS EXPERIENCE AT 
/TTERBEIN IS A FAR CRY FROM WHAT SHE 
WOULD EXPERIENCE TODAY h-Y lRST 
MEMORY WAS MY ARRIVAL AT AN ALL WHITE 
SCHOOL WHERE THERE WERE ONLY SIX BLACK 
STUDENTS &OUR OF US WERE !FRICANSv 
SHE SAID 
h) MANAGED TO ADJUST TO COLLEGE 
LIFE 7HO CAN FORGET @3CRAP $AY IN 
 4HAT WAS PROBABLY THE MOST 
RIDICULOUS EXPERIENCE ) EVER HAD 
) JOINED THE 7OMENS 'LEE #LUB 
PLEDGED 4HETA .U SORORITY AND MADE 
SOME VERY GOOD FRIENDSv SAID #AULKER
"URNETT h)N MY SOPHOMORE YEAR ) HAD 
A ROOMMATE -ERCEDES "LUM WITH 
WHOM ) ROOMED FOR THE REMAINDER 
OF MY STAY AT /TTERBEIN 7E BECAME 
FAST FRIENDS 4OGETHER WE SAW THE lLM 
@"EN (UR SEVEN TIMES IN SEVEN DAYS 
FOR  EACH TIME )N OUR SENIOR 
YEAR WE WERE BOTH PART OF THE GROUP 
CHOSEN TO LIVE IN #LIP (OUSE 4HE #LIP 
(OUSE GROUP NOTED ON PAGE  OF THE 
3UMMER  4OWERS	 STILL EXISTS TODAY 
AND WE ARE STILL IN TOUCHv
,IFE FOR #AULKER"URNETT WASNT 
WITHOUT CHALLENGES HOWEVER h)N THOSE 
)MODALE #AULKER"URNETT 
Although I toured Ohio with the Glee Club, I was not allowed to go 
to Florida when they went on tour there, because I would not have 
been able to eat in the same restaurants or sleep in the same hotels 
as the group.  That was a disappointment.      
~ Imodale Caulker Burnett ’63
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DAYS ONE QUICKLY UNDERSTOOD ONES 
LIMITATIONS AS A BLACK STUDENT 7E WERE 
NOT ALLOWED TO DATE WHITE STUDENTS SO 
WE WENT OUT WITH EACH OTHER !LTHOUGH 
) TOURED /HIO WITH THE 'LEE #LUB ) WAS 
NOT ALLOWED TO GO TO &LORIDA WHEN THEY 
WENT ON TOUR THERE BECAUSE ) WOULD 
NOT HAVE BEEN ABLE TO EAT IN THE SAME 
RESTAURANTS OR SLEEP IN THE SAME HOTELS AS 
THE GROUP 4HAT WAS A DISAPPOINTMENTv
!FTER GRADUATING FROM /TTERBEIN 
#AULKER"URNETT HAD A PRESTIGIOUS 
CAREER IN NURSING EARNING NUMEROUS 
AWARDS 3HE RETIRED FROM NURSING IN 
 AND ESTABLISHED DEVELOPMENT
REHABILITATION SERVICES IN HER ANCESTRAL 
VILLAGE OF -AMBO 3IERRA ,EONE 
h) TRY TO GO HOME AT LEAST EVERY TWO 
YEARS JUST TO KEEP MYSELF GROUNDED 
,ATELY SINCE ) RETIRED ) HAVE BEEN 
GOING HOME EACH YEAR TO HELP IN THE 
REDEVELOPMENT PROCESS FOLLOWING 
THE  YEAR 2EBEL WARv SHE SAID 
h)N  ) DECIDED ) WOULD VISIT MY 
FATHERS VILLAGE AND FOUND THAT THE 
PEOPLE WERE IN WHAT ) WOULD CALL 
@3URVIVAL -ODE %VERYTHING WAS 
RUN DOWN -Y GRANDFATHERS HOUSE 
WAS UNINHABITABLE THERE WAS NO 
CLEAN DRINKING WATER NO HEALTH CARE 
FACILITIES NO PASTORAL CARE ALMOST 
EVERYONE WAS ILLITERATE AND WHILE THE 
#AULKERS HAD BEEN THE RULERS IN THE 
AREA THERE WERE NO LITERATE #AULKERS 
AROUND 3O ) DECIDED TO JOIN IN THE 
REDEVELOPMENT PROCESS DOING ONE 
VILLAGE AT A TIMEv
h4O DATE THERE ARE TWO WELLS 
FOR CLEAN DRINKING WATER 7E ARE 
SUPPORTING  CHILDREN IN SECONDARY 
SCHOOL AND ONE STUDENT IN COLLEGE 
7E ARE HOPING TO EXPAND THE SCHOOL 
AND HIRE MORE TEACHERS SO THAT WE 
CAN SERVE THE SURROUNDING VILLAGES  
!DULT EDUCATION CLASSES HAVE ALSO 
BEGUN 7E BELIEVE THAT EDUCATION IS 
THE SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT TOOL IN THE 
REDEVELOPMENT PROCESSv SHE SAID  
h4HERE IS A MICROCREDIT PROGRAM 
FOR  WOMEN AT A TIME THEY ARE TO DO 
PROJECTS WHICH WILL BENElT THEMSELVES 
AND THE COMMUNITY !CCESS TO THE VILLAGE 
HAS IMPROVED AND WE ARE CURRENTLY 
WORKING ON GETTING A HEALTH POST BUILT 
WHICH CAN PROVIDE EMERGENCY CARE AS 
WELL AS PREVENTIVE CARE PARTICULARLY FOR 
MALARIA AND PREVENTABLE CHILDHOOD 
DISEASES AND PRENATAL CARE %VENTUALLY WE 
HOPE TO BUILD A CHAPEL THAT WILL PROVIDE 
SPIRITUAL SUPPORT FOR THE PEOPLEv SAID 
#AULKER"URNETT
h)T IS A LONG PROCESS ESPECIALLY IN 
THE AREA OF DEVELOPING TRUST BUT THERE 
HAS BEEN PROGRESSv SHE ADDED
4HE BASE FOR FUNDRAISING IS IN 
6IRGINIA WHERE #AULKER"URNETT 
LIVES WITH HER HUSBAND h4HE 
,ESANA #OMMUNITY $EVELOPMENT
2EHABILITATION 3ERVICES IS A NONPROlT 
C	  ORGANIZATION  7E RUN THREE 
FUNDRAISERS A YEAR AND ACCEPT ALL 
DONATIONS THROUGH OUT THE YEARv
)N  /TTERBEIN #OLLEGE BEGAN 
A PROGRAM TO SEND STUDENT TEACHERS 
TO 3IERRA ,EONE THROUGH A STUDY 
-ISSIONARY ,LOYD -IGNEREY LOOKS OUT OF A 3IERRA ,EONE DWELLING CIRCA 
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ABROAD INITIATIVE DEVELOPED THROUGH 
THE %XCELLENCE IN 4EACHER %DUCATION 
WHICH WAS THE WORK OF $R #HESTER 
!DDINGTON AND -RS -ILDRED 3TAUFFER 
&IFTEEN STUDENTS SPENT  WEEKS DURING 
THE WINTER TERM OF  IN 3IERRA 
,EONE WORKING IN THE SCHOOLS AND 
STUDYING THE CULTURE OF THE COUNTRY 3EE 
THEIR PHOTO ON PAGE   
!LSO ON THAT TRIP WAS James 
Francis ’71 h)T CERTAINLY WAS A UNIQUE 
EXPERIENCE !T THAT TIME IT WAS 
PROBABLY THE lRST TRIP OUTSIDE THE 53 
WITH THE POSSIBLE EXCEPTION OF #ANADA 
FOR MOST OF USv
&RANCIS TOOK THE TRIP BECAUSE 
OF THE FARAWAY LOCATION h) THOUGHT 
THIS IS PROBABLY THE ONLY TIME IN MY 
LIFE ) WOULD HAVE THE CHANCE TO GO 
SOMEPLACE AS EXOTIC AS !FRICA )T WAS 
VERY WORTHWHILEv
7ORKING ALONGSIDE 0EACE #ORPS 
AND OTHER VOLUNTEERS IN A SMALL INLAND 
CITY &RANCIS DISCOVERED THAT THE PEOPLE 
OF 3IERRA ,EONE HAD A RELATIVELY HIGH 
STANDARD OF LIVING h4HEY MIGHT NOT 
HAVE HAD ALL THE LUXURIES WE HAD 
BUT IT WAS NOT THE !FRICA YOU SEE ON 
TELEVISIONv HE SAID h4HEY WOULD RIDE 
ON THE BACKS OF TRUCKS AND LORRIES 
THERE WERE NO BUSES "UT THE SCHOOLS 
WERE IN SCHOOL HOUSESv
4HINGS WERE ALSO DIFFERENT INSIDE 
THE CLASSROOM 4HE SCHOOLS RELIED 
ON THE CHURCHES FOR TEXTBOOKS AND 
THE ORGANIZATION OF THEIR EDUCATION 
SYSTEM WAS STRUCTURED IN A UNIQUE 
WAY h)T WAS COMPLETELY DIFFERENT THAN 
ANYTHING WE COULD HAVE EXPERIENCED 
HERE %VEN THE SCHOOL SYSTEM WAS 
DIFFERENT (ERE WE GO TO ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL AND HIGH SCHOOL FOR FREE THEN 
PAY TO GO TO COLLEGE 4HERE THEY PAID 
TO GO TO ELEMENTARY AND HIGH SCHOOL 
THEN IF THEY PASSED A TEST COLLEGE WAS 
FREEv HE SAID
(E NOTED THAT THE STUDENTS WERE 
EAGER TO LEARN AND CURIOUS ABOUT 
THE STUDENT TEACHERS CULTURE h4HE 
PEOPLE WERE VERY FRIENDLY 7E WERE THE 
STRANGERS THE OUTSIDERS AND THEY HAD 
A LOT OF CURIOSITY ABOUT THE !MERICAN 
CULTUREv
&RANCIS SAID THE CLASS HAD THE 
OPPORTUNITY TO EXPERIENCE A UNIQUE 
EVENT OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM h7E WERE 
THERE WHEN THE COUNTRY SWITCHED FROM 
THE "RITISHSTYLE LEFT HAND SIDE DRIVING 
TO THE CONTINENTAL %UROPEAN STYLE OF 
RIGHT HAND SIDE DRIVING ) THINK IT WAS 
A 3ATURDAY MORNING AND WHEN THEY 
RANG THE BELLS IN THE CITY EVERYONE WAS 
SUPPOSED TO JUST SWITCH SIDESv HE SAID 
h!ND THEY MANAGED TO DO SO WITHOUT 
ANY FATALITIES ALTHOUGH WE WERE URGED 
TO STAY OFF THE ROADS THAT MORNINGv
h) GAINED A GREAT APPRECIATION 
FOR WHAT WE HAVE HERE FROM BASIC 
NECESSITIES TO OPPORTUNITIES BECAUSE 
THERE THOSE THINGS COULD BE HARD TO 
COME BYv HE SAID h)T WAS A COUNTRY 
WORKING TO BETTER ITSELFv
h4O THIS DAY THE TRIP HAS AN 
IMPACT ON ME )T WAS REALLY SPECIAL AND 
A GREAT OPPORTUNITY THAT THE #OLLEGE 
PROVIDEDv HE SAID
/TTERBEIN HAS ALSO MAINTAINED A 
CONNECTION TO 3IERRA ,EONE THROUGH 
THE ARTS )N  3ILLATY +EMOH $ABO 
AN ARTISTINRESIDENCE FROM 3IERRA 
,EONE TAUGHT !FRICAN LITERATURE IN 
BOTH &RENCH AND %NGLISH TO /TTERBEIN 
STUDENTS FOR A MONTH AND THE 3IERRA 
,EONE $ANCE 4ROUPE PERFORMED ON 
CAMPUS
-OST RECENTLY /TTERBEIN HONORED 
ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH 3IERRA ,EONE BY 
SELECTING ! ,ONG 7AY 'ONE -EMOIRS 
OF A "OY 3OLDIER BY )SHMAEL "EAH AS 
THE  #OMMON "OOK 3EE PAGES 
	 4HE AUTHOR CAME TO CAMPUS 
FOR A RIVETING STANDINGROOMONLY 
CONVOCATION ON /CT   )N HIS 
BOOK "EAH NOW  YEARS OLD TELLS THE 
STORY OF HIS YEARS AS A CHILD SOLDIER AND 
HIS RESCUE FROM THAT WORLD OF HORRORS 
AND REHABILITATION BY 5.)#%&
4HE CRAFTS OF 3IERRA ,EONE PLAY 
HEAVILY INTO /TTERBEINS ART COLLECTION 
-ANY OF THE MISSIONARIES TO 7EST 
!FRICA TOOK A SPECIAL INTEREST IN THE ART 
OF THE REGION )N FACT MANY RETURNED 
TO THE 5NITED 3TATES WITH !FRICAN ART 
AND ARTIFACTS BESTOWING THE /TTERBEIN 
!RT #OLLECTION WITH DECORATIVE JEWELRY 
CEREMONIAL MASKS AND SCULPTURE 
BASKETS AND WEAVINGS AND HANDICRAFTS
/RIGINALLY THE COLLECTION WAS CARED 
FOR BY BIOLOGY 0ROFESSOR %7 3CHEAR 
AND HOUSED IN THE 3CIENCE "UILDING 
4HE $EPARTMENT OF !RT TOOK OVER THE 
COLLECTION IN  AND ACQUIRED NEW 
GIFTS FROM MISSIONARIES COLLECTIONS 7ITH 
ASSISTANCE FROM THE +RESS &OUNDATION 
!RT #HAIRPERSON %ARL (ASSENPmUG BEGAN 
TOURING NORTH AND 7EST !FRICA IN  TO 
COLLECT NEW MATERIALS FOR THE COLLECTION 
0IECES FROM THE COLLECTION HAVE BEEN 
DISPLAYED IN /TTERBEINS GALLERIES OVER 
THE YEARS AND NOW FREQUENT EXHIBITS ARE 
HOUSED AT THE &RANK -USEUM OF !RT
#URRENTLY ON EXHIBIT IS 5NCOMMON 
4HREADS "LANKETS AND ROBES FROM 
3IERRA ,EONE AND 'HANA AN EXHIBIT OF 
!N /TTERBEIN STUDENT TEACHER WITH HER CLASS IN THE hOPENAIRv CLASSROOM  
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7EST !FRICAN TEXTILES AND OBJECTS FROM 
/TTERBEINS COLLECTION  )T WILL BE ON 
DISPLAY IN THE &RANK -USEUM OF !RT 
THROUGH *UNE   ,OCATED AT  3 
6INE 3T IN 7ESTERVILLE THE -USEUM IS 
OPEN 7EDNESDAY THROUGH &RIDAY FROM 
 AM PM O
Learn more about Sierra Leone 
at http://www.otterbein.edu/
commonbook/index.asp.
Plans are in the works for a 
Saturday, April 18 reunion for the 
Otterbein alumni who traveled 
to Sierra Leone in 1970 and 1971. 
Wendy Roush ’71 and Dr. Chester 
Addington are your hosts.  
Contact Becky Smith at RSmith@
otterbein.edu or 614-823-1650 of 
1-888-614-2600 for  more details.
1924 Sylvester Modupe Broderick
1927 Ross Lohr
1935 Richard YelsahaKelfa-Caulker
1940 John Karefa-Smart
1951 John Joseph Akar
1953 Max Alfred Bailor
1956 Daniel Mojube Ademu-John
1959 Amelia Caulker Ben-Davis
Victor Emmanel Sumner
1960 Lloyd Owen Bailor
1963 Imodale Caulker-Burnett
Sylvester Modupe Broderick Jr. 
1965 Miatta Akiatu
Frederick Emmanuel A. Noah
Nathaniel Gbese Yavana
1967 Emma Broderick Awoonor-Renner
Princess Sangma Caulker
Annie Edith Lefevre
1969 Phlorence Yema-Lango Caulker
1971 Hannah Onike Jawarah
1974 Melvyne Leonora Caulker
1975 Enuyami Lewis-Coker
Stanley Hinga Thomas
1978 Samuel Abu Tambi
1981 Amadu Sankoh
1983 Sandra Atere-Roberts
1985 Alice Hannah Thomas
1990 Leonard Richmond Sumner
1995 Joseph Hannibal Caulker 
(posthumously)
Otterbein Alumni 
from Sierra Leone
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At age 12, Ishmael Beah’s peaceful life and 
childhood in Sierra Leone were suddenly 
shattered with the horrific scenes of war.  His 
family was murdered.  By 13, though he and his 
friends had run from the war, he was captured  
and trained as a child soldier.  For two years 
he was kept high on drugs to fight the rebels.  
Killing became commonplace.  A Long Way Gone
is his story, one of deliverance and redemption.
7HEN ) BEGAN TO READ ! ,ONG 7AY 'ONE ONE THING THAT STRUCK ME RIGHT 
AWAY WAS THE QUICKNESS WITH WHICH THE WAR STRUCK )SHMAEL "EAHS LIFE  4HE 
CONmICT HIT WITHOUT WARNING LIKE AN EARTHQUAKE  AND SHATTERED HIS YOUNG 
LIFE  /NE DAY AT AGE  HE WAS WALKING WITH HIS OLDER BROTHER AND FRIENDS TO 
A NEIGHBORING VILLAGE TO PARTICIPATE IN A TALENT SHOW  4HE NEXT HE WAS SEEING 
THE VICTIMS COMING FROM HIS OWN VILLAGEA VOLKSWAGEN WITH A DEAD FAMILY 
INSIDE ALL SHOT A MAN CARRYING HIS DEAD SON STILL TALKING TO HIM 
CLINGING TO HOPE AND A WOMAN WHO CARRIED HER BABY ON HER 
BACK THE BABY SHOT DEAD AS THE WOMAN HAD RUN FOR HER LIFE  
       3LOWLY IT BEGAN TO SINK IN TO THE AUTHOR THAT HIS FAMILY WAS 
LIKELY DEAD  !ND SOON HE AND HIS FRIENDS WERE RUNNING FROM THE 
WAR RUNNING FROM THE REBELS RUNNING FOR THEIR OWN SURVIVAL  
       !S YOU CAN ALREADY TELL ! ,ONG 7AY 'ONE IS NOT AN EASY BOOK 
TO READ  )T IS lLLED WITH HORRORS SUFFERING INHUMANITY GRIEF AND 
KILLING EVER MORE KILLING 4HE AUTHOR ACKNOWLEDGED AS MUCH 
IN HIS TALK  /NE OF THE lRST THINGS HE DID WAS TO THANK EVERYONE 
WHO HAD TAKEN TIME TO READ HIS BOOK  h) KNOW IT IS NOT A VERY 
EASY BOOK TO READ EMOTIONALLYxSO )M ALWAYS GRATEFUL WHEN 
PEOPLE TAKE TIME TO READ ITv
       4HE BOOK CHRONICLES AN AMAZING AND HORRENDOUS JOURNEY 
MONTHS OF )SHMAEL AND HIS FRIENDS ON THE LAM TRYING TO AVOID 
CAPTURE THE SUBSEQUENT CAPTURE AND TRAINING TO BE A SOLDIER THE 
YOUNG )SHMAEL MOVING FROM A TERRIlED UNWILLING PARTICIPANT IN 
THE WAR TO A GRIZZLED VETERAN EVEN BEFORE REACHING AGE  THE 
RESCUE AND REMOVAL OF )SHMAEL FROM THE WAR BY 5.)#%& HIS 
REHABILITATION IN &REETOWN AND lNALLY HIS FRANTIC ESCAPE FROM 
3IERRA ,EONE FOR HIS VERY SURVIVAL  
BY 2OGER 2OUTSON
$ESPITE THE TRAUMATIC EVENTS OF HIS EARLY LIFE )SHMAEL 
"EAH IS ALWAYS SMILING HAPPY TO BE ALIVE
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4HE STORY READS LIKE A NOVEL )F ONLY 
IT WAS MERE lCTION
/N /CT  )SHMAEL "EAH NOW 
 STOOD IN #OWAN (ALL AND TALKED TO 
THE /TTERBEIN COMMUNITY ABOUT THE 
BOOK HE WROTE AND HIS LIFE AFTER mEEING 
3IERRA ,EONE  (E RELATED THAT WHEN 
HE lRST CAME TO THE 53 IN  AND 
ATTENDED HIGH SCHOOL AT THE 5NITED 
.ATIONS )NTERNATIONAL 3CHOOL HE DIDNT 
WANT TO TALK ABOUT HIS EXPERIENCES 
WITH HIS CLASSMATES  h,OTS OF QUESTIONS 
WERE ASKEDxWHATEVER THE PERSONS 
SPECULATION ABOUT MY SITUATION ) AGREED 
WITH IT BECAUSE ) DIDNT WANT TO TALK 
ABOUT MY EXPERIENCES NOT BECAUSE ) 
WAS ASHAMED ) JUST FELT THAT PEOPLE 
WOULD NOT UNDERSTAND )T WOULD NOT 
TAKE ENOUGH LUNCH TO TELL SOMEONE OF 
MY EXPERIENCES  ) HAD TO GIVE THEM A 
LOT OF CONTEXT AND WAS AFRAID IF ) GAVE 
THEM A LITTLE BIT THEY WOULD BASICALLY 
MISCONSTRUE IT AND ) WOULD BECOME THE 
CHILD SOLDIER AND PEOPLE WOULD BECOME 
AFRAID OF ME  ) DIDNT WANT THATv
"EAH RELATED HIS FRUSTRATION WITH 
THE MEDIA FOR THEIR GENERALIZATION OF THE 
lGHTING IN 3IERRA ,EONE  h)T SEEMED LIKE 
3IERRA ,EONE HAD ALWAYS BEEN AT WAR  
7HEN ANYONE WAS BORN THEY PICKED UP 
AN !+ AND WENT TO lGHT RIGHT AWAY  
4HERE WAS NO CONTEXT GIVEN AT ALLv
"EAH ADDED h0EOPLE JUST DONT GET 
UP IN THE MORNING AND SAY /H WE HATE 
OUR NEIGHBORS WE HAVE TO lGHT THEM  )T 
DOESNT HAPPEN THAT WAY AT ALLx) GREW UP 
IN A PLACE WHERE THERE WAS A STRONG SENSE 
OF COMMUNITY WHERE AS A CHILD GROWING 
UP YOUR NEIGHBORS WERE YOUR FRIENDS AND 
FAMILYxTHAT CONTEXT WASNT GIVENx!ND 
WHEN THAT CONTEXT IS NOT GIVEN PEOPLE DO 
NOT UNDERSTAND THAT PEOPLE WHO LIVED IN 
3IERRA ,EONE EVEN DURING THE WAR WERE 
STILL HUMAN BEINGS  4HEY HAD THE SAME 
DESIRES TENDENCIES NEEDS AND WANTS AS 
ANYONE ANYWHERE  4HE SACROSANCT NATURE 
OF THEIR LIVES WAS STILL THE SAMEv
4HIS IS WHY "EAH WROTE HIS BOOK  h) 
WANTED TO WRITE TO PUT A HUMAN FACE TO 
THIS EXPERIENCE SO ITS NO LONGER DISTANT  
3O PEOPLE CAN SEE FEEL HEAR AND BE A 
PART OF THIS SO INTIMATELY THEY WILL NO 
LONGER BE ABLE TO TURN AWAY  4HAT THEY 
CAN SEE THAT THOSE CHILDREN EVERYWHERE 
IN THE WORLD NOT JUST IN 3IERRA ,EONE 
AND !FRICA WHEREVER THIS IS HAPPENING 
ARE SOMEONES CHILD 4HAT WHEREVER THIS 
IS HAPPENING THAT COULD BE YOUR CHILD 
YOUR BROTHER THAT IT COULD BE YOU  4HAT 
ALL OF US HAVE THE CAPACITY TO LOSE OUR 
HUMANITY COMPLETELY BUT THAT WE ALSO 
HAVE THE STRENGTH TO REGAIN IT IF GIVEN THE 
RIGHT CARE AND SUPPORTv
4HINGS THAT WE ALL TAKE FOR GRANTED 
hTHE PARAPHENALIA OF OUR LIFEv AS "EAH 
PUT IT IS LOST DURING A WAR  (E RELATED THE 
FRUSTRATIONS OF NOT HAVING REPORT CARDS 
OR EVEN A BABY PICTURE TO CONTRIBUTE TO 
A GROUP PROJECT AT THE 5NITED .ATIONS 
SCHOOL  !ND HE WAS FRUSTRATED AS WELL BY 
AN ATTITUDE HE RAN UP AGAINST THAT SAID 
IF YOU WERE A CHILD SOLDIER IF YOU WERE 
EXPOSED AND CONTRIBUTED TO ALL SORTS OF 
VIOLENCE YOU WERE lNISHED YOU COULDNT 
BE REHABILITATED
h!LL OF THESE EXPERIENCES FRUSTRATED 
ME BUT THEY ALSO SHAPED WHAT CAME TO 
BE THE BOOK ) FELT ) NEEDED TO WRITE THIS 
BOOK SO ) COULD GIVE PEOPLE A VERY STRONG 
EXPERIENCE ABOUT WHAT REALLY HAPPENED 
DURING THE WAR  7HAT IT DOES TO HUMAN 
BEINGS  (OW IT DISRUPTS THE TRADITIONS 
THE CULTURE THE COMMUNITY THAT ) 
GREW UP IN (OW ONCE AS A CHILD YOURE 
INNOCENT ITS SOMETHING THAT PEOPLE 
CHERISH  !ND HOW THAT PLACE NOW IS lLLED 
WITH TREMENDOUS FEAR BECAUSE AS A CHILD 
TIMERESIDUAL AFTEREFFECTS OF THE VIGILENT 
SOLDIER  (E SPOKE OF WHAT HAPPENS IF 
SOMEONE RUNS BY HIM REALLY FAST ON THE 
STREET OR IF HE SEES A PARTICULAR KIND OF TREE 
IN THE BUSH HOW IT WILL BRING UP A PAINFUL 
MEMORY  "UT HE ALSO SPOKE OF PUTTING 
ALL THIS INTO POSITIVES  h) COULD LOOK AT 
INSOMNIA AS THE WORST POSSIBLE THING THAT 
COULD HAPPEN TO ME BUT ) DONT  !S A 
STUDENT IN COLLEGE IT WAS A BLESSINGv HE 
SAID WITH A SMILE  h)TS THE SAME THING 
I wanted to write to put a human face on this 
experience so it’s no longer distant.  So people can 
see feel hear and be a part of this so intimately, they 
will no longer be able to turn away.
~ Ishmael Beah
YOURE FORCED TO SHOOT THOSE ADULTS WHO 
ONCE UPON A TIME YOU WOULD NOT RAISE 
YOUR VOICE TO  )T CHANGES THE DYNAMICS 
OF A SOCIETYv
7HAT WAS REMARKABLE WAS THE 
CHEERFULNESS AND GLOWING HAPPINESS THAT 
)SHMAEL "EAH CLEARLY EXUDED DURING HIS 
TALK AND SUBSEQUENT DISCUSSION WITH 
THE AUDIENCE  (E SPOKE OF STILL HAVING 
NIGHTMARES THOUGH THEY ARE LESS FREQUENT 
AND DO NOT DISTURB AS MUCH  (E SPOKE 
OF SLEEPING ONLY THREE HOURS A NIGHT 
AND NEVER FOR MORE THAN ONE HOUR AT A 
WITH THE NIGHTMARES  4HEY COME AND 
GO BUT ) HAVE A DEEPER APPRECIATION FOR 
JUST BEING ALIVE WHICH IS WHY )M ALWAYS 
SMILING &OR ME JUST BEING ALIVE IS ENOUGH 
TO BE HAPPYv
)SHMAEL "EAH CONTINUES TO SPEAK 
AROUND THE WORLD ABOUT THE PLIGHT OF 
CHILDREN SOLDIERS AND CONTINUES TO BE 
AN AMBASSADOR FOR 5.)#%&   (E HAS 
DISCUSSED THE PLIGHT OF CHILDREN IN WAR 
WITH SUCH DIGNITARIES AS 5. 3ECRETARY 
'ENERAL +Ol !NNAN .ELSON -ANDELA 
AND "ILL #LINTON  O
BY *EANA (ARRINGTON 
3INCE ITS ESTABLISHMENT IN  /TTERBEIN HAS BEEN HISTORICALLY 
CONNECTED TO SOME OF THE BIGGEST COMMUNITY ISSUES OF THE TIME &ROM 
OUR INVOLVEMENT IN THE ABOLITIONIST AND TEMPERANCE MOVEMENTS TO 
OUR INTERNATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS /TTERBEIN HAS ALWAYS BEEN AN ENGAGED 
COMMUNITY DEDICATED TO A CULTURE OF SERVICE )NTEGRATING THAT LEVEL OF 
SERVICE COMMITMENT INTO THE CLASSROOM WAS A NATURAL CHOICE
,AST YEAR /TTERBEINS COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT TRANSLATED TO  
IN MONETARY IMPACT ACCORDING TO THE #ENTER FOR #OMMUNITY %NGAGEMENTS 
##%	 !NNUAL 2EPORT !LMOST  STUDENTS WERE INVOLVED IN ONE DAY 
SERVICE EVENTS COMMUNITY PLUNGES AND -AKE!$IFFERENCE $AY	 AND 
SERVICE PROGRAMS 
/N TOP OF THAT  STUDENTS WERE ENROLLED IN  SERVICE LEARNING 
COURSES EQUALING  SERVICE HOURS FROM CLASSROOM PROJECTS ALONE  4HIS 
YEAR /TTERBEIN HAS CONTINUED TO RAISE THE BAR OFFERING  SERVICE LEARNING 
CLASSES IN  OUT OF  DISCIPLINES
Community Service
   as part of the Curriculum
Otterbein Now Offers 90 Service Learning Courses
-ELISSA 'ILBERT DIRECTOR OF THE 
##% COORDINATES THE FUNDING OF SERVICE 
LEARNING CLASSES ON CAMPUS 0ROJECTS ARE 
SUPPORTED BY A COMBINATION OF EXTERNAL 
GRANTS THE MAJORITY OF FUNDING SINCE 
	 CORPORATE SPONSORSHIPS AND AN 
INTERNAL BUDGET FROM THE ##% FUNDED BY 
/TTERBEIN 
4HERE ARE NO RESTRICTIONS OR 
MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS FOR SERVICE 
LEARNING CLASSES AT /TTERBEIN SETTING 
US APART FROM MANY OTHER INSTITUTIONS 
7HEN IT COMES TO DESIGNING CLASSES 
'ILBERT SAID THE SCHOOLS PHILOSOPHY 
IS SIMPLY THAT THE DETERMINED PROJECT 
HELPS THE PROFESSOR REACH WHATEVER 
LEARNING GOAL THEY HAVE SET FOR THEIR 
STUDENTS
6ARYING FROM WELLESTABLISHED 
PROGRAMS TO UPANDCOMING PROJECTS 
THIS YEARS SERVICE LEARNING COURSES COVER 
A WIDE VARIETY OF SUBJECTS
4HE 'ENOA/TTERBEIN #REATIVE 
,ITERARY !LLIANCE FUNDED BY A GRANT FROM 
#HASE "ANK AND SUPPORTED BY GRANTS 
FROM ,EARN AND 3ERVE !MERICA AND THE 
##% IS CURRENTLY IN ITS FOURTH YEAR AT 
/TTERBEIN ACCORDING TO 4ERRY (ERMSEN 
PROGRAM DIRECTOR AND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 
OF %NGLISH
4HROUGH HIS COURSE 4EACHING 
#REATIVE 7RITING IN THE #OMMUNITY 
(ERMSEN HAS TRAINED THREE GROUPS OF 
/TTERBEIN STUDENTS TO TEACH POETRY 
WRITING TO SIXTH SEVENTH AND EIGHTH 
GRADE STUDENTS AT 'ENOA -IDDLE 3CHOOL 
IN 7ESTERVILLE (ERMSEN SAYS h)TS NOT 
JUST POETRY ITS SOMETHING TO GET THE KIDS 
THINKINGv
!CCORDING TO THE ##% 7EB SITE 
POETRY IS THE WRITING GENRE MOST SUITABLE 
TO THE 'ENOA -IDDLE 3CHOOL STUDENTS 
BECAUSE IT IS GENERALLY SHORT AND CERTAIN 
CONCEPTS CAN BE EASILY CONVEYED IN A 
SINGLE LESSON 
(ERMSEN SAID /TTERBEIN STUDENTS 
BENElT FROM THE COURSES AS WELL BECAUSE 
h4HEY HAVE TO SHOW TO 'ENOA STUDENTS 
WHY POETRY MATTERS 4HEY ARE @POETS AND 
RESIDENTS TEACHING THEIR ARTv
)N PAST YEARS STUDENTS HAVE TAKEN 
(ERMSENS CLASS IN THE FALL AND TAUGHT 
WORKSHOPS AT 'ENOA -IDDLE 3CHOOL 
IN EITHER WINTER OR SPRING 4HIS YEAR 
HOWEVER THE CLASS HAS BEEN RESTRUCTURED 
INTO AN hALTERNATIVE BREAKv 
3TUDENTS TAUGHT THEIR LESSONS AT 
'ENOA -IDDLE 3CHOOL OVER A TWOWEEK 
PERIOD IN $ECEMBER BRINGING THE 
PROGRAM hCLOSER TOGETHERv ACCORDING 
TO (ERMSEN (E SAID THAT BY TEACHING 
THE WORKSHOPS OVER BREAK STUDENTS CAN 
CONCENTRATE ON THE PROJECT WITHOUT OTHER 
SCHOOL STRESSES GETTING IN THE WAY h)TS SO 
MUCH MORE ENGAGED THIS YEARv HE SAID
!T THE END OF THE PROJECT THE 'ENOA 
-IDDLE 3CHOOL STUDENTS POETRY IS MADE 
INTO A COLLECTION AND THE YOUTH READ THEIR 
POEMS TO THE CLASS 
h4HINGS ARE mYING AT THIS POINTv 
SAID (ERMSEN h)TS SO EXCITING TO HAVE 
EVERYBODY THERE WORKING TOGETHERv
4HE #REATIVE ,ITERARY !LLIANCE IS 
ALSO PARTIALLY SUPPORTED BY THE 'REAT 
#ITIES 'REAT 3ERVICE GRANT LED BY 
/TTERBEIN 5NIVERSITY OF #INCINNATI AND 
/HIO #AMPUS #OMPACT 4HROUGH THE 
GRANTS MODEL INITIATIVE YOUTH,%!$ 
,EARN %NGAGE !CT AND $ECIDE	 COLLEGE 
STUDENTS ARE TRAINED TO SERVE SIDEBYSIDE 
WITH URBAN YOUTH ACCORDING TO THE ##% 
7EB SITE 
9OUTH,%!$ PROGRAMS ARE FOCUSED 
TO STRENGTHEN URBAN WELLNESS AND SOLVE 
COMMUNITY PROBLEMS AMONG OTHERS 
*EAN +ELLY ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF 
COMMUNICATION IS ONE OF MANY TEACHERS 
FOCUSING THEIR SERVICE LEARNING PROGRAMS 
ON URBAN YOUTH 4HUS FAR THREE OF HER 
COMMUNICATION AND JOURNALISM CLASSES 
HAVE WORKED WITH ,INDEN -C+INLEY 
SCHOOLS ON A VARIETY OF PROJECTS
+ELLYS PROGRAMS VARY DEPENDING 
ON THE SUBJECT OF HER CLASS FROM HELPING 
THE STUDENTS REDESIGN A NEWSLETTER THAT 
PROMOTES NONVIOLENCE TO DEVELOPING 
CREATIVE MATERIALS FOR THE 'REATER ,INDEN 
$EVELOPMENT #ORPORATION
h)TS A REALLY FORGOTTEN PLACE AND 
THERES NO ACTUAL REASON TO WRITE IT OFFv 
SAID +ELLY h4HE STUDENTS ARE WORKING 
AGAINST INCREDIBLE ODDS BUT THEY 
REALLY WANT MORE 4HEY HAVE A LOT OF 
STRUCTURES TO DO A LOT OF GOOD THINGS 
FOR THEMv
,AST WINTER +ELLYS &EATURE 7RITING 
CLASS STARTED A PROGRAM CALLED 9OUTH 
-EDIA #OLUMBUS THROUGH WHICH 
/TTERBEIN STUDENTS WROTE NEWS STORIES 
ABOUT ,INDEN AND WORKED TO CREATE A 
NEWS WIKI TO HIGHLIGHT COMMUNITY ISSUES 
OVERLOOKED BY TRADITIONAL MEDIA OUTLETS
0ARTICIPANTS WROTE THEIR OWN 
STORIES AND HELPED STUDENTS AT 
,INDEN-C+INLEY (IGH 3CHOOL WRITE 
OPINION COLUMNS !CCORDING TO +ELLY 
/TTERBEIN STUDENTS IMPROVED THEIR 
WRITING BY IMMERSING THEMSELVES IN 
THE COMMUNITY AND UNCOVERED A STORY 
WITHIN THE COMMUNITY ITSELF
+ELLY HOWEVER ISNT THE ONLY 
PROFESSOR TO HAVE DISCOVERED THE HIDDEN 
GEM AT ,INDEN 3HE BECAME INVOLVED 
WITH THE ,INDEN #OMMUNITY THROUGH 
*OHN +ENGLA ##%S SERVICE LEARNING 
LIAISON WHOSE -ENTORING 4HEORY AND 
0RACTICE CLASS ALSO WORKS WITH ,INDEN 
THROUGH A MENTORING PROGRAM
,INDEN STUDENTS ATTEND CLASSES 
AT /TTERBEIN OVER THREE QUARTERS AND 
THE STUDENTS WORK TOGETHER TO STUDY 
MENTORING SKILLS AND PRACTICES ACCORDING 
TO THE ##% 7EB SITE )N TURN THE 
/TTERBEIN AND ,INDEN STUDENTS MENTOR 
SIXTH AND EIGHTH GRADE STUDENTS FROM 
-EDINA -IDDLE 3CHOOL WHERE THEY 
DEVELOP SELFESTEEM SELFCONlDENCE AND 
LEADERSHIP SKILLS
/THER SERVICE LEARNING CLASSES COVER 
A VARIETY OF DISCIPLINES EVEN CHEMISTRY 
*OAN %SSON ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF 
CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY HAS WORKED 
WITH LOCAL ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE SCHOOL 
STUDENTS FOR THE PAST TWO YEARS TESTING 
TOYS FOR THE PRESENCE OF TOXIC LEAD 
4HROUGH HER !NALYTICAL #HEMISTRY
CLASS %SSONS STUDENTS EDUCATED THE 
CLASS ABOUT THE HAZARDS OF LEAD AND 
! 'ENOA -IDDLE 3CHOOL STUDENT READS 
HER POETRY AS !SSISTANT 0ROFESSOR OF 
%NGLISH 4ERRY (ERMSEN LISTENS
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TOGETHER THE STUDENTS DETERMINED A 
HYPOTHESIS TO TEST 
!CCORDING TO THE ##% 7EB SITE 
%SSONS STUDENTS GAINED MORE EXPERIENCE 
WITH THE TECHNIQUES THEY WERE LEARNING 
IN CLASS AND THE 7HITTIER STUDENTS MADE 
SURE TO REPORT THEIR TESTING RESULTS IN 
THE SCHOOL ANNOUNCEMENTS THE NEXT 
MORNING
!CROSS ALL DISCIPLINES hWE WANT 
STUDENTS TO DEEPEN THEIR SENSE OF CIVIC 
AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITYv SAID 'ILBERT 
h!T /TTERBEIN MORE THAN MANY OTHER 
INSTITUTIONS WE TAKE VERY SERIOUSLY 
THE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS OUR STUDENTS 
WILL NEED AS FUTURE CITIZENS OF OUR 
COMMUNITIESv
#LASSES CAN IMPACT A STUDENTS ABILITY 
TO APPLY CERTAIN SKILLS OR GIVE THEM A MORE 
BROAD UNDERSTANDING OF A TOPIC h!CROSS 
THE BOARD THE KEY PIECE IS THAT IN SOME 
WAY YOURE APPLYING YOUR ACADEMIC THEORY 
AND LEARNINGv %SSON ADDED h)TS THE SAME 
THING AS OTHER COURSES YOU ENHANCE AND 
ENCOURAGE THE SAME SET OF ACADEMIC 
OUTCOMESx ITS JUST A DIFFERENT NARRATIVEv
7HILE SERVICE LEARNING HAS BECOME 
A FOCUS OF MANY CLASSES OUTSIDE OF THE 
CLASSROOM MANY STUDENTS HAVE TAKEN 
PROJECTS INTO THEIR OWN HANDS FROM 
BETTERING THE ENVIRONMENT TO HELPING 
LOCAL YOUTH AMONG OTHERS 
3INCE  THREE CONSECUTIVE 
/TTERBEIN STUDENTS HAVE RECEIVED 4HE 
*IMMY AND 2OSALYN #ARTER 0ARTNERSHIP 
&OUNDATION GRANTS TO PURSUE THEIR 
PROJECTS SOPHOMORE NURSING MAJOR 
$ANIELLE &ABIAN JUNIOR %NGLISH MAJOR 
7HITNEY 0ROSE AND SENIOR PSYCHOLOGY 
MAJOR #HELSEA -ERRIMAN
4HE GRANT PROGRAM RECOGNIZES THE 
BEST ACADEMIC SERVICE WORK OF STUDENTS 
FACULTY AND STAFF AT UNIVERSITIES AND 
COLLEGES ACROSS THE COUNTRY BY INVESTING 
IN YOUNG hSERVICE ENTREPRENEURS BASED 
ON THEIR PROPOSED CONTRIBUTION TO A 
COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONv ACCORDING TO 
THE ##% WEBSITE
4HROUGH HER h'RANOLA 'IRLSv 
SERVICE PROJECT &ABIAN WHO JUST 
RECEIVED HER GRANT IN .OVEMBER WILL 
EDUCATE GIRL SCOUTS IN THE h"ONDS 
"EYOND "ARSv PROGRAM ON HEALTH 
ISSUES FACING TEENAGE GIRLS TODAY 
4HE GIRLS WILL COME TO CAMPUS AND 
COMPLETE PROJECTS ABOUT A NUMBER 
OF ISSUES INCLUDING NUTRITION 
PRESCRIPTION AND DRUG EDUCATION AND 
GOALS FOR THEIR OWN HEALTHY LIFE STYLE
,AST YEAR 0ROSE WAS AWARDED 
 TO CONTINUE HER WORK 
WITH /TTERBEIN ,AKE THROUGH HER 
#ARDINAL#ORPS PROGRAM 0LAN)T %ARTH 
A STUDENT ORGANIZATION THAT HELPS BUILD 
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY PRACTICES 
ON CAMPUS AND IN THE SURROUNDING 
COMMUNITY 4HE /TTERBEIN ,AKE PROJECT 
ONE OF 0LAN)T %ARTHS COMMUNITY 
PARTNERSHIPS IS A CONTINUOUS 
TRANSFORMATION OF AN OVERGROWN STERILE 
POND INTO A NATURAL PLACE THAT CAN BE 
ENJOYED BY THE COMMUNITY 
7ITH HER #ARTER GRANT 0ROSE SAID 
THAT SHE AND OTHER MEMBERS OF 0LAN
)T %ARTH WILL PLANT A NATIVE WILDmOWER 
GARDEN AT THE LAKE INCLUDING LASER
ENGRAVED PLANT MARKERS DESIGNED BY THE 
STUDENTS TO HELP IDENTIFY THE PLANTS 
h/TTERBEIN HAS EMBRACED GOING 
GREEN WITH AN ENTHUSIASTIC SPIRIT AND 
ADMIRABLE DRIVEv SAID 0ROSE h)M VERY 
PROUD TO HAVE BEEN HERE TO HELP ORGANIZE 
EVERYONES ENVIRONMENTAL CONSCIOUSNESS 
AND TO BE GRADUATING KNOWING THAT THE 
GREENmOWER )VE SEEN PLANTED HERE IS 
GOING TO CONTINUE TO GROW AND BLOSSOMv
)N  -ERRIMAN WAS ALSO 
AWARDED  FOR HER PROPOSAL 'ROW 
3OMETHING 7ITH 4HEM WHICH BUILT ON 
THE #OLLEGES PARTNERSHIP WITH 5NITED 
-ETHODIST #HILDRENS (OME 5-#(	 
-ERRIMAN AND OTHER STUDENT VOLUNTEERS 
WORKED WITH RESIDENTS OF 5-#( 
TO GROW AND MAINTAIN A GARDEN OF 
VEGETABLES HERBS AND mOWERS THAT WERE 
SOLD AT A LOCAL MARKET 
)N HER SPEECH GIVEN AT THE 0RESIDENTS 
(IGHER %DUCATION #OMMUNITY 3ERVICE 
(ONOR 2OLL !WARDS #EREMONY IN 
&EBRUARY -ERRIMAN SAID THE PROJECT 
FOCUSES ON CULTIVATING YOUR OWN PERSONAL 
GARDEN AS A METAPHOR FOR YOUR FUTURE
h7HEN LAST WEEK ) ASKED MY KIDS 
WHAT THEY WANTED TO NAME THEIR GARDEN 
ONE BOY SPOKE UP AND SAID @,ETS CALL IT 
!'!0% n THATS WHEN ) REALIZED THAT 
THEYD GOTTEN IT n FOR !GAPE MEANS 
@SELmESS LOVEv SAID -ERRIMAN 
3HE CLOSED THE SPEECH SAYING h-Y 
COMBINED EXPERIENCES WITHIN THE 
CLASSROOM AND OUTSIDE IN THE COMMUNITY 
HAVE ALLOWED ME TO TAKE PART IN A MORE 
COMPLETE EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE OVER 
THE PAST THREE YEARSv
4HIS /CTOBER -ERRIMAN ALSO 
IS ONE OF lVE RECIPIENTS OF THE  
3PIRIT OF ,!33)% !WARD GIVEN 
BY ,EARN AND 3ERVE !MERICA IN 
7ASHINGTON $#  
-ERRIMAN WAS THE lRST YOUTH 
PARTICIPANT TO RECEIVE THE AWARD GIVEN 
TO HONOR A PARTICIPANTS LONG TERM 
COMMITMENT TO SERVICELEARNING 3HE 
HAS WORKED WITH A NUMBER OF LOCAL AND 
NATIONAL SERVICE PROJECTS AND IS hA FORCE 
AT /TTERBEIN FOR SERVICE AND SERVICE
LEARNINGv ACCORDING TO !MY #OHEN 
FORMER DIRECTOR OF ,EARN AND 3ERVE 
!MERICA
7HITNEY 0ROSE AND A #OMMUNITY 0LUNGE 
VOLUNTEER PLANT INDIGENOUS SPECIES ALONG THE 
BANKS OF /TTERBEIN ,AKE
! 7HITTIER ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL STUDENT TESTS A TOY 
FOR LEAD PAINT
!MERI#ORPS 6)34! VOLUNTEER 
#AITLIN 4ULLY JOINS A 4ROUP  
GIRL SCOUT AT CAMP
! VOLUNTEER CLEARS A PATH AT 
/TTERBEIN ,AKE
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!S PART OF /TTERBEINS DEDICATION TO COMMUNITY SERVICE 3T *UDE #HILDRENS 
2ESEARCH (OSPITAL IS ONE OF MANY CHARITY PROJECTS ON CAMPUS /VER THE PAST FOUR 
YEARS /TTERBEIN HAS RAISED OVER  FOR 3T *UDES THROUGH A COMBINATION OF 
STUDENT AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT INCLUDING 5P @TIL $AWN A CAMPUSWIDE EVENT 
FOR ANY ONE WILLING TO HELP RAISE MONEY FOR 3T *UDE
!T THIS YEARS FOURTH ANNUAL 5P @TIL $AWN LETTER WRITING CAMPAIGN  STUDENTS 
SENT  LETTERS ASKING FOR DONATIONS TO 3T *UDE 7ITH FURTHER CONTRIBUTIONS BY THE 
%XECUTIVE "OARD ALMOST  LETTERS WERE WRITTEN AND DONATIONS HAVE BEGUN TO lLTER 
IN 4HIS YEARS PROGRAM DIRECTOR Kayla Sechler ’09 HAS BEEN TO THE 3T *UDES HOSPITAL IN 
4ENNESSEE AND IS INTERNING WITH THE 3T *UDES CHAPTER IN #OLUMBUS 3HE 
PARTICIPATED IN THE ANNUAL (ALF -ARATHON IN 4ENNESSEE AND THIS YEAR 
RAISED OVER  FOR IT WITH THE REST OF HER  MEMBER TEAM 3TEPS 
FOR 3T *UDE 4HIS YEARS 5P @TIL $AWN %XECUTIVE "OARD ALSO SPONSORED 
THEIR lRST ANNUAL TWO MILE WALKRUN AT (OMECOMING
4HROUGHOUT THE LAST THREE YEARS THE 5P @TIL $AWN LETTER 
WRITING FUNDRAISER HAS BROUGHT IN OVER  FOR THE CAUSE 
)N  /TTERBEIN BECAME THE NUMBER ONE FUNDRAISING 
SCHOOL IN /HIO RAISING  FOR 3T *UDE A RECORDBREAKING 
AMOUNT AT THE TIME 4HE FOLLOWING YEAR /TTERBEIN AGAIN RANKED 
AMONG THE TOP FUNDRAISING SCHOOLS IN /HIO RAISING  
,AST YEARS CAMPAIGN CONTINUED THE SUCCESS RAISING OVER 
 TO BENElT THE LIFESAVING WORK OF 3T *UDE 5P @TIL 
$AWN IS THE LARGEST COLLEGIATE PHILANTHROPY IN EXISTENCE 
TODAY WITH OVER  CAMPUSES PARTICIPATING NATIONWIDE
/N $EC  A GROUP OF /TTERBEIN SENIORS TRAVELED TO 
-EMPHIS 4ENN TO PARTICIPATE IN THE 3T *UDE -EMPHIS -ARATHON 
WEEKEND+ATELYN 9OUNG "ECKY 'RAY -ATT "ENDER 4* ,UTTRELL .ICOLE 
-IRANDA AND +AYLA 3ECHLER PARTICIPATED IN THE HALF MARATHON AND 
+ AS PART OF THE 3TEPS FOR 3T *UDE TEAM4HE STUDENTS PARTICIPATED AS 
3T *UDE (EROES WHICH IS A GROUP OF INDIVIDUALS DEDICATED TO RAISING 
MONEY FOR 3T *UDE #HILDRENS 2ESEARCH (OSPITAL WHILE TRAINING FOR THE 
RACE3TEPS FOR 3T *UDE HAD  RUNNERS AND WALKERS IN THIS YEARS RACE 
AND RAISED OVER  FOR THE (OSPITAL
!LUMNUS Craig Sutherland ’89 ALSO SPONSORS A CHARITY GOLF 
TOURNAMENT IN *UNE WHICH HAS RAISED OVER  FOR 3T *UDE 
"ASED IN -EMPHIS 4ENN 3T *UDE #HILDRENS 2ESEARCH (OSPITAL IS 
INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNIZED FOR ITS PIONEERING WORK IN lNDING CURES 
AND SAVING CHILDREN WITH CANCER AND OTHER CATASTROPHIC DISEASES  O
&ABIAN 0ROSE AND -ERRIMAN 
ARE JUST FEW OF THE MANY /TTERBEIN 
STUDENTS WHO DEDICATE THEMSELVES TO 
SERVICELEARNING PROJECTS THROUGHOUT THE 
COMMUNITY 4HE #ARDINAL#ORPS ,EADERS 
A GROUP OF STUDENT LEADERS COMMITTED TO 
COMMUNITY SERVICE CURRENTLY OFFER  
WEEKLY SERVICE PROGRAMS AND COORDINATE 
COMMUNITY PLUNGES SERVICE FAIRS AND 
AWARENESS WEEKS ACCORDING TO THE ##% 
7EB SITE
.OW THAT /TTERBEIN HAS 
ESTABLISHED SERVICE LEARNING AS PART 
OF THE CURRICULUM 'ILBERT SAID THE 
GOAL IS TO INTEGRATE COURSES AND FORM 
INTERDISCIPLINARY PARTNERSHIPS
h7ED LOVE TO SEE AN %NGLISH COURSE 
A HISTORY COURSE AND A PSYCHOLOGY 
COURSE COME TOGETHER TO WORK ON A 
COMMUNITY ISSUEv SHE SAID h)F WE USE 
THE EXISTING STRUCTURES BUT HAVE THEM IN 
DIALOGUE WITH ONE ANOTHER WE CAN REALLY 
MAKE A DIFFERENCEv
3HE ADDED THAT THE PROBLEM WITH 
SERVICE LEARNING CLASSES ACROSS THE 
COUNTRY IS THAT THEY ARE VERY SCATTERED 
h7E NEED TO MAKE IT INTENTIONAL 
INTEGRATED AND FOCUS BASEDv
'ILBERT ALSO ACKNOWLEDGED HOW FAR 
THE SCHOOL HAS ALREADY COME SAYING h/UR 
REAL STRENGTH IS IN THE BREADTH OF THESE 
PROGRAMS ) DONT WANT ANYONE TO THINK 
ITS JUST ABOUT THE NUMBERS BECAUSE ITS 
NOT
h4HE STRENGTH IS IN COMMITTED AND 
ENTHUSIASTIC FACULTY WHO SEE THE VALUE 
OF EXPERIENTIAL FORMS OF EDUCATIONv 
SHE SAID h)TS MESSY RISKY WORK BUT WE 
HAVE THOSE KINDS OF FACULTY WHO PUT ON 
MUDDY BOOTS AND ROLL UP THEIR SLEEVES 
AND PROVIDE AMAZING EXPERIENCES 
FOR STUDENTS HEREx AND THAT IS REALLY 
PHENOMENALv O
St. Jude Continues to be a Favorite Project
'ENOA -IDDLE 3CHOOL STUDENTS PERFORM 
2EADERS 4HEATER PIECES AT /TTERBEIN
4ROOP  GIRL SCOUTS AT CAMP +AYLA (ALL 4AYLOR 4EMNICK 6AL 
0OZZUTO AND !LICIA &ABRIZI WRITE 
LETTERS FOR 5P @4IL $AWN
! RUNNER PARTICIPATES IN /TTERBEINS  MILE  WALKRUN FOR 5P @TIL $AWN
T
Down South Grove all the way to the cemetery, along Park 
emper
            OOKING BACK TO THE EARLY S )M NOT SURPRISED THAT THE 
.ATIONAL 0ARK 3ERVICE ADDED 7ESTERVILLES 4EMPERANCE 2OW (ISTORIC 
$ISTRICT TO THE .ATIONAL 2EGISTER OF (ISTORIC 0LACES ON .OV    
)NDEED ) REMEMBER THE DAYS OF THE 4EMPERANCE -OVEMENT WERE 
EXCITING TIMES TO LIVE IN 7ESTERVILLE BUT PERHAPS IN A DIFFERENT 
WAY THAN MODERN STUDENTS DElNE hEXCITEMENTv ,IVING IN THE 
$RY #APITAL OF THE 7ORLD MEANT LONG WALKS THROUGH /TTERBEIN 
#EMETERY TUGOFWAR OVER !LUM #REEK lVECENT SODAS 
5PTOWN AND GOOD WHOLESOME FUN 4HOSE WERE THE DAYS
          ) WATCHED THE 4EMPERANCE -OVEMENT ROLL INTO 
7ESTERVILLEALONG WITH TRUNKS UPON TRUNKS OF BOOKS
IN  WHEN 2EV 0URLEY "AKER BOUGHT  ACRES NEAR 
/TTERBEIN 5NIVERSITY AND SET UP THE HEADQUARTERS OF 
THE !NTI3ALOON ,EAGUE OF !MERICA !3,!	 WHICH 
WAS FORMERLY HOUSED IN 7ASHINGTON $# AS WELL AS 
THE PUBLICATIONS BRANCH OF THE MOVEMENT WHICH HAD 
BEEN LOCATED IN #HICAGO
4HE STORY OF AN HISTORIC DISTRICT A lRSTPERSON NARRATIVE BY *ENNY (ILL 
INSPIRED BY THE COLLECTIVE MEMORIES OF STUDENTS PAST
L
181 W. Walnut
photos by Bill Merriman
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and University Streets, it was Temperance Union Headquarters
ance Row
7ESTERVILLE WAS THE PERFECT 
COMMUNITY FOR THE !NTI3ALOON ,EAGUE 
&ROM THE WHOLESOME STUDENTS AT 
/TTERBEIN TO THE FAMILYORIENTED SMALL 
VILLAGE OF  RESIDENTS /TTERBEIN 
WAS THE EPITOME OF #HRISTIAN VALUES 
INCLUDING ABSTINENCE FROM ALCOHOL AND 
OTHER VICES )N FACT AN  ORDINANCE 
FORBADE THE SALE OF LIQUOR 4HAT IS 
WHAT BROUGHT MANY OF US STUDENTS TO 
/TTERBEIN AND WHAT BROUGHT THE !NTI
3ALOON ,EAGUE TO 7ESTERVILLE 7AYNE 
7HEELER A LAWYER FOR THE !NTI3ALOON 
,EAGUE SAID h) AM TOLD THAT FROM TIME 
IMMEMORIAL 7ESTERVILLE HAS BEEN SO DRY 
THAT YOU HAVE TO SPRINKLE THE STREETS AFTER 
THE RAINv
-R 7HEELER ALSO SAID h9OUR 
COMMUNITY APPEALED TO THE COMMITTEE 
BECAUSE IT IS CLEAN NOT ONLY CLEAN 
MORALLY BUT CLEAN PHYSICALLY 7ITH SHADY 
AVENUES PAVED STREETS CEMENT WALKS 
NATURAL GAS ARTESIAN WELLS PURE WATER 
SANITARY SEWERS ELECTRIC LIGHTS AND A GOOD 
WATER PLANT WITH STEAM AND ELECTRIC 
RAILROAD CONNECTIONS AND WITH /TTERBEIN 
5NIVERSITY WHICH FOR THE LAST  YEARS 
HAS BEEN AN INSTITUTION OF HIGH GRADE IN 
ALL ITS SOCIAL POLITICAL INTELLECTUAL MORAL 
AND RELIGIOUS LIFE LAYING SPECIAL EMPHASIS 
ON THE CAUSE OF CIVIC RIGHTEOUSNESS 
#HRISTIAN TEMPERANCE AND THE 
DESTRUCTION OF THE LIQUOR TRAFlCv
!NOTHER THING THAT MADE 
7ESTERVILLE IDEAL WAS THE EASY ACCESS 
TO THE RAILROAD !T THE HEIGHT OF THE 
MOVEMENT TRAINS CAME EACH DAY AND 
DISTRIBUTED  TONS OF ANTIALCOHOL 
PUBLICATIONS EACH MONTH TO THE REST OF 
THE COUNTRY 4HE PRINTING PLANT LOCATED 
ON 3TATE 3TREET WAS RUNNING  HOURS A 
DAY AND EMPLOYED  PEOPLE MAKING IT 
A MAJOR EMPLOYER IN 7ESTERVILLE
7ESTERVILLE HELD HUGE CELEBRATIONS 
WITH BONlRES AND CHURCH BELLS WHEN 
THE ANNOUNCEMENT WAS MADE AND 
WELCOMED THE !NTI3ALOON ,EAGUE TO 
TOWN WITH EVEN MORE CELEBRATIONS ON 
&EB  
/N THOSE  ACRES WE WATCHED 
AS PROMINENT !NTI3ALOON ,EAGUE 
MEMBERS BUILT THEIR QUAINT 
NEIGHBORHOOD OF #RAFTSMANSTYLE 
HOUSES BETWEEN  AND  ,ATER 
IN THE YEAR  "ILL -ERRIMAN 
PRESIDENT OF THE 7ESTERVILLE (ISTORICAL 
3OCIETY WOULD ESTIMATE THAT THESE 
4EMPERANCE LEADERS OCCUPIED AT LEAST 
 HOUSES IN THE DISTRICT 7HEN THE 
lRST SIX HOUSES WENT UP ON THE WEST 
SIDE OF 'ROVE 3TREET SOUTH OF 0ARK 
3TREET AND NORTH OF 7ALNUT 3TREET 
WE STARTED CALLING THE NEIGHBORHOOD 
4EMPERANCE 2OWWHILE SOME OF 
THE ROWDIER STUDENTS CALLED IT h4HE 
"REWERYv 
2EV "AKERS HOUSE WHICH HE 
CALLED h'REENDALEv WAS BUILT ON THE 
SOUTHWEST CORNER OF 'ROVE AND 0ARK 
109 S. Grove 92 University 67 S. Grove 117 S. Grove
!LL OF THESE HOMES WERE ASSOCIATED WITH THE !NTI3ALOON ,EAGUE  From left:  7 7ALNUT WAS BUILT BY THE 2EV *OHN 3CHAIBLY IN  
 3 'ROVE WAS BUILT BY THE 2EV 4HOMAS (ARE IN    5NIVERSITY WAS BUILT BY 2USSELL (ENDERSON THE !3,! POLITICAL CARTOONIST 
IN    3 'ROVE WAS BUILT IN  AND ,ILLIE "AKER UPON 0URLEYS "AKERS DEATH MOVED INTO THE HOUSE IN    'ROVE WAS 
BUILT BY !3,! EDITOR 3AM &ICKEL IN    .EARLY  RESIDENCES  ON OR NEAR CAMPUS HAD HISTORICAL TIES WITH THE !3,!
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3TREETS (E WAS THE SUPERINTENDENT 
OF THE !NTI3ALOON ,EAGUE SO A LOT OF 
VERY IMPORTANT MEETINGS WERE HELD 
AND DECISIONS WERE MADE IN THAT HOUSE 
7ORKING DAY AND NIGHT IN A GRASSROOTS 
EFFORT THE !NTI3ALOON ,EAGUE WON 
THEIR NOBLE CRUSADE AGAINST LIQUOR 
NATIONWIDE IN  WHEN THE TH
!MENDMENT TO THE #ONSTITUTION WAS 
RATIlED 3ADLY IT WAS REPEALED BY THE 
ST !MENDMENT IN  
4HOSE  YEARS WERE GLORIOUS 
TIMES FOR 4EMPERANCE 2OW AND 
7ESTERVILLE 0ROHIBITION WAS WIDELY 
SUPPORTED BY STUDENTS AND 7ESTERVILLE 
RESIDENTS ALIKE &INALLY WE COULD HAVE 
FUN AT PARTIES WITHOUT WORRYING ABOUT 
DEMON RUM REARING ITS UGLY HEAD 
AND WALK THE STREETS AT NIGHT SAFE IN 
KNOWING THAT LAWBREAKING DRUNKARDS 
WOULDNT MAKE TROUBLE FOR US )T WAS 
TRULY THE PERFECT SOLUTION TO hTHE 
LIQUOR PROBLEMv IN THE WORDS OF THE 
!NTI3ALOON ,EAGUE PUBLICATIONS
2EV "AKER LIVED OUT HIS lNAL 
DAYS IN THAT HOUSE DYING IN  
(E DIDNT LIVE TO SEE THE 0ROHIBITION 
!MENDMENT REPEALED ,UCKY FOR HIM 
) SUPPOSE BECAUSE THAT SHOCK ALONE 
MIGHT HAVE KILLED HIM
(IS HOUSE THEN BECAME THE HOME 
OF EDITORIAL OFlCES FOR THE 3TANDARD 
%NCYCLOPEDIA OF !LCOHOLISM )T WAS 
GREAT READING VERY INFORMATIVE 4HE 
lRST mOOR WAS ALSO THE lRST HOME OF 
THE 7ESTERVILLE #OMMUNITY ,IBRARY 
FOR A FEW YEARS IN THE S 4HE 
#OLLEGE BOUGHT THAT HOUSE IN  
AND ITS PRESIDENTS LIVED THERE FOR MANY 
YEARS 4HE lRST PRESIDENT TO LIVE THERE 
WAS * 'ORDON (OWARD AND SO THE 
HOUSE WAS NAMED (OWARD (OUSE
4HE HOUSE ITSELF AND SEVERAL 
OTHER 4EMPERANCE 2OW HOUSES USED 
COBBLESTONES TAKEN FROM NEARBY !LUM 
#REEK IN THE FOUNDATIONS CHIMNEYS AND 
PORCHES 2EV "AKER AND HIS WIFE ,ILLIE 
ALSO BUILT A GREENHOUSE A COBBLESTONE 
GARAGE AND A SANITARY MILK HOUSE ON 
THEIR PROPERTY 4HEY SOLD PRODUCE AND 
BOUGHT A MILK ROUTE FOR THEIR DAIRY 
BUSINESS ! HOUSE THAT ALREADY STOOD ON 
THE PROPERTY WHEN 2EV "AKER BOUGHT IT 
WAS MOVED WEST IN  AND HOUSED THE 
PROPERTYS CARETAKERS
4HE SECOND OFlCIAL TO MOVE TO 
4EMPERANCE 2OW WAS 2EV (OWARD 
(YDE 2USSELL THE FOUNDER OF THE !NTI 
3ALOON ,EAGUE OF !MERICA (IS HOUSE 
IS NOW HOME TO A FRATERNITY CALLED 
#OUNTRY #LUB ) DONT THINK THE MEN 
WHO LIVE THERE ARE 0ROHIBITIONISTS
2EV 2USSELL WAS A COMMON SITE 
ON CAMPUS IF NOT AN UNUSUAL ONE 
7HEN ) lRST SAW HIM WALKING THROUGH 
CAMPUS WITH LONG WHITE HAIR A WIDE
BRIMMED HAT A mOWING BLACK CAPE 
AND BLACK UMBRELLA IN HAND ) DIDNT 
KNOW WHAT TO THINK OF HIM "UT HIS 
SERMONS AT CHAPEL INSPIRED US ALL AND 
EARNED HIM TWO HONORARY DOCTORATES 
FROM /TTERBEIN 
/THER !NTI3ALOON ,EAGUE 
OFlCIALS TO LIVE IN THE 4EMPERANCE 
2OW DISTRICT IN THE GRANDEST HOUSES IN 
7ESTERVILLE INCLUDED 2EV -ILO +ELSER 
2EV 4HOMAS (ARE PUBLICATIONS EDITOR 
3AMUEL &ICKEL AND POLITICAL CARTOONIST 
2USSELL (ENDERSON 
.OT EVERYONE WAS SO IMPRESSED 
WITH THE GRANDEUR OF THE DISTRICT 
/PPONENTS TO THE MOVEMENT CALLED 
THE DISTRICT h'RAFTERS 2OWv 7HEN 
THE !NTI3ALOON ,EAGUE PUBLISHED 
A BULLETIN FEATURING PHOTOS OF 
THE HOUSES OF BREWING BARONS OF 
#OLUMBUS ALONGSIDE PHOTOS OF 
SHANTIES ON THE 3CIOTO 2IVER TO 
CONTRAST THE SPOILS OF BREWING ALCOHOL 
AND THE RESULTS OF CONSUMING ALCOHOL 
THE BREWING BARONS RESPONDED WITH A 
POLITICAL AD IN 4HE #OLUMBUS $ISPATCH
OF THE GRAND HOMES OF 4EMPERANCE 
2OW ALONGSIDE SHACKS LOCATED NEAR 
THE HOMES 4HE TEXT OF THE AD READ 
h)N POINT OF BEAUTY AND MAGNIlCENCE 
OF GROUNDS THE HOMES AT 7ESTERVILLE 
OWNED BY !NTI3ALOON ,EAGUE OFlCIALS 
WILL STAND OUT AS THE EQUAL OF ANY 
POSSESSED BY THOSE WHO ARE IN CONTROL 
OF BREWERIES IN THE CITY OF #OLUMBUS 
4HE ARGUMENT THAT THE MANUFACTURE 
OF BEER IS A PROlTABLE INVESTMENT 
IS ANSWERED BY THE FACT THAT IT IS NO 
LESS PROlTABLE TO SERVE IN AN OFlCIAL 
CAPACITY AGAINST ITv
$ESPITE SUCH CRITICISMS /TTERBEIN 
STUDENTS AND 7ESTERVILLE RESIDENTS 
CONTINUED TO SUPPORT THE CAUSE AND 
PRESENCE OF THE !NTI3ALOON ,EAGUE
/NCE THE 0ROHIBITION !MENDMENT 
WAS GUARANTEED THE !NTI3ALOON ,EAGUE 
OF !MERICA WENT INTERNATIONAL AND 
FOUNDED THE 7ORLD ,EAGUE !GAINST 
I am told that from time immemorial, Westerville has 
been so dry that you have to sprinkle the streets 
after the rain.
~ Wayne Wheeler, attorney for the 
    Anti-Saloon League of America
Library of Congress
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!LCOHOL WITH HEADQUARTERS IN ,ONDON 
AND 7ESTERVILLE 7HEN 0ROHIBITION 
ENDED THE $EPRESSION HAD TAKEN 
A lNANCIAL TOLL ON THE !NTI3ALOON 
,EAGUE AND RELATED OFFSHOOTS SO THEY 
MERGED INTO THE 4EMPERANCE %DUCATION 
&OUNDATION AND STAYED IN 7ESTERVILLE 
UNTIL  0ROHIBITION MAY HAVE ENDED 
BUT 7ESTERVILLE REMAINED DRY AND THE 
HOUSES STOOD lRM 
4HE TRADITION OF 4EMPERANCE 
REMAINED STRONG IN 7ESTERVILLE THROUGH 
THE EARLY PART OF THE NEW MILLENNIUM 
UNTIL A DRASTIC CHANGE IN POLICY WAS 
DEMOCRATICALLY VOTED INTO EXISTENCE ) 
NEARLY ROLLED OVER IN MY GRAVE AT THE 
/TTERBEIN #EMETERY WHICH INCIDENTALLY 
IS JUST OUTSIDE THE DESIGNATED BORDER 
OF THE (ISTORIC $ISTRICT WHEN VOTERS 
ALLOWED ALCOHOL TO BE SERVED IN MY 
BELOVED 7ESTERVILLE IN .OVEMBER  
AND BY AN OVERWHELMING  PERCENT 
hYESv VOTE 4HE lRST BEER WAS LEGALLY 
POURED AT AN 5PTOWN 7ESTERVILLE 
RESTAURANT ON *AN    
-Y DEAR /TTERBEIN HOWEVER 
REMAINS TRUE TO ITS 4EMPERANCE ROOTS 
STILL PROHIBITING ALCOHOL ON CAMPUS 
3PECIAL THANKS TO THE RESEARCH OF 
7ESTERVILLE (ISTORICAL 3OCIETY 0RESIDENT 
"ILL -ERRIMAN FOR HIS RESEARCH AND 
DEDICATION IN THE SUCCESSFUL APPLICATION 
TO THE .ATIONAL 0ARK 3ERVICE FOR 
THE HISTORICAL DESIGNATION OF THE 
4EMPERANCE 2OW -OVEMENT -UCH 
OF THE INFORMATION IN THE ABOVE STORY 
CAME FROM HIS RESEARCH 4HE PUBLIC 
APPLICATION CAN BE FOUND ONLINE AT 
WWWNPSGOVHISTORYNRNRLISTHTM 
UNDER /CTOBER   O
Ironic beginnings? 4WO CURRENT FRATERNITY HOUSES ON /TTERBEINS CAMPUS WERE 
ORIGINALLY BUILT BY !NTI3ALOON ,EAGUE MEMBERS  4HE %TA 0HI -U HOUSE TOP LEFT	 
AT  7 0ARK WAS BUILT BY THE 2EV 0URLEY "AKER THE SUPERINTENDANT OF THE !3,! 
FOR MANY YEARS  4HE 0I +APPA 0HI HOUSE TOP RIGHT	 AT  3 'ROVE WAS BUILT BY 
THE 2EV (OWARD (YDE 2USSELL THE FOUNDER OF THE !3,!  4HE 2EV "AKER ALSO BUILT 
(OWARD (OUSE ABOVE	 AT THE CORNER OF 0ARK AND 'ROVE FOR HIS OWN RESIDENCE 
IN   4HE HOUSE WAS ORIGINALLY KNOWN AS h'REENDALEv BUT  LATER BECAME THE 
/TTERBEIN PRESIDENTS RESIDENCE AND WAS NAMED AFTER * 'ORDON (OWARD 
	 THE lRST PRESIDENT TO LIVE THERE
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Sonya Stauffer Evans WAS 
NAMED COOK OF THE MONTH 
IN THE h'EMS &ROM /UR 
4REASURE #HESTv SECTION 
OF THE .EWS4RIBUNE
(ICKSVILLE /(
1958
Ed Cox AND HIS WIFE Diane 
Daily Cox ’59 WERE MARRIED 
*UNE   IN $ELAWARE 
/(  4HEY CELEBRATED THEIR 
TH ANNIVERSARY WITH 
THEIR CHILDREN ,EIGH !NN 
Christine  ’87 AND 4OM THEN 
TRAVELED TO 7ILLIAMSBURG 
OF 0ITTSBURGH 4HE 
SYMPHONY INCLUDED HIS 
!HECTIC /VERTURE IN THEIR 
PERFORMANCE (E MET AND 
POSED FOR A PICTURE WITH THE 
CONDUCTOR *OHN 7HITNEY
1963
Janet Lacey McCann
HAS BEEN HONORED WITH A 
$ISTINGUISHED !CHIEVEMENT 
!WARD IN 4EACHING BY THE 
#OLLEGE OF ,IBERAL !RTS 4EXAS 
!- 5NIVERSITY *ANET IS A 
PROFESSOR OF %NGLISH AT 4EXAS 
!- WHERE SHE HAS TAUGHT 
FOR  YEARS
6! AS THEY DID FOR THEIR 
HONEYMOON  YEARS AGO
1960
John Lloyd ATTENDED THE 
3OUTHERN 4IER 3YMPHONY 
OF /LEAN .9	 CONCERT IN 
/CTOBER AT THE 5NIVERSITY 
#LASS
#OMPILED BY ,AURIE $RAPER 3UBMIT INFORMATION FOR #LASS .OTES AND -ILESTONES TO #LASSNOTES /FlCE OF !DVANCEMENT 
2ESOURCES /TTERBEIN #OLLEGE /NE /TTERBEIN #OLLEGE 7ESTERVILLE /HIO  OR EMAIL classnotes@otterbein.edu
1965
Jeanette Litsey Westerfield
WAS A DELEGATE TO BOTH THE 
'ENERAL #ONFERENCE AND 
THE 3OUTHEAST *URISDICTIONAL 
#ONFERENCE OF THE 5NITED 
-ETHODIST #HURCH 5-#	 IN 
 3HE WAS ALSO REELECTED 
AS A DIRECTOR OF THE WOMENS 
DIVISION AND OF THE GENERAL 
BOARD OF GLOBAL MINISTRIES 
OF THE 5-# 3HE SERVES AS 
THE ORGANISTCHOIR DIRECTOR 
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1932 
Mildred Forwood GarlingS TH BIRTHDAY 
CELEBRATION DUBBED 4HOROUGHLY -ODERN -ILDRED 
WAS HELD AT THE /TTERBEIN 2ETIREMENT #OMMUNITY 
,EBANON /( ON .OV   !FTER ONE YEAR OF 
PLANNING -ILDREDS GOAL OF  GUESTS WAS MET AND 
EXCEEDED 0HOTOS THROUGH EVERY STAGE OF HER LIFE WERE 
INCORPORATED INTO A SLIDE SHOW WITH COMMENTARY BY 
HER SON $AVID AND HIS WIFE ,YNN !TTENDEES TOASTED 
-RS 'ARLING BY SHARING OUTSTANDING STORIES ABOUT 
HER ! POSITIVE AND DEEPLY SPIRITUAL PERSON SHE WAKES 
EACH MORNING TO SAY h7HAT WONDERFUL THINGS ARE GOING TO HAPPEN TO ME TODAYv 
4HEN IN THE EVENING SHE WRITES AT LEAST THREE GREAT THINGS THAT HAPPENED AND 
CONSIDERS THEM BLESSINGS -RS 'ARLING GRADUATED WITH A "! IN HISTORY MAGNA 
CUM LAUDE
%DITORS .OTE 3ADLY -ILDRED &ORWOOD 'ARLING PASSED AWAY ON $EC    
0LEASE SEE PAGE  FOR MORE INFORMATION
1944 
Albert Bartlett WILL BE HONORED WITH THE AWARD OF 
"EST -AGAZINE !RTICLE FOR HIS ARTICLE ENTITLED 7HY 
(AVE 3CIENTISTS 3UCCUMBED TO 0OLITICAL #ORRECTNESS
!LBERT EXPRESSES CONCERN OVER SCIENTISTS IDENTIFYING 
OVERPOPULATION AS A CAUSE OF PROBLEMS IN THEIR WRITINGS 
BUT IGNORING IT IN THEIR RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SOLVING 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS
29
CONTRACTS WITH THE 'EORGIA 
$EPARTMENT OF #ORRECTIONS 
TO PROVIDE ALL MEDICAL 
SERVICES TO PRISON INMATES 
STATEWIDE (E MANAGES THE 
DAYTODAY OPERATIONS OF  
MEDICAL SITES 4HIS POSITION 
FOLLOWS  YEARS OF SERVING 
AS A HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATOR 
PRIMARILY WITH THE (OSPITAL 
#ORP OF !MERICA 
1974
Mellar Davis AND HIS WIFE 
Deborah Doan Davis ’74 
ADOPTED TWO DAUGHTERS 
%MELIN AND ,ILIAN -ELLAR 
IS THE EDITOR IN CHIEF OF 
0ROGRESS IN 0ALLIATIVE 
-EDICINE THE CHAIRMAN 
OF THE PALLIATIVE STUDY 
SECTION OF THE -ULTINATIONAL 
!SSOCIATION OF 3UPPORTIVE 
#ARE IN #ANCER ASSOCIATE 
EDITOR OF THE *OURNAL OF 
3UPPORTIVE #ARE IN #ANCER 
DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH OF THE 
SUBDIVISION OF 0ALLIATIVE 
-EDICINE DIVISION OF 3OLID 
4UMOR 4AUSSIG #ANCER 
)NSTITUTE #LEVELAND #LINIC 
AND EDITOR OF /PIOIDS IN 
#ANCER 0AIN SECOND EDITION 
TO COME OUT -ARCH 
OF THE 'ATEWAY #OMMUNITY 
5-# IN ,OUISVILLE +9 3HE 
AND HER HUSBAND $AVID A 
RETIRED 5-# MINISTER LIVE IN 
RETIREMENT IN ,OUISVILLE
Mills Williams RETIRED AS 
COUNSEL ON *AN   FROM 
THE "OARD OF 'OVERNORS OF 
THE &EDERAL 2ESERVE 3YSTEM 
(E WAS RECENTLY SWORN IN AS 
A MEMBER OF THE "AR OF THE 
$ISTRICT OF #OLUMBIA -ILLS 
HAS SPENT THE LAST SIX MONTHS 
PROVIDING GOVERNANCE 
STRUCTURE COUNSEL TO HIS 
CHURCH IN 7ASHINGTON $# 
(E NOW PLANS TO WORK ON 
A PARTTIME INTERMITTENT 
OR TEMPORARY BASIS IN A 
LEGAL OR BUSINESS CONSULTING 
SITUATION
1966
Marilyn Hutchings Carroll
RETIRED AFTER  YEARS OF 
TEACHING AT -C-ULLEN 
%LEMENTARY 3CHOOL 
,OUDONVILLE /( &RIENDS AND 
FAMILY HOSTED A SURPRISE PARTY 
IN HER HONOR AT HER SONS 
,OUDONVILLE RESTAURANT
1973
Dennis Mammana IS AN 
INVITED MEMBER OF 4HE 
7ORLD AT .IGHT 47!.	 
AN INTERNATIONAL TEAM OF 
THE WORLDS MOST HIGHLY
ACCLAIMED NIGHT SKY 
PHOTOGRAPHERS 47!. 
IS UNDER THE AUSPICES OF 
!STRONOMERS 7ITHOUT 
"ORDERS
Nicholas Munhofen
IS THE DIRECTOR OF lELD 
OPERATIONS FOR THE -EDICAL 
#OLLEGE OF 'EORGIA WHICH 
1965
Lynn Schwabacher Norman SERVES ON 
THE "OARD OF $IRECTORS OF THE &AIRlELD 
/UTREACH AND 3PONSORSHIP !SSOCIATION 
IN )NDIANAPOLIS ). 4HE ASSOCIATION 
FUNDS THE &AIRlELD #HILDRENS (OME 
AND OTHER PROJECTS IN THE /LD -UTARE 
-ISSION #ENTER IN :IMBABWE 4HE 
CENTER IS AFlLIATED WITH THE 5NITED -ETHODIST #HURCH 
AND WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE OF !FRICA 5NIVERSITY 
3HE MADE HER TH TRIP TO !FRICA IN *ANUARY  
AND AS ALWAYS LIVED WITH THE CHILDREN (ER AREA OF 
RESPONSIBILITY ON THE BOARD IS SUSTAINABILITY WITH 
EMPHASIS ON BOTH PROVISION OF FOOD IN THE PRESENT 
AND SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE FOR THE FUTURE 
1976
David Dick IS A FREE LANCE LEAD 
CONSULTANT IN THE 3!0 lELD 
FOR SYSTEMS AND APPLICATIONS 
(E IS ALSO DIRECTOR AND 
FOUNDER OF 6!!$ #ONSULTING 
IN !USTRALIA
1979
Lisa Durham Fairchild SPENT HER 
hSUMMER VACATIONv WORKING WITH 
DIRECTOR /LIVER 3TONE AND ACTORS *OSH 
"ROLIN %LIZABETH "ANKS AND 4OBY 7HITE 
ON THE lLM 7 3HE APPEARS IN THE lLM 
AS THE REPORTER WHO ASKS THE TOUGH 
QUESTIONS ON EDUCATION DURING 'EORGE 
"USHS RUN FOR GOVERNOR OF 4EXAS IN 
 (ER FALL WAS SPENT APPEARING AS 
-OM IN THE AWARDWINNING PRODUCTION 
OF ,ILYS 0URPLE 0LASTIC 0URSE BY THE 
$ALLAS #HILDRENS 4HEATRE
2009
Showcase
Performers
 0LEASE JOIN US FOR A GATHERING TO CELEBRATE THE 
 3ENIOR 3HOWCASE IN .EW 9ORK #ITY
(OSTED BY /TTERBEIN $EPARTMENT OF 4HEATRE  
$ANCE Dennis Romer ’71 David Caldwell ’86 
Dan Knechtges ’94 AND Jeremy Bobb ’03
Sunday, April 5, 2009, 7:00 pm, Location TBA
-ORE INFO WILL FOLLOW n WATCH THE /TTERBEIN 
#OLLEGE 4HEATRE WEBSITE FOR DETAILS 
www.otterbein.edu/theatre
Attention all Otterbein College Theatre Alumni and Friends!
Please email Elizabeth Saltzgiver esaltzgiver@otterbein.edu or call 
614-823-1239 with questions or ideas for future Theatre alumni events.
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!FTER EIGHT YEARS OF SERVICE AS A PILOT IN 7ORLD 7AR )) A GUY 
DESERVES A FAVOR IN RETURN 
/N *ULY   ALUMNUS Bob Arn ’48 WAS ONE OF 
lVE 77)) VETERANS TO PARTICIPATE IN THE #OLUMBUS (ONOR 
&LIGHT A FREE PROGRAM THAT HONORS VETERANS BY mYING THEM 
TO 7ASHINGTON $# FOR TOURS OF MEMORIALS AND HISTORIC 
LANDMARKS
!LTHOUGH !RN SAID THE ALMOST HOUR DAY WAS hVERY HOT 
AND VERY TIRINGv HIS RECEPTION UPON LANDING IN $# hREALLY 
MADE YOU FEEL LIKE A HEROv
!RN AND HIS FELLOW VETERANS WERE GREETED 
BY APPROXIMATELY  PEOPLE FAMILIES FROM 
THE !MERICAN ,EGION AND 6ETERANS OF &OREIGN 
7ARS h)T WAS LIKE RETURNING FROM A WINNING 
FOOTBALL GAMEv HE SAID h)T MAKES TEARS COME 
TO YOUR EYES WHEN YOURE GREETED WITH A GROUP 
LIKE THATv
"Y  AM THE TIME THEY ARRIVED AT 
THE 77)) -EMORIAL !RN AND HIS FELLOW mIGHT 
PARTICIPANTS HAD BEEN TRAVELING FOR NEARLY 
lVE HOURS 4HE VETERANS WERE GREETED AT THE 
MEMORIAL BY 3EN "OB $OLE BEFORE WATCHING 
WREATH AND mAG CEREMONIES &ROM THERE 
THE GROUP MOVED TO 4HE 4OMB OF THE 5NKNOWN 3OLDIER IN 
!RLINGTON .ATIONAL #EMETERY TO WITNESS THE CHANGING OF THE 
GUARD
4HE REST OF THE DAYS ACTIVITIES INCLUDED A SIGHTSEEING TOUR 
ON THE BUS A VISIT WITH MARINES AND TRIPS TO THE +OREAN 7AR 
-EMORIAL )WO *IMA -EMORIAL AND .AVY -EMORIAL AMONG 
OTHER LANDMARKS
!T  PM THE VETERANS HEADED BACK TO THE "ALTIMORE 
AIRPORT 4HEY DEPARTED AT  PM AND HAD LANDED IN 
#OLUMBUS AT  PM
!RN SAID HE HAD ALWAYS WANTED TO SEE THE 77)) -EMORIAL 
AFTER HAVING BEEN TO 7ASHINGTON SO MANY TIMES BEFORE IT WAS 
BUILT (E ALSO NOTED hBEING HONORED BY THE !MERICAN PUBLICv AS 
ONE OF THE BEST PARTS OF THE EXPERIENCE
!FTER GRADUATING FROM 7ESTERVILLE (IGH 3CHOOL !RN 
ENTERED /TTERBEIN IN  WHERE HE STUDIED BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION WITH A CONCENTRATION IN ADVERTISING AND 
MERCHANDISING (E IMMEDIATELY BEGAN TRAINING IN A 
GOVERNMENT AVIATION PROGRAM AND PLANNED TO JOIN THE .AVY 
WHEN THE WAR STARTED
)N  !RN TWO FRATERNITY BROTHERS AND THEIR DATES 
WERE IN A CAR ACCIDENT !FTER FRACTURING THE SIXTH AND SEVENTH 
VERTEBRAE IN HIS NECK !RN WAS FORCED TO DROP OUT OF HIS .AVY 
CLASS h) THOUGHT ) WAS RUINEDv HE SAID
/NE MONTH LATER AFTER SEEING THE PILOTS WERE DESPERATELY 
NEEDED IN 0ENSACOLA &LA !RN DISGUISED HIS NECK INJURY AND 
Free Program Seeks to Honor Veterans with Trip to D.C.
BY *EANNA (ARRINGTON 
WAS ACCEPTED ALONG WITH  OTHER MEN TO MAN A PATROL BASE 
AND mY CIVILIAN PLANES
"Y  !RN WAS IN -EMPHIS 4ENN WHERE HE RECEIVED 
SPECIAL TRAINING AS PART OF THE TH &ERRYING 'ROUP !IR 4RANSPORT 
#OMMAND 4HERE HE WAS TRAINED TO mY  DIFFERENT PLANES EACH 
OF WHICH HE EVENTUALLY mEW AND WAS AN INSTRUCTOR FOR MANY OF 
THE PLANES DURING THE WAR
4HAT SAME YEAR !RN MARRIED HIS HIGH SCHOOL SWEETHEART 
Jackie Smathers ’45 
)N !UGUST OF  !RN WAS GIVEN OVERSEAS ORDERS AT THE 
SAME TIME AS *ACKIE HAD THEIR lRST SON "OBBY 
!RN ASSUMED HED BE GOING TO %NGLAND AND 
WAS SURPRISED WHEN HIS ORDERS OUT OF -IAMI 
SENT HIM TO )NDIA -OST OF HIS OVERSEAS 
MISSIONS WERE TO mY GASOLINE AND COMBAT CARGO 
INTO #HINA AS 0RES 2OOSEVELT DECLARED THAT 
THEY MUST BE KEPT IN THE WAR hTO TIE UP THE 
*APANESEv
(UNDREDS OF mIGHTS NUMEROUS MISSIONS 
AND SEVERAL PLANES LATER !RN RECEIVED HIS ORDERS 
TO GO HOME IN -AY OF 
!RN WAS AWARDED VARIOUS MEDALS FOR HIS 
77)) SERVICES INCLUDING THE #HINA 7AR 
-EMORIAL -EDAL AND THE $ISTINGUISHED &LYING #ROSS -EDAL 
AMONG OTHERS (E ALSO RECEIVED NUMEROUS AWARDS INCLUDING 
AIR COMBAT AND OVERSEAS SERVICE ALONG WITH A 0RESIDENTIAL 5NIT 
#ITATION
2EFERRING TO HIS SERVICE !RN SAID h7E FELT REALLY GOOD 
ABOUT IT 7E ACCOMPLISHED EACH AND EVERY MISSION AND REALLY 
THOUGHT WE WERE MAKING PROGRESSv
5PON HIS RETURN TO 7ESTERVILLE !RN lNISHED HIS REMAINING 
TWO YEARS AT /TTERBEIN AND GRADUATED WITH THE CLASS OF 
!FTER GRADUATION !RN HELD NUMEROUS MANAGEMENT 
POSITIONS AT (ANNA 0AINT #OMPANY AND *AMES " 3IPES 
0AINT #O IN 0ITTSBURGH 0ENN (E HAD A BRIEF PARTNERSHIP 
IN !RN AND 2OUSH (ARDWARE AND EVENTUALLY BECAME 3ENIOR 
0URCHASING !GENT FOR THE 3TATE OF /HIO !FTER RETIRING IN 
 !RN MOVED TO &LORIDA UNTIL A SHORT PIECE OF ADVICE 
FROM HIS DAUGHTER BROUGHT HIM HOME h3HE TOLD ME 
@9OUVE BEEN ON VACATION FOR  YEARS ITS TIME NOW THAT 
YOU CAME BACK HOMEv
#URRENTLY !RN SERVES AS 6ICE #OMMANDER OF THE 
!MERICAN ,EGION IN 7ESTERVILLE AND BELONGS TO 6&7 "LENDON 
,ODGE AND THE !LADDIN 3HRINE !RN SAID HE SPENDS A LOT OF TIME 
IN HIS hBACHELORS DENv COMPLETE WITH OVER  PICTURES AND 
ARTIFACTS CHRONICLING HIS STORY .UMEROUS ORGANIZATIONS HAVE 
ASKED FOR THE COLLECTION INCLUDING THE 7ESTERVILLE (ISTORICAL 
3OCIETY BUT ACCORDING TO !RN h) TOLD THEM @3ORRY )M GIVING IT 
ALL TO MY DAUGHTERv   O
"OB !RN IS  AND STILL mYING
31
1988
Jolene Thompson WAS 
RECENTLY PROMOTED TO SENIOR 
VICE PRESIDENT OF MEMBER 
SERVICES AND EXTERNAL 
AFFAIRS FOR #OLUMBUSBASED 
!MERICAN -UNICIPAL 0OWER
/HIO !-0/HIO	 WHERE 
SHE HAS WORKED FOR  YEARS 
4HOMPSON WILL OVERSEE 
THE ORGANIZATIONS STRATEGIC 
PUBLIC RELATIONS AND 
COMMUNICATIONS STATE AND 
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS 
REGULATORY AND CLIMATE 
POLICY ENVIRONMENTAL 
1982
Steve Johnston HAS 
ACCEPTED THE POSITION 
OF CHIEF lNANCIAL OFlCER 
FOR #INCINNATI &INANCIAL 
#ORPORATION #INCINNATI 
/(
Valerie Frasure Whalen
IS A LICENSED SOCIAL WORKER 
FOR !CCLAIM (OSPICE IN 
&RANKLIN +NOX -ORROW 
-ARION AND $ELAWARE 
COUNTIES IN /HIO 3HE 
HAS BEEN A HOSPICE SOCIAL 
WORKER FOR THE LAST TWO 
YEARS 0RIOR TO HER HOSPICE 
WORK SHE WORKED IN THE 
lELD OF GERIATRIC LONGTERM 
CARE 6ALERIE IS MARRIED AND 
HAS TWO CHILDREN ATTENDING 
4HE /HIO 3TATE 5NIVERSITY
1985
Marti Trudeau HAS WON THE 
INAUGURAL #ATHERINE 2EYNOLDS 
!WARD FOR %XCELLENCE IN 
-ENTORING 4HE ANNUAL AWARD 
RECOGNIZES THE 0HILADELPHIA 
6! -EDICAL #ENTER EMPLOYEE 
WHO BEST EXEMPLIlES 
THE QUALITIES THAT MADE 
#ATHY 2EYNOLDS A BELOVED 
lGURE AROUND THE MEDICAL 
CENTER INCLUDING INTEGRITY 
PROFESSIONALISM DEDICATION 
AND POSITIVE IMPACT 
THROUGHOUT THE FACILITY
COMPLIANCE ENGINEERING 
SERVICES ENERGY  EFlCIENCY 
AND KEY ACCOUNTSBUSINESS 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS 
HUMAN RESOURCES AND SAFETY 
AND TRAINING PROGRAMS 
1989
Angela Hoover Leckwatch 
IS DIRECTOR OF MARKETING 
WITH THE #HICK&IL! 
#ORPORATION (ER FAMILY 
HAS RELOCATED TO 0ITTSBURGH 
0! AND THEY ARE HAVING FUN 
EXPLORING THE SOUTHWESTERN 
0ENNSYLVANIA AREA
Teresa Moore Martin HAS 
PUBLISHED HER SECOND BOOK 
ENTITLED &,)0 &OCUSED 
,IVING  )NlNITE 0OSSIBILITIES 
4HE BOOK IS BASED ON 
MOTIVATIONAL WORKSHOPS THAT 
-ARTIN HAS CONDUCTED FOR 
ATRISK YOUTH IN /HIO AND IN 
THE *AMAICAN MOUNTAINS AS 
WELL AS ADULTS WHO WORK WITH 
ATRISK YOUTH (ER lRST BOOK 
$ONT *UST 3HOW 5P FOR THE 
0ARTY 4AKE (OME THE 'IFT WAS 
PUBLISHED IN !UGUST
Andrew White IS THE JUNIOR
SENIOR HIGH PRINCIPAL 
FOR -ECHANICSBURG /( 
SCHOOLS
1990
Sara Tobey Roseberry IS THE 
NEW ELEMENTARY PRINCIPAL 
FOR (ARDIN %LEMENTARY 
3CHOOL 3IDNEY /(
1982
Joe Krumpak IS THE NEW 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR FOR 'RAND 
6ALLEY 3CHOOL $ISTRICT 
/RWELL /(
Joe Loth ’91 WAS SELECTED AS THE  /!# #O#OACHOFTHE 9EAR SHARING WITH (EAD 
#OACH "ARRY 7ULF FROM 7ILMINGTON	 AS VOTED BY THEIR PEERS ,OTH LED THE #ARDINALS 
TO POSTSEASON PLAY FOR THE lRST TIME IN PROGRAM HISTORY WITH A   /!#	 RECORD 
4HIS IS THE SECOND TIME HE HAS BEEN AWARDED THIS HONOR  Tim Doup ’92 WAS CHOSEN AS 
THE  !SSISTANT #OACHOFTHE9EAR AS SELECTED BY THE TEN /!# HEAD COACHES $OUP 
SERVES AS OFFENSIVE COORDINATOR AND OFFENSIVE LINE COACH 4HE #ARDINALS RANKED THIRD 
IN TOTAL OFFENSE AND SECOND IN SCORING OFFENSE AND lRST DOWNS 4HE #ARDINALS ALSO LED 
THE CONFERENCE IN FOURTHDOWN CONVERSIONS $OUP IS THE lRST /TTERBEIN ASSISTANT COACH 
TO BE AWARDED THIS HONOR  Brandon Koons ’94 WAS NAMED THE  7OMENS 3OCCER 
#OACHOFTHE9EAR AS SELECTED BY THE TEN /!# HEAD COACHES +OONS lNISHING HIS TH 
SEASON AT /TTERBEIN HAS LED THE #ARDINALS TO THREE /!#	 REGULARSEASON CHAMPIONSHIPS 
  AND 	 AND TWO /!# 4OURNAMENT TITLES  AND 	 )N  +OONS 
PASSED THE WIN PLATEAU AND CURRENTLY IS THE /!# CAREER WINS LEADER WITH 
1991, 1992, 1994
4IM $OUP *OE ,OTH AND "RANDON +OONS
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7HEN Dave Ewing ’62 BEGAN COACHING BASEBALL AT 
/TTERBEIN #OLLEGE IN &ALL  HE HAD NO IDEA THAT THE 
CONNECTIONS HE MADE WOULD TAKE HIM ACROSS THE WORLD !S 
AN ENVOY COACH FOR -AJOR ,EAGUE "ASEBALL %WING HAS TAUGHT 
COACHING TECHNIQUES TO COACHES IN THE 5NITED +INGDOM 
'ERMANY 3WITZERLAND AND 3WEDEN
7HILE A STUDENT AT /TTERBEIN %WING PLAYED BASEBALL 
AND FOOTBALL AND WAS A MEMBER OF :ETA 0HI FRATERNITY 
(E GRADUATED IN  WITH A BACHELORS DEGREE IN HEALTH 
EDUCATION AND WENT ON TO EARN HIS MASTERS OF EDUCATION 
FROM 8AVIER 5NIVERSITY IN  (E SPENT THE lRST lVE 
YEARS OF HIS CAREER IN $UBLIN /HIO AND THE LAST  YEARS 
IN #OLUMBUS 0UBLIC 3CHOOLS AS A TEACHER COUNSELOR AND 
BASEBALL COACH (E SPENT  YEARS AT 7ALNUT 2IDGE (IGH 
3CHOOL WHERE HE HAD A COACHING 
RECORD OF  WON FOUR #ITY 
,EAGUE #HAMPIONSHIPS AND FOUR 
3ECTIONALS AND IN  HIS TEAM 
REACHED THE REGIONAL lNAL
%WING WAS NAMED TO THE /HIO 
(IGH 3CHOOL "ASEBALL #OACHES 
!SSOCIATION (ALL OF &AME IN  
THE #ENTRAL $ISTRICT "ASEBALL #OACHES 
(ALL OF &AME IN  AND WON 
THE /HIO (IGH 3CHOOL !THLETIC 
!SSOCIATION 3PORTSMANSHIP %THICS 
AND )NTEGRITY !WARD IN 
%WING RETIRED FROM TEACHING 
AND COACHING HIGH SCHOOL IN  
AND BECAME THE ASSISTANT BASEBALL 
COACH AND PITCHING COACH FOR THE 
/TTERBEIN #ARDINALS  h)T HAS BEEN VERY REWARDING 4HE PLAYERS 
ARE GREAT YOUNG MEN WHO ENJOY WORKING HARDv HE SAID
4HROUGH THE CONNECTIONS HE MADE OVER THE YEARS 
%WING LEARNED ABOUT AN %NVOY 0ROGRAM THROUGH THE 
-AJOR "ASEBALL ,EAGUE -,"	 AND APPLIED THROUGH WHICH 
!MERICAN COACHES ARE SENT ALL OVER THE WORLD TO TEACH THE 
FUNDAMENTALS OF BASEBALL TO FOREIGN COACHES #OACHES SPEND 
A WEEK OR TWO IN EACH AREA WORKING WITH COACHES VISITING 
SCHOOLS AND PRACTICES FACILITATING CLINICS AND ASSISTING WITH 
INSTRUCTION AND ORGANIZATION AND THE ENTIRE TRIP LASTS FOUR 
TO EIGHT WEEKS (E HAS HELPED NEW PLAYERS FROM ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL AGE THROUGH ADULTS 
)N THE SUMMER OF  HE WAS ASSIGNED TO %NGLAND  (E 
HAS TRAVELED TO 'ERMANY AND 3WITZERLAND IN OTHER YEARS AND 
HIS LAST THREE YEARS WERE SPENT IN 3WEDEN h4HERE IS A LOT OF 
ENTHUSIASMv %WING SAID h4HE SPORT IS JUST STARTING TO GROW 
IN %UROPE AND THE PLAYERS ARE EAGER AND ENTHUSIASTICv 
This ’62 Alumnus Takes America’s Pasttime to Europe
BY *ENNY (ILL 
7HEN HE GOES TO %UROPE %WING SOMETIMES BRINGS 
EQUIPMENT THE TEAMS HAVE ORDERED h)TS DIFlCULT TO GET GLOVES 
AND SHOES BECAUSE THE SPORTING GOODS STORES DONT CARRY 
THEMv HE SAID h4HE -," GIVES SOME STARTER EQUIPMENT BUT 
THAT GOES MOSTLY TO YOUNGER PLAYERSv
h7E WILL HAVE  PEOPLE PLAYING BASEBALL AND THEN 
 PEOPLE THE NEXT lELD OVER PLAYING SOCCERv HE SAID h3OME 
PEOPLE COME AND WATCH THE BASEBALL OUT OF CURIOSITYv HE SAID
h4HE PLAYERS USUALLY PRACTICE DURING THE WEEK AND TRAVEL 
LONG DISTANCES TO PLAY DOUBLE HEADERS ON THE WEEKENDS )VE 
SEEN SNOW FENCING USED FOR THE OUTlELD TENTS FOR THE DUGOUT 
AND DIRT HAULED IN FOR THE MOUNDv HE SAID
%WING HAS ENCOUNTERED PLAYERS WITH SOME INTERESTING 
BACKGROUNDS AND STORIES h)N 'ERMANY ONE TEAM WAS CALLED 
THE )NDIANS ! GROUP OF GUYS WHO 
WERE FRIENDS WERE GOING TO START 
A SOCCER TEAM BUT THEY SAW THE 
MOVIE -AJOR ,EAGUE AND DECIDED 
TO START A BASEBALL TEAM INSTEAD 
4HATS WHERE THEY GOT THEIR NAME 
FROM THE MOVIEv HE SAID
       h)N 3WEDEN MOST OF THE PLAYERS 
ARE LEFTHAND BATTERS BECAUSE THATS 
HOW THEY ARE TAUGHT TO HOLD A 
HOCKEY STICK FROM CHILDHOODv
       h4HE CLUB TEAMS THERE ARE 
ABOUT THE EQUIVALENT SKILL LEVEL AS 
HIGH SCHOOL TEAMS HERE 4HEY DONT 
THROW AS MUCH SO THEIR PITCHERS 
ARENT AS GOOD AND THE HITTERS CANT 
DEVELOP WITHOUT GOOD PITCHERS 
3OME OF THEIR BEST CLUB TEAMS MIGHT STRUGGLE AGAINST OUR 
BETTER HIGH SCHOOL TEAMSv %WING SAID h(OWEVER SOME OF 
THEIR INDIVIDUAL PLAYERS ARE VERY GOOD 3OME COME TO THE 
5NITED 3TATES TO PLAY ON !MERICAN COLLEGE TEAMS AND TAKE 
THOSE SKILLS BACK TO THEIR OWN NATIONAL TEAMSv
4HE !MERICAN COLLEGE CONNECTION DOESNT END THERE 
7HEN *AVLE 3WEDEN RECENTLY NEEDED A COACH FOR THE ENTIRE 
SUMMER %WING RECOMMENDED FORMER #ARDINAL Aaron 
Hutchinson ’08 h4HE TEAMS ARE ALLOWED UP TO THREE FOREIGN 
PLAYERS SO THEY LIKE TO GET COLLEGE PLAYERS TO BOTH COACH AND 
PLAY ON THE TEAMv
7HEN ASKED WHAT THE MOST REWARDING ASPECT OF THE 
EXPERIENCE IS %WING ANSWERED h4HE CHANCE TO GO TO %UROPE AND 
MEET NEW PEOPLE AND SEE DIFFERENT CULTURES ) HAVE A LOT OF FREE 
TIME TO EXPLORE ) SOMETIMES STAY WITH LOCALS AND PEOPLE USUALLY 
TAKE ME AROUND SO ) GET TO SEE A DAY IN THE LIFE OF ANOTHER 
CULTURE 4HATS MORE THAN THE AVERAGE TOURIST EXPERIENCESv O
!ARON h(UTCHv (UTCHISON AND $AVE %WING IN *AVLE 
3WEDEN WHEN $AVE WENT TO SEE !ARONS TEAM PLAY  
$AVE HAD RECOMMENDED !ARON FOR THE JOB
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1991
Paul Kavicky IS CURRENTLY 
RUNNING SOUND FOR THE 
SHOW 7ICKED PLAYING AT 
THE /RIENTAL 4HEATRE IN 
#HICAGO 
1994
Eddie Harrell HAS BEEN 
APPOINTED BY /HIO 
'OVERNOR 4ED 3TRICKLAND 
TO THE /HIO #IVIL 2IGHTS 
#OMMISSION )N ADDITION 
TO CURRENTLY SERVING ON 
THE /TTERBEIN "OARD OF 
4RUSTEES HE IS A MEMBER OF 
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS FOR 
#/3) #ENTER OF 3CIENCE 
AND )NDUSTRY	 #OLUMBUS 
#ITY 3CHOOLS %DUCATION 
&OUNDATION AND +)00 
+NOWLEDGE IS 0OWER 
0ROGRAM	 ALL LOCATED IN 
#OLUMBUS /( %DDIE IS 
CURRENTLY THE PRESIDENT 
AND #%/ OF THE #OLUMBUS 
5RBAN ,EAGUE
Shasta Hochstetler Mast
IS THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF 
THE (OLMES #OUNTY /( 
#HAMBER OF #OMMERCE 
AND 4OURISM "UREAU 3HE 
IS ALSO THE PRESIDENT OF THE 
-ILLERSBURG 2OTARY #LUB
1995
Beverly Mellars HAS RECENTLY 
JOINED /WENS #ORNING 
AND WILL BE WORKING IN 
SALES FOR THE COMMERCIAL 
AND INDUSTRIAL INSULATION 
BUSINESS IN #HICAGO ),
Kirk Nichols WAS RECENTLY 
NAMED !MERICAN &AMILY 
)NSURANCE AGENT OF THE YEAR 
FOR OUTSTANDING SERVICE AND 
PERFORMANCE +IRKS AGENCY 
IS IN 0IQUA /(
1997
Jesse Truett IS THE PRINCIPAL 
FOR 'RANDVIEW (EIGHTS (IGH 
3CHOOL 'RANDVIEW /(
1998
Nathan Larrick IS THE 
ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT 
AND BRANCH MANAGER 
FOR .ATIONAL #ITY "ANK 
#AMBRIDGE /(
Carrie Oliver PERFORMED 
FOR THE OPENING PROGRAM 
AT THE 'ENERAL &EDERATION 
OF 7OMENS #LUBS OPENING 
MEETING AT 0LEASANT 6ALLEY 
#OUNTRY #LUB 7EIRTON 
76 #ARRIE IS PRIMARILY A 
SINGER OF #HRISTIAN MUSIC 
AND AN EVANGELIST 3HE 
ALSO SINGS OTHER STYLES OF 
MUSIC INCLUDING "ROADWAY 
JAZZ OPERA AND CLASSICAL 
3HE HAS SUNG IN CHURCHES 
THROUGHOUT THE 53! AND 
PERFORMED IN .OTRE $AME 
#ATHEDRAL IN 0ARIS AND 
#ANTERBURY #ATHEDRAL 
IN %NGLAND #ARRIE HAS 
BEEN THE DIRECTOR OF 
MUSIC MINISTRIES FOR 3T 
0AUL #ATHOLIC #HURCH IN 
7EIRTON SINCE  3HE 
RELEASED HER lRST #HRISTIAN 
CONTEMPORARY ALBUM )N 
(IS 4IME IN 
2000
Amy Miller IS THE 
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR OF 4HE 
4RANSCENDENCE 4HEATRE 
#OMPANY A PERFORMING 
ARTS ORGANIZATION DEDICATED 
TO TRANSFORMING THE 
CONNECTION BETWEEN 
THEATRE AND LIFE 4HE 
COMPANYS MEMBERS 
CREATIVELY CELEBRATE MENTAL 
PHYSICAL EMOTIONAL AND 
SPIRITUAL VITALITY 4HEY ARE 
COMMITTED TO JOINING WITH 
AND EMPOWERING AUDIENCES 
TO HONOR AND EXPLORE UNITY 
WITHIN THEMSELVES THEIR 
COMMUNITIES THE %ARTH 
AND THE UNIVERSE
2001
Jill Ceneskie Hartley AND 
Tricia Jones ’01 ARE EXCITED 
TO ANNOUNCE THEIR THEATRE 
COMPANYS $ECEMBER 
PRODUCTION -OM AND 0OP 
BY LOCAL PLAYWRIGHT 3ARAH 
4OBIN !LONG WITH A FEW 
OTHER THEATRE PROFESSIONALS 
THE TWO LAUNCHED 2ACONTEUR 
4HEATRE COMPANY LAST -AY 
4HEIR DEBUT SHOW GAINED 
CRITICAL ACCLAIM AND EARNED 
#ENESKIE A "EST !CTRESS 
NOMINATION BY THE #ENTRAL 
/HIO 4HEATRE #RITICS #IRCLE
Sarah Ryann Kuhner IS THE 
NEW HEAD GIRLS BASKETBALL 
COACH FOR #ENTRAL #ROSSING 
(IGH 3CHOOL 'ROVE #ITY /(
2002
Beth Pilawski Burns IS 
A PROFESSOR OF %NGLISH AT 
(ILLSBOROUGH #OMMUNITY 
#OLLEGE IN 4AMPA &,
2003
Molly Carey IS WORKING WITH 
3UMMIT %YE !SSOCIATES AS 
AN OPHTHALMIC TECHNICIAN IN 
.ASHVILLE 4.
1996
Johnny Steiner HAS ANNOUNCED THE RELEASE OF TWO NEW ALBUMS 
OF MUSIC 7ITH .OTHING TO $O AND $ECEMBER 4HE lRST IS A 
COLLECTION OF #OLE 0ORTER TUNES WHILE THE LATTER IS A COLLECTION 
OF #HRISTMAS SONGS  4HESE ALBUMS FOLLOW HIS DEBUT ALBUM 
0OSITIVE WHICH WAS RELEASED IN   (E HAS BEEN PERFORMING 
THROUGHOUT CENTRAL /HIO FOR OVER TEN YEARS
Keitiaunna Howard 
RECEIVED HER MASTERS 
DEGREE FROM &RANKLIN 
5NIVERSITY #OLUMBUS 
/( IN MARKETING
COMMUNICATION 
+EITIAUNNA IS A DEDICATED 
SERVICE SPECIALIST FOR 
!NTHEM ,IFE%AST 2EGION  
3HE IS PICTURED WITH HER 
FELLOW GRADUATE 9OLANDA 
-ILLER LEFT	 AND PROFESSOR 
4ED *ONES RIGHT	
2003
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Wes Coulter WAS RECENTLY 
HIRED AS STAFlNG AND 
PRODUCTION MANAGER AT 
3HIRAZ %VENTS IN .9#
Jeff Eichorn HAS TAKEN 
ON THE RESPONSIBILITIES AS 
ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL AT 'ALION 
-IDDLE 3CHOOL 'ALION 
/( HIS lRST ADMINISTRATIVE 
POSITION IN EDUCATION *EFF 
HAS BEEN TEACHING NINTH
GRADE !MERICAN HISTORY 
lRST AT 'AHANNA ,INCOLN 
(IGH 3CHOOL 'AHANNA 
/( THEN AT HIS ALMA MATER 
,EXINGTON (IGH 3CHOOL 
,EXINGTON /(
Janna Proper Mast IS AN 
2. ON THE -OTHER )NFANT 
5NIT AT -OUNT #ARMEL %AST 
(OSPITAL #OLUMBUS /( 
AND ALSO WORKS OCCASIONALLY 
AS A HEALTH AND WELLNESS 
NURSE HELPING OUT WITH 
HEALTH FAIRS
2004
Niki Mayer Oberlander 
GRADUATED FROM 4HE /HIO 
3TATE 5NIVERSITY ON *UNE  
 RECEIVING HER -37 
AND IS EMPLOYED AT /35 
-EDICAL #ENTER #OLUMBUS 
/( IN THE %2 DEPARTMENT
Jami Jones Patton
COMPLETED HER MASTERS 
OF ART IN TEACHING AT 
-ARYGROVE #OLLEGE IN 
$ETROIT -)
Glenda Martin Underdown 
WORKS AT "ATTELLE -EMORIAL 
)NSTITUTE IN #OLUMBUS /( 
IN THE RESEARCH DIVISION
Bethany Warthen IS THE 
NEW VARSITY GIRLS BASKETBALL 
COACH FOR ,ONDON (IGH 
3CHOOL ,ONDON /(
2005
Katy Witt IS AN ADVISOR 
WITH ,IA 3OPHIA A LEADING 
FASHION JEWELRY COMPANY 
WHERE SHE RECENTLY RECEIVED 
TOP HONORS AS AN %XCELLENT 
"EGINNINGS 0ROGRAM 
!CHIEVER FOR OUTSTANDING 
SALES ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND 
PROFESSIONALISM
Kyle Yaggi IS CURRENTLY IN 
HIS FOURTH YEAR OF TEACHING 
LANGUAGE ARTS AT $UBLIN 
*EROME (IGH 3CHOOL 
IN $UBLIN /( AND IS 
CURRENTLY PURSUING HIS 
MASTERS DEGREE IN %NGLISH 
EDUCATION AT 4HE /HIO 3TATE 
5NIVERSITY
2006
Rachel Ferrara IS CURRENTLY 
IN HER THIRD YEAR OF LAW 
SCHOOL AT THE 5NIVERSITY OF 
4OLEDO 3HE INTENDS TO TAKE 
THE /HIO "AR %XAMINATION 
IN *ULY 
Tyler Ousley RECENTLY TOURED 
WITH A 53 3ELECT 4EAM 
THROUGHOUT %UROPE PLAYING 
A NUMBER OF BASKETBALL 
GAMES &ROM THERE THE 
3HEFlELD !RROWS A CLUB 
AN HOUR NORTH OF ,ONDON 
%NGLAND RECRUITED HIM 
4YLER HAS ALREADY PROVEN HIS 
WORTH SCORING  POINTS IN 
HIS lRST GAME
Dan Watson HAS BEEN HIRED 
AS THE NUMBER TWO PLAY
BYPLAY RADIO MAN FOR THE 
(ARRISBURG 0!	 3ENATORS 
THE #LASS !! AFlLIATE OF 
THE 7ASHINGTON .ATIONALS 
BASEBALL TEAM
2007
Drew Aber MADE HIS 
"ROADWAY DEBUT IN ! 4ALE 
OF 4WO #ITIES IN LESS THAN A 
YEAR OF AUDITIONING IN .EW 
9ORK
Karen Beers IS TEACHING 
3PANISH AND COACHING 
GIRLS SOCCER FOR 0IQUA (IGH 
3CHOOL 0IQUA /(
Valerie Vernell Vining 
IS CURRENTLY LIVING IN 
7ESTERVILLE 3HE REPRESENTS 
THE 4OM *AMES #O 
THE WORLDS LARGEST 
CUSTOM CLOTHIER 3HE IS A 
PROFESSIONAL HABERDASHER 
SPECIALING IN BUSINESS 
APPAREL
2008
Todd Ramsey IS TEACHING 
SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADE 
MATHEMATICS FOR THE 
3OUTHERN ,OCAL 3CHOOLS 
3ALINEVILLE /(
James Savitscus IS 
WORKING WITH THE 
/HIO 2EHABILITATION 
3ERVICES #OMMISSION 
23#	 #OLUMBUS /( 
AS A DISABILITY CLAIMS 
ADJUDICATOR 23# IS A STATE 
AGENCY THAT SERVES /HIOANS 
WITH DISABILITIES
Andrew Tobias HAS JOINED 
THE $ELAWARE 'AZETTE
EDITORIAL STAFF $ELAWARE 
/( AS A FULL TIME REPORTER
Polly Wilbur IS THE NEW 
VOCAL INSTRUCTOR FOR THE 
*EFFERSON ,OCAL 3CHOOL 
$ISTRICT 5RBANA /( O
2004
Jason Jenkins HAS BEEN 
PROMOTED TO THE JOB 
OF !FRICAN !MERICAN 
MENTORING MANAGER FOR 
"IG "ROTHERS "IG 3ISTERS 
IN #OLUMBUS /( (E IS 
PICTURED WITH DAUGHTER 
'IANA -ARIE
2005
Jonathan Juravich WAS 
NAMED THE 4EACHER OF THE 
9EAR FOR THE  
SCHOOL YEAR AT ,IBERTY 
4REE %LEMENTARY 3CHOOL 
IN 0OWELL /( (E TEACHES 
ART FOR KINDERGARTEN 
THROUGH TH GRADE 
STUDENTS 7HEN *ON IS NOT 
TEACHING HE CREATES AND 
SHOWS HIS OWN ARTWORK 
WHICH IS PRODUCED USING 
MOSTLY RECYCLED MATERIALS 
(E IS PICTURED WITH HIS 
WIFE !MY
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1994
2OYCE 7ONG  WITH WIFE (AYDEN 1997!MY -ATTHEWS 3TROSS  WITH 
HUSBAND 6INCE
2000
*OHN "OYER  WITH WIFE $EBORAH
2004
.IKI -AYER /BERLANDER  WITH 
HUSBAND 3TEVE 2006
!SHLEY 'ARRIS -C7ILLIAMS 
 WITH HUSBAND $AVID
2007
.ICOLETTE 3MITH ,EDFORD  
WITH HUSBAND "RANDON
2003
#YNTHIA -ILICH 4HOMAS 
 WITH HUSBAND *OHN
2002
3USAN :EDELLA -ILLER  
WITH HUSBAND *EFF
2000
"ROOKE *OHNSON 7ILSON  WITH 
HUSBAND *OE
2003 
(EATHER #APPLE !ZEM  WITH 
HUSBAND *AZON 2003
3ARAH &RAJTER $ELLY  SECOND FROM RIGHT	
WITH #ARRIE 2EARDON $E3IMPELAERE  %RIN 
3PRINGER  AND #ARI $EAN 
2005
"RITTANY -ILLER 3MITH  WITH HUSBAND 
.ICK AND *ULIE 3ARIS  .IKKI #ONTINI  
AND "EKAH $AVIS 
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!DDITIONS
-ARRIAGES
1980
Kim Robinson TO *ERRY 
*ACOBS HER HIGH SCHOOL 
SWEETHEART ON *UNE   
4HE WEDDING TOOK PLACE 
ON THE BEACH IN 0LAYA $EL 
#ARMEN -EXICO  +IM AND 
*ERRY LIVE IN 7ILLARD /( 
WHERE +IM TEACHES TH GRADE 
AND *ERRY RUNS HIS FAMILYS 46 
AND APPLIANCE STORE
1994
Royce Wong TO (AYDEN 9I 
3EPT   IN -AUI () 
4HEY CURRENTLY RESIDE IN 
3EATTLE 7!
1995
Fonda Dawson TO 3HAWN 
+ENDRICK /CT   IN 
(OCKING (ILLS /(
1997
Jon Clinger TO 2IANNA 
#AREY *ULY  
Amy Thompson TO !NDREW 
+INKEAD $EC  
Amy Matthews TO 6INCE 
3TROSS 3EPT  
2000
John Boyer TO $EBORAH 
3TING *ULY   IN 
0IGEON -)
Brooke Johnson TO *OE 
7ILSON /CT   IN 
THE /UTER "ANKS OF .ORTH 
#AROLINA
Jenny Hitmar TO *ODY 
&REDERICK 3HANKLAND *UNE 
 
2001
Kevin Miller TO *ANELLE 
4RIPLETT &EB  
2002
Susan Zedella TO *EFF 
-ILLER 3EPT   
4HE WEDDING TOOK PLACE 
IN THE HISTORIC #ITY 3TAGE 
4HEATER IN 7ILMINGTON 
.#  4HE COUPLE RESIDES IN 
7ILMINGTON
2003
Heather Capple TO *AZON 
!ZEM $EC   
&ELLOW /TTERBEIN ALUMNI 
Joel Shireman ’01 Scott 
Henning ’04 AND Keyona 
Willis ’04 SANG IN THE 
CEREMONY
Sarah Frajter TO -ATT $ELLY 
3EPT  
Kelli Molk TO 4IMOTHY 
,IPPENGA *UNE  
Cynthia Milich TO *OHN 
4HOMAS *UNE  
2004
Cynthia Crawford TO .ADER 
.AWAR !UG  
Niki Mayer TO 3TEVE 
/BERLANDER *UNE  
Glenda Martin ’04 TO 'UY 
5NDERDOWN /CT  
2005
Jon Juravich TO !MY 
$I&IORE $EC  
Brittany Miller TO .ICK 
3MITH 3EPT   
"RIDESMAIDS INCLUDED Julie 
Saris ’05 Nikki Contini ’05 
AND Bekah Davis ’05
Katie Peltier TO 6AN 4RAN
,AM !UG  
2006
Ashley Garris TO $AVID 
-C7ILLIAMS *ULY  
Alison Schmidt TO William 
“Paul” Davis ’06 *ULY  
 )NCLUDED IN THE BRIDAL 
PARTY WERE Trent Kugler 
’06 Mayme Moyer ’06 Ben 
Menard ’06 AND Stacey 
Moyer ’07
2007
Nicolette Smith TO Brandon 
Ledford ’06 !UG  
Rachelle Ramsey TO 
Matthew Shaffer *ULY  

Katherine Farver TO Walter 
Theado ’06 *ULY  
2008
Ashley Woodard TO Chad 
Bell ’05 *UNE  
Matt Bohrer TO ,INDSEY 
7AYT -AY  
1993
Casey Travis AND WIFE 
,INDSAY A SON #ARTER !LAN 
.OV  
1994
Jason Dishop AND WIFE 
-ARIA A DAUGHTER %LENA 
-ARIA -AY   %LENA 
JOINS BROTHER *OSHUA AGE 
Anthony Losh AND WIFE 
3TACIA A SON !LEXANDER 
*AMES BORN -AR   
(E JOINS BIG SISTER 2EAGAN 
%LIZABETH AGE 
1995
Zenia Dacio-Mesina AND 
HUSBAND 3IMEON A SON 
%LIAS *AN  
James Sawyer AND WIFE 
*ENNIFER A DAUGHTER /LIVIA 
%LLEN *UNE   0ROUD     
GRANDPARENTS ARE George 
’67 AND 'LORIA "IGGS AND 
Richard ’67 AND *ACKIE 
3AWYER
1996
Elizabeth Raeske Grinch
AND HUSBAND Stephen ’98 
A DAUGHTER #HARLOTTE *ANE 
'RINCH 3EPT  
1997
Rebecca Snow DeHart AND 
HUSBAND !ARON A DAUGHTER 
%LIZABETH 2OSS !PRIL  

Melissa Muguruza Weaver 
AND HUSBAND .ATHAN A SON 
2AMON *AVIER /CT  
1999
Brooke Preston Moore AND 
HUSBAND Brian ’00 TWIN 
BOYS -ADDEN AND -ASON 
/CT  
2000
Laura Martin Gladden AND 
HUSBAND Eric ’01 A SON 
'REGORY %RIC !PRIL  
 (E JOINS BIG SISTER 
!LAINA
Sarah Hankinson Travis 
AND HUSBAND Craig ’00 A 
DAUGHTER !VA .OELLE *ULY 
 
2001
Jenny Geesling All AND 
HUSBAND *IM A SON 3AMUEL 
*AMES 3EPT  
Malinda Butler A SON ,IAM 
4HOMAS 3EPT  
Rachel Bell Edgel AND 
HUSBAND #HRIS A DAUGHTER 
/LIVE -AE 3EPT   
/LIVES GRANDFATHER IS 
David Bell ’74 DIRECTOR OF 
/TTERBEINS 3ERVICE $EPT
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"ABY !LBUM
1994
%LENA -ARIA $ISHOP
1997
2AMON *AVIER 7EAVER
2001
/LIVE -AE %DGEL
2001
,IAM 4HOMAS "UTLER 2002
#ORA ,IANNE "URNS WITH BIG SISTER 
#HARLOTTE -ARIAN
1999
-ADDEN AND -ASON -OORE
2000
'REGORY %RIC 'LADDEN WITH BIG SISTER !LAINA
1995
%LIAS -ESINA
2003
2YLEY $ANIELLE (UBBARD
2003
+ASON 4REY -AST
2005
3ARAH !NN 7HETSTONE
1997
%LIZABETH 2OSS $E(ART
1996 & 1998
#HARLOTTE *ANE 'RINCH
3UBMIT PHOTOS TO 
CLASSNOTES OTTERBEINEDU  
0HOTOS SHOULD BE AT LEAST 
 PIXELS ON THE SHORTEST 
SIDE AND JPEG FORMAT IS 
PREFERRED  
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$EATHS
Sarah Belasco Hayman AND 
HUSBAND Josh Hayman ’00 
A SON "RAEDEN ,UCAS /CT 
 
2002
Amanda Terry Bailey AND 
HUSBAND 2YAN A DAUGHTER 
-C+ENNA 2YAN *UNE  

Beth Pilawski Burns AND 
HUSBAND !NDY A DAUGHTER 
#ORA ,IANNE *ULY  
 3HE JOINS BIG SISTER 
#HARLOTTE -ARIAN
2003
Becca Machuga Hubbard 
AND HUSBAND 2YAN A 
DAUGHTER 2YLEY $ANIELLE 
3EPT  
Janna Proper Mast AND 
HUSBAND 2ANDY A SON 
+ASON 4REY ON *UNE  
  "IG SISTER +AIDRIE 
  WAS SO HAPPY TO 
WELCOME HER BABY BROTHER 
TO THE FAMILY
2004
Sarah Armstrong Baker
AND HUSBAND %RIC A SON 
/LIVER #HARLES &EB  

2005
Lynda Miller Whetstone 
AND HUSBAND *OSHUA A 
DAUGHTER 3ARAH !NN /CT 
 
1928
Gladys Snyder Lowry DIED 
ON /CT   0RECEDING 
HER IN DEATH WAS HER 
HUSBAND Forrest Lowry 
’25 AND BROTHER Charles 
Lowry ’33 4WO CHILDREN 
SURVIVE *EAN ,UCAS AND 
-IRIAM 7ERTENBERGER AND 
A GRANDAUGHTER Linda Lucas 
Ingham ’80
1932
Mildred Forwood Garling
DIED $EC  3HE HAD 
RESIDED AT THE /TTERBEIN
,EBANON 2ETIREMENT 
(OME IN ,EBANON /( 
SINCE  3HE WAS BORN 
TO THE 2EV '# &ORWOOD 
AND ,EOLA -ILES &ORWOOD 
ON .OV   NEAR 
%VANSVILLE )NDIANA 3HE 
WAS AN HONORS GRADUATE 
OF /TTERBEIN #OLLEGE IN 
7ESTERVILLE /( AND 
DID GRADUATE WORK AT THE 
5NIVERSITY OF #HICAGO AND 
4HE /HIO 3TATE 5NIVERSITY 
SHE ALSO TOOK SPECIAL COURSES 
AT !SHLAND 5NIVERSITY 
/N *UNE   SHE 
MARRIED +ARL * 'ARLING 
WHO PRECEDED HER IN DEATH 
3HE WAS A MEMBER OF THE 
'RACE "RETHREN #HURCH 
FOR OVER  YEARS (ER 
YEAR TEACHING CAREER ENDED 
WITH HER RETIREMENT FROM 
(ILLSDALE (IGH 3CHOOL IN 
!SHLAND #OUNTY IN *UNE OF 
 3HE WAS ALSO PRECEDED 
IN DEATH BY A SISTER Hazel 
Forwood Bundy ’34 3HE IS 
SURVIVED BY HER SON $AVID 
A PHYSICIAN AND HIS WIFE 
,YNN 4AYLOR OF #OLUMBUS 
/HIO AND SEVERAL NIECES 
AND NEPHEWS )N LATE 
.OVEMBER SHE CELEBRATED 
HER TH BIRTHDAY WITH 
MORE THAN  FAMILY 
MEMBERS AND FRIENDS SEE 
PAGE 	 
1933
Virgil Shreiner DIED ON *UNE 
   6IRGIL WAS THE 
OLDEST SURVIVING MEMBER 
OF :ETA 0HI FRATERNITY 
WHICH HE HELPED FOUND 
3URVIVING ARE HIS SON 
$AVID 3HREINER DAUGHTER 
"EVERLY 'IANNONE THREE 
GRANDCHILDREN lVE GREAT
GRANDCHILDREN AND MANY 
RELATIVES  AND FRIENDS (IS 
WIFE 2UTH AND FOUR SISTERS 
PRECEDED HIM IN DEATH
1941
Margaret Lane Kletrovets
DIED ON &EB   
-ARGARET WAS A CHARTER 
MEMBER OF THE (ILLIARD 
/( 0RESBYTERIAN #HURCH A 
MEMBER OF (ILLIARD 3ENIOR 
#ENTER AND RETIRED FROM 
.ATIONWIDE )NSURANCE 
3HE WAS PRECEDED IN DEATH 
BY HUSBAND .EAL AND 
BROTHER 2OBERT ,ANE 
3URVIVORS INCLUDE HER SON 
Fred ’63 BROTHER 'EORGE 
TWO GRANDCHILDREN AND TWO 
GREATGRANDCHILDREN AND 
AUNT 0AULINE 2EUWEE
1942
Raymond Brubaker DIED ON 
3EPT    3URVIVING 
ARE HIS WIFE Jeanne ’44 
AND SON Jim ’69  2AY 
HAD RETIRED TO 3UN CITY 
!: IN  AFTER WORKING 
AT  7ILLIAMS AND #O IN 
0ITTSBURGH 0! FOR  YEARS
Helen Cheek Haines DIED 
ON 3EPT   3HE 
WAS PRECEDED IN DEATH BY 
HER HUSBAND  OF  YEARS 
2OBERT AS WELL AS SIX 
BROTHERS AND TWO SISTERS 
3URVIVING ARE HER CHILDREN  
"ARBARA (EIGET 0ATTI 
*ASIN .ANCY +ING "OBBY 
(AINES AND "ONNIE 2AYO 
lVE  GRANDCHILDREN AND 
TWO GREATGRANDSONS 3HE 
WAS AN ACTIVE MEMBER OF 
3UMMIT 5NITED  -ETHODIST 
#HURCH IN #OLUMBUS FOR 
 YEARS A MEMBER OF THE 
2IVERSIDE (OSPITAL 'UILD  
VOLUNTEERED AT #HILDRENS 
(OSPITAL AND WAS A BOARD 
MEMBER OF .EIGHBORHOOD 
3ERVICES )NC FOOD PANTRY 
#OLUMBUS /(
Lt. Col. William Roley
DIED ON 3EPT   (E 
RECEIVED DEGREES FROM ,ONG  
"EACH 3TATE 5NIVERSITY 
IN #! AND THE -ARINE 
#ORPS #OMMAND AND 
3TAFF 3CHOOL (E SERVED 
IN THE -ARINE !IR #ORPS 
IN 7ORLD 7AR )) AND THE 
+OREAN 7AR AND WAS THE 
COMMANDANT OF THE -ARINE 
#ORPS PERSONAL PILOT FOR 
MANY YEARS IN 7ASHINGTON 
(IS WIFE -ARGARET 6AN 
$ORN PRECEDED HIM IN 
DEATH 3URVIVING ARE HIS SON 
7ILLIAM 2OLEY DAUGHTER 
#OL 3USAN -ALONE 
FOUR GRANDCHILDREN HIS 
SISTER 3ARAH 2OLEY AND 
COMPANION 2OBERTA 
3CHUMAN
1944
Margaret Cherrington 
Zezech DIED ON *ULY  
 3HE WAS A DEVOTED 
WIFE AND MOTHER AND WAS 
ACTIVE IN BOTH CHURCH AND 
SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS 3HE 
WAS PRECEDED IN DEATH BY 
HER HUSBAND OF  YEARS 
John ’44 3URVIVING ARE 
HER SON Michael Zezech 
’68 DAUGHTER Patricia 
Zezech Bailey ’71 lVE 
GRANDCHILDREN AND SIX 
GREATGRANDCHILDREN 
AND HER BROTHER 'ORDON 
#HERRINGTON
1945
Mary Jane Kern McBlane 
DIED ON *ULY   
3HE DID HER GRADUATE 
WORK AT #OLORADO 3TATE 
5NIVERSITY 7RIGHT 3TATE 
AND 7ITTENBERG 5NIVERSITY 
IN /HIO 3HE WAS ACTIVE IN 
MANY AREA ORGANIZATIONS 
AND LOVED MUSIC AND 
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TEACHING -ARY *ANE 
TAUGHT MUSIC FOR TWO 
YEARS AT 7ITTENBERG USING 
THE 3UZUKI MOVEMENT 
3URVIVERS INCLUDE TWO 
DAUGHTERS #LAUDIA *ONES 
AND 0ENNY !KE ONE SON 
3HELDON +ING ONE STEP 
DAUGHTER "ECKY "RADEN 
SEVEN GRANDCHILDREN AND 
FOUR GREATGRANDCHILDREN 
3HE WAS PRECEDED IN DEATH  
BY HER HUSBAND 3AMUEL 
STEPSON *AMES SISTER 
2ACHEL %MRICH AND BROTHER 
2OBERT +ERN
1948
Kenneth Foltz DIED ON /CT 
  (E WAS A PHYSICIAN 
ARTIST FARMER AND SOLDIER  
(IS SISTER 'RETCHEN &OLTZ 
7HITMONT PRECEDED HIM 
IN DEATH 3URVIVING ARE HIS 
SPOUSE OF  YEARS Juanita 
Gardis Foltz ’48 CHILDREN 
"RIAN &OLTZ -ICHELLE 
"OURQUIN ,ESLIE  7ILSONG 
!MY &OLTZ AND #HRIZTINE 
!LONZO AND GRANDSON *OHN 
(OOVER +EN WAS DRAFTED 
INTO THE INFRANTRY IN  
AND RELIEVED OF ACTIVE DUTY 
AS #APTAIN " SQUARDRON 
NAVIGATOR /KINAWA IN -AY 
 (E GRADUATED FROM 
$ES -OINES #OLLEGE OF 
/STEOPATHY AND 3URGERY IN 
 AND INTERNED AT $OCTORS 
(OSPITAL #OLUMBUS /( (E 
PRACTICED  GENERAL MEDICINE 
FOR  YEARS RETIRING AT AGE 
1949
Carl Becker DIED ON /CT 
  #ARL IS SURVIVED BY 
HIS WIFE OF  YEARS Marilou 
Daily Becker ’48 SON -ARK 
"ECKER DAUGHTERS !NN 
.IESS AND +ARLA -C6EY  
SIX GRANDCHILDREN AND ONE 
GREATGRANDCHILD SISTER 
Marian Havens Becker ’50 
AND  NUMEROUS FRIENDS 
FAMILY AND COLLEAGUES 
0RECEDING HIM IN DEATH WAS 
HIS BROTHER  John Becker 
’50 #ARL WAS A PROFESSOR 
EMERITUS OF HISTORY AT 
7RIGHT 3TATE 5NIVERSITY IN 
$AYTON /( AND SERVED 
AS CHAIRMAN OF THE HISTORY 
DEPARTMENT DURING HIS 
CAREER (E RECEIVED THE 
h4EACHING %XCELLENCEv 
AWARD AT 7RIGHT 3TATE AS 
WELL AS NUMEROUS OTHER  
AWARDS FOR HIS WRITINGS 
AND ACHIEVEMENTS #ARL 
WAS THE AUTHOR COAUTHOR 
AND  COEDITOR OF OVER 
 BOOK TITLES BOOK 
CHAPTERS JOURNAL ARTICLES 
AND BIOGRAPHICAL  ESSSAYS 
(E SERVED AS STAFF SERGEANT 
IN THE 53 !RMY FOR 
THREE YEARS DURING 77))  
WITH TOURS IN THE 0ACIlC 
(EADQUARTERS "ATTERY TH 
!!! !W "ATTALION ,EYTE 
AND  /KINAWA CAMPAIGNS 
(E WAS A MEMBER OF THE 
-IAMISBURG /( (ISTORICAL 
3OCIETY SERVED  ON THE 
-IAMISBURG SCHOOL BOARD 
AND WAS A MEMBER OF 
0ARKVIEW 5NITED -ETHODIST 
#HURCH
1950
Charles Gilbert DIED ON 
!UG   3URVIVING ARE 
HIS WIFE 3HIRLEY AND A SISTER 
Janet Gilbert ’50. 0RECEDING 
HIM IN DEATH WAS A SISTER 
Harriet Gilbert Slagle ’46
Emery Hole DIED ON 3EPT 
  3URVIVING ARE HIS 
WIFE OF  YEARS 3YBIL  A 
DAUGHTER #HRIS +ANAI TWO 
GRANDCHILDREN AND A SISTER 
%VELYN (EATON (E SERVED 
WITH THE 53 !RMY DURING 
77)) IN "URMA WAS A 
MEMBER OF THE 7ARREN 
-ASONIC  ,ODGE IN 0IQUA 
/( AND THE 3COTTISH 2ITE 
IN $AYTON /( (E WAS AN 
AVID BASEBALL AND SOFTBALL 
PLAYER BEING INDUCTED INTO 
THE -IAMI /( #OUNTY 
&ASTPITCH 3OFTBALL (ALL OF 
&AME IN  AND HE CO
FOUNDED THE 7EST -ICHIGAN 
3ENIOR 3OFTBALL ,EAGUE
1951
Thomas Maurer DIED ON 
*ULY   (E WAS A 
MUSIC AND 'ERMAN TEACHER 
RETIRING IN  AND OWNED 
-AURER )NSURANCE !GENCY 
IN 3UGARCREEK /( WHERE 
HE SERVED AS MAYOR FROM 
 TO  (E WAS AN 
!RMY VETERAN OF THE ST 
!IRBORNE DURING THE +OREAN 
7AR A MEMBER OF THE 
3UGARCREEK 2OTARY #LUB 
AND $OVER -ASONIC ,ODGE 
AND SERVED AS CHOIR DIRECTOR 
FOR SEVERAL CHURCHS IN THE 
AREA (E IS SURVIVED BY HIS 
WIFE Jeanne Keplinger 
Maurer ’58 CHILDREN #RAIG 
-AURER -ARGARET 0OLKA AND 
4HOMAS -AURER AND FOUR 
GRANDCHILDREN 0RECEDING 
HIM IN DEATH WERE HIS 
PARENTS -YRON AND /PAL 
-AURER AND A SISTER *OAN 
0ENCE
James Stone DIED ON !UG 
  (E SERVED IN THE 
53 !RMY!IR &ORCE DURING 
7ORLD  7AR )) AND WAS A 
RETIRED PRINCIPAL OF  YEARS 
FROM (IGHLAND /( LOCAL 
SCHOOLS  3URVIVING ARE HIS 
WIFE OF  YEARS %LNORA 
SISTER ,ILLIAN 7AGNER AND 
SEVERAL NIECES  AND NEPHEWS
Glenn Waggamon, A 53 
!RMY VETERAN WHO SERVED 
DURING THE +OREAN #ONmICT 
DIED ON  3EPT    
&ROM  TO  HE 
SERVED AS A MINISTER IN THE 
5NITED  -ETHODIST #HURCH 
%AST /HIO #ONFERENCE 
WHICH INCLUDED BEING 
THEIR ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF 
THE #OUNCIL OF -INISTRIES 
POSITION WHICH BEGAN IN 
 $URING THAT TIME 
HE ALSO SERVED WITH THE 
#HRISTIAN %DUCATION 
AND 9OUTH -INISTRIES 
AT #LEVELAND #HURCH OF 
THE 2EDEEMER AND THE 
"ARBERTON -OORE -EMORIAL 
CHURCHES 'LENN IS SURVIVED 
BY HIS WIFE Edna Pollock 
Waggamon ’52 CHILDREN 
Sybil Waggamon Baker 
’76 (Peter Baker ’75) Jill 
Waggamon Petryczkiewycz 
’77 0HILIP  7AGGAMON 
AND $ENNIS 7AGGAMON 
SISTER Marie Schneider 
’58 BROTHERS %RVIN 
AND  $ELBERT AND SEVEN 
GRANDCHILDREN
1953
Dorothy Schaser Cook DIED 
ON 3EPT   3URVIVING 
ARE HER HUSBAND Jack ’53 
AND CHILDREN #AREY #OOK 
AND 3TACY ,ACY  3HE WAS 
PRECEDED IN DEATH BY HER 
SON #HRIS #OOK
1956
Shirley Amos Hodapp 
DIED ON /CT   3HE IS 
SURVIVED BY CHILDREN (OLLY 
6INING  Curtis Hodapp 
’81 AND Gordon Hodapp 
GRANDCHILDREN Valerie 
Vining ’07 #HRISTOPHER  
(ODAPP AND 6ANESSA 
6INING 3HIRLEY WAS IN THE 
EDUCATION lELD FOR MORE 
THAN  YEARS STARTING AS 
AN ELEMENTARY TEACHER IN 
8ENIA /( AND SERVING 
AS PRINCIPAL AT .OBLE  
%LEMENTARY 3CHOOL 3HE 
WAS A $ElANCE #OUNTY 
ELEMENTARY SUPERVISOR AND 
A PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION AT 
$ElANCE #OLLEGE "OWLING 
'REEN 3TATE 5NIVERSITY AND 
7RIGHT 3TATE  5NIVERSITY 
3HE DEVELOPED A PRESCHOOL 
PROGRAM AT "ABSON 0ARK 
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3CHOOLS IN &LORIDA AND 
RECEIVED A 0RESIDENTIAL  
0OINTS OF ,IGHT !WARD FOR 
HER VOLUNTEER WORK 3HE  
WROTE SEVERAL BOOKS WAS A 
3UNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER AT 
&IRST ,UTHERAN #HURCH IN 
"RYAN /( AND SERVED ON 
ITS EDUCATION COMMITTEE 
AND COUNCIL
Marlene Riegel Shannon 
PASSED AWAY ON /CT   
-ARLENE WAS A SUBSTITUTE 
TEACHER  AND A LIBRARIAN 
AT 0OWERS %LEMENTARY 
3CHOOL IN !MHERST /( 
FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS  BEFORE 
RETIRING IN  3HE WAS 
AN ACTIVE MEMBER OF 3T 
0ETERS 5NITED #HURCH OF 
#HRIST IN !MHERST 3HE 
LOVED OUTINGS INCLUDING 
DINNERS AND SHOWS AT 
0LAYHOUSE 3QUARE OR THE 
"ECK #ENTER !N AVID SPORTS 
FAN -ARLENE SPENT MANY 
FALL AFTERNOONS CHEERING ON 
THE 5NIVERSITY OF 0ITTSBURGH 
FOOTBALL TEAM WITH ONE 
OF HER GRANDCHILDREN 
3HE VACATIONED WITH HER 
FAMILY TO /CEAN #ITY .* 
OR +IAWAH )SLANDS 3# 
3URVIVORS INCLUDE HER 
SON -ICHAEL DAUGHTERS 
-ARILYN AND -ELINDA AND 
 GRANDCHILDREN 3HE WAS 
PRECEDED IN DEATH BY HER 
SON 3TEVEN 3HANNON
1958
Janice Ellenberger 
Schroeder DIED ON 3EPT 
  *ANICE RETIRED IN 
 AFTER A YEAR CAREER 
TEACHING LANGUAGE ARTS AT 
THE MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL 
LEVEL !FTER  MOVING TO ,AKE 
4AHOE #! SHE CONTINUED 
HER EDUCATION RELATIONSHIP 
BY VOLUNTEERING IN THE LOCAL 
4AHOE SCHOOL DISTRICT 3HE 
IS SURVIVED BY HER DAUGHTER 
#ARLA (IOB SISTER +ATHERINE 
(AINES TWO GRANDSONS AND 
TWO NIECES
1961
John Leohner DIED ON 3EPT 
  5PON GRADUATING 
FROM COLLEGE WHERE HE  
EXCELLED IN BASKETBALL 
AND BASEBALL *OHN TAUGHT 
SCIENCE AT ,INDEN -C+INLEY 
(IGH 3CHOOL IN #OLUMBUS 
(E THEN WENT TO WORK 
FOR *OHN + ,EOHNER 
,ANDSCAPING )NC WHERE 
HE SERVED AS PRESIDENT 
FOLLOWING THE DEATH OF HIS 
FATHER (E SERVED FOR SEVERAL 
YEARS ON THE ADVISORY 
BOARD OF &AIRlELD .ATIONAL 
"ANK COACHED 9-#! 
BASKETBALL AND WAS AN AVID 
SUPPORTER OF YOUTH ATHLETIC 
PROGRAMS IN ,ANCASTER 
/( 2ECENTLY DURING 
RETIREMENT IN .APLES &, 
HE WAS INVOLVED IN VARIOUS 
CIVIC AND COMMUNITY 
ENDEAVORS  0RECEDING HIM 
IN DEATH WERE HIS SON "RETT 
,EOHNER AND BROTHERS 
2ICHARD 3MITH AND +ENNETH 
,EOHNER 3URVIVING ARE HIS 
WIFE 3HERIE CHILDREN 'IA 
#OFFEE !DAM ,EOHNER 
-ICHELE ,EOHNER AND 
"ART ,EOHNER AND  
GRANDCHILDREN
1962
Brenda Franklin MacCurdy 
DIED ON /CT   
0RECEDING HER IN DEATH WAS 
HER  HUSBAND 7ILLIAM AND 
SON 3COTT 3URVIVING ARE A 
BROTHER Martin Frankin ’63 
AND CHILDREN -ARY *ACKSON 
3ANDRA (UNSICKER *ULIE 
(ART -ARK AND *EFFREY AND 
 GRANDCHILDREN
1985
Mary Wehrle Adair DIED 
ON /CT   3HE WAS A 
WRITER AND SELFEMPLOYED 
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER -ARY 
IS SURVIVED BY HER HUSBAND 
*IM SON *ESSE MOTHER 
$OROTHY $IXON BROTHER 
*OHN 7EHRLE AND MANY 
RELATIVES AND FRIENDS
1991
Bryan Puderbaugh DIED ON 
/CT   "RYAN BEGAN 
WORKING AT (UNTINGTON 
.ATIONAL  "ANK IN THE 2ETAIL 
,OCK "OX AREA IN  AND 
WORKED HIS WAY TO VICE 
PRESIDENT OF  OPERATIONS (E 
IS SURVIVED BY HIS WIFE OF 
 YEARS !NGEL DAUGHTER 
!BIGAIL SON :ACHARY  
PARENTS $AVID AND *ANE 
BROTHER $ANIEL SISTER 
Sherri ’86 AND NUMEROUS 
FRIENDS AND RELATIVES O
/HIO RESIDENTS CAN NOW TAKE THEIR #ARDINAL PRIDE ON THE 
ROAD /TTERBEIN #OLLEGE IS PROUD TO OFFER NEW LOGO LICENSE 
PLATES NOW AVAILABLE FROM THE 3TATE OF /HIO "-6S #OLLEGIATE 
,ICENSE 0LATE 0ROGRAM
7HEN YOU RENEW YOUR PLATES THIS YEAR INDICATE YOU 
WANT AN /TTERBEIN #OLLEGE PLATE )N ADDITION TO YOUR 
RENEWAL FEES AN EXTRA  WILL BE CHARGED FOR THE /TTERBEIN 
PLATE  OF WHICH IS GIVEN TO THE GENERAL /TTERBEIN 
#OLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
)F YOU WANT TO ORDER PRIOR TO YOUR RENEWAL CONTACT YOUR 
/HIO "-6 LOCATION FOR AN APPLICATION FORM OR ORDER ONLINE 
AT WWWOPLATESCOM 
$UE TO STATE LEGISLATION /TTERBEIN MUST SELL  PLATES 
EACH YEAR TO RECEIVE SCHOLARSHIP MONIES !T ANY TIME YOU 
MAY REVERT BACK TO A STANDARD ISSUED LICENSE PLATE HOWEVER 
YOU WILL NOT RECEIVE A REFUND OF THE FEES PAID
,IVING OUTSIDE OF /HIO 9OU TOO CAN RIDE WITH PRIDE 
BY DISPLAYING A VEHICLE WINDOW DECAL OR LICENSE PLATE FRAME 
AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE ONLINE FROM THE /TTERBEIN #OLLEGE 
BOOKSTORE  
New Cardinal Pride License Plates
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)NVESTING IN 
COMPILED BY ,ORI 'REEN
How did Otterbein prepare each 
of you for “the real world”? 
)N SEVERAL WAYS &IRST OF ALL WE 
BELIEVE THAT A SOLID LIBERAL ARTS 
EDUCATION TEACHES YOU HOW TO 
THINK AND INTERACT WITH ALL KINDS OF 
PEOPLE  3ECOND -ARK WAS GIVEN 
THE OPPORTUNITY TO WORK IN THE 
ACCOUNTING BUSINESS HIS JUNIOR AND 
SENIOR YEAR WHICH GAVE HIM A GOOD 
FEELING FOR WHAT WAS WAITING FOR 
HIM AFTER GRADUATION  $EBBIE HAD 
THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE IN SEVERAL 
MUSICAL GROUPS SORORITY HELD 
THE OFlCE OF SONG LEADER	 AND 
OTHER EXTRA CURRICULAR GROUPS ON 
CAMPUS 
You are an Otterbein couple, and your daughter Chelsea 
’05 married Jeremy (Mo) Ross ’05.  What is it about 
Otterbein that inspires these commitments? 
) THINK IT JUST POINTS OUT THE QUALITY OF THE STUDENTS THAT 
/TTERBEIN ATTRACTSINDIVIDUALS WITH HIGH STANDARDS AND 
COMMON INTERESTS  4HEN LET NATURE TAKE ITS COURSE
What distinguishes Otterbein from other college options 
in the central Ohio area? 
/TTERBEIN IS UNIQUE IN SEVERAL WAYSYOU CAN START WITH 
A LIST OF SOME OF OUR OUTSTANDING PROGRAMS LIKE THEATER 
EQUINE SCIENCE NURSING ETC  9OU CAN ADD SOME VERY 
COMPETITIVE SPORTS TEAMSAND WE THINK YOU WRAP IT UP 
WITH THE QUALITY OF THE FACULTY AND STAFF THAT DELIVER A HIGH 
QUALITY EXPERIENCE FOR THE STUDENTS  4HE FEELING OF FAMILY 
ON CAMPUS WAS IMPORTANT TO $EBBIE  3HE WAS SIX HOURS 
FROM HOME BUT INSTANT FRIENDSHIPS AND A CARING FACULTY 
KEPT HER FROM BEING HOME SICK
What matters in your philanthropic decision-making? 
7E SUPPORT ORGANIZATIONS THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN OUR 
COMMUNITY AND THOSE THAT 
ALIGN WITH OUR PERSONAL INTEREST IN 
EDUCATION AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
KIDS 
Why is Otterbein a part of your 
philanthropy? 
&IRST WE HAVE A SOFT SPOT 
FOR /TTERBEIN AND IT MEETS 
THE DElNITION OF THE TYPE 
OF ORGANIZATION WE LIKE TO 
SUPPORT  !ND SECOND BECAUSE IT 
PROVIDED #HELSEA -O AND US THE 
FOUNDATION FOR OUR CAREERS  7E 
HAVE BEEN VERY FORTUNATE OVER THE 
YEARS WITH PRETTY GOOD SUCCESS 
IN OUR CAREERSAND WE BELIEVE 
#HELSEA AND -O WILL DO THE SAME 
What, in your opinion, makes Otterbein a good 
investment? 
4HE QUALITY OF THE GRADUATES  AND THE IMPACT THEY HAVE ON 
THE hREAL WORLDv YOU ASKED ABOUT EARLIER 
You both contribute your time and talent to many causes.  
What is one of the greatest gift(s) you’ve ever received? 
(AVING TWO GREAT DAUGHTERS #HELSEA AND +AYLEA THAT 
WILL BOTH BENElT FROM A LIBERAL ARTS EDUCATION FROM TWO 
OUTSTANDING SCHOOLS/TTERBEIN AND /HIO .ORTHERN 
What do you think is the greatest challenge to face 
Otterbein in the next five years? 
#OMPETITION FOR STUDENTS  /TTERBEIN WILL NEED TO CONTINUE 
TO IMPROVE THE EXPERIENCE THEY OFFERTHAT EXPERIENCE 
INCLUDES PROGRAMS FACULTY STAFF AND FACILITIES  7ITH A 
NEW 0RESIDENT COMING ON BOARD NEXT YEAR SHE WILL NEED 
TO QUICKLY EXECUTE ON THE STRATEGIC PLAN THAT HAS BEEN 
DEVELOPED OVER THE PAST TWO YEARS SO THAT WE CAN KEEP 
/TTERBEIN AHEAD OF THE COMPETITION  O
Mark ’78 and Deborah Scott Thresher ’78
)NVESTOR 3POTLIGHT
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LEADERSHIP GIVING SOCIETY DINNER
2008
4OM (  $ONNA +ERR ( %RWIN 
+ERR
(AROLD !UGSPURGER  $ONNA +ERR ( 6ERNON 0ACK 
 +ATHLEEN -OLLETT !UGSPURGER 
$ONNA "URTCH +ATHY  *IM "UTLER *IM (EINISCH AND +ELLY "UTLER   #AROL "ODA "RIDGMAN  !NNE 9OST )CKES  
!NN (ATHAWAY +ING  0ATTY "ORG
!NGELA ,EWIS 'AREY "ARRY   -ARY (ALL  *ENNY 3MITH0AR¤OLÕ  
-ARY +ERR
-ARY 0AT +NIGHT (  
%LIZABETH 'LOR !LLEN 
!NNE $ECKER  "UD 
9OEST 
+ENT 7ITT  $AVE 6ERNE  *ANE 
-ELHORN 7ITT 
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0RESIDENT "RENT $E6ORE AND THE "OARD OF 4RUSTEES HOSTED THE 
 ,EADERSHIP 'IVING 3OCIETY DINNER RECOGNIZING THOSE WHO 
INVESTED IN /TTERBEIN DURING lSCAL YEAR  *ULY   
THROUGH *UNE  	 AT THE 4OWERS LEVEL AND ABOVE  4HE 
EVENT WAS HELD /CTOBER   AT 4HE #ONFERENCE #ENTER AT 
.ORTHPOINTE  Kelly Butler ’10 WAS THE EVENING EMCEE AND THE 
/TTERBEIN *AZZ "AND PERFORMED FOLLOWING DINNER 4HE  
THEME -ISSION 0OSSIBLE HELPED IDENTIFY FOR DONORS THE VALUE 
!LLISON 2AYGOR  ,AUREN *ONES  
-OLLY -ETZ 
'ARY 3WISHER   *IM "UTLER -ARY "IVINS ( *ANE (ORN  %D   #ONNIE -YERS -ENTZER  $IANE $AILY #OX  
 %D #OX 
-ICHAEL  !NNIE "AUMAN 5PPER  0EGGY 2UHLIN   
0RESIDENT "RENT $E6ORE (
4OM -ORRISON  "ILL ,E-AY 
 %MMANUEL ,EWIS 
-EMBERS OF THE /TTERBEIN *AZZ "AND $ICK $ILGARD   $IANE 
6ANDERPOEL
$IANE $AILY #OX  #ONNIE -YERS -ENTZER 
 !LLISON 2AYGOR  "ONNIE 2OBINSON
OF THEIR INVESTMENT IN THE COLLEGE ITS STUDENTS AND FACULTY AND 
THE MANY PROGRAMS WHICH HELP CREATE A QUALITY EDUCATIONAL 
OPPORTUNITY  4HE EVENING OFFERED A lRST LOOK AT "E 9OURSELF AT 
/TTERBEIN A DElNING VIDEO AIMED AT STUDENT RECRUITMENT AND 
ENGAGEMENT #HRIS (EMPmING ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF THE #ENTER 
FOR #OMMUNITY %NGAGEMENT PROVIDED INVESTORS WITH AN 
UPDATE ABOUT THE #ENTERS COMMUNITY OUTREACH PROGRAMS AND 
TALKED ABOUT WINNING THE NATIONAL SERVICE AWARD  O
!LUMNI 
COMPILED BY "ECKY &ICKEL 3MITH  AND "ONNIE 2OBINSON
Cardinal Migration Heads 
to Asheville, NC in 2009
Thursday, Sept 24 – Pre-migration
Sept 24 – 26 – Migration
Sunday, Sept 27 – Post-migration
Host Hotel: Renaissance Hotel; special Otterbein rate of 
$144/night plus taxes; phone 1-800-468-3571
Sites to visit include: Biltmore Estate, Grove Park Inn, Blue 
Ridge Parkway, Artist Walk, and much more…
!SHEVILLEANYWAY YOU LIKE IT
ExploreAsheville.com
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  s  !LL ALUMNI WHO PLAYED IN THE MARCHING 
BAND OR PARTICIPATED IN THE AUXILIARY UNITS 
DURING THEIR TIME AT /TTERBEIN ARE INVITED TO 
PARTICIPATE
  s  #ALENDAR A SOCIAL EVENT AT /LD "AG OF 
.AILS ON 3TATE 3TREET 7ESTERVILLE ON 
&RIDAY /CTOBER  PARTICIPATION IN THE 
(OMECOMING PARADE AND OTHER ACTIVITIES ON 
3ATURDAY /CTOBER  AND A BAND CONCERT 
THAT EVENING AT  PM
  s  ,ET US KNOW IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN BEING A 
VOLUNTEER TO RECRUIT MEMBERS TO RETURN FOR 
THE CELEBRATION 
Strike up the Band!
)TS A #ENTENNIAL #ELEBRATION
Time to celebrate the 100th Anniversary 
of the Otterbein College Cardinal 
Marching Band during Homecoming 
Weekend, October 23 – 24, 2009.
For information, call the Office of Alumni Relations, 
1-888-614-2600 or 614-823-1650
#ONTINUE TO CELEBRATE  YEARS OF #HOIRS AT /TTERBEIN 
BY PURCHASING A COMPACT DISC RECORDING OF THE 
(OMECOMING  WEEKEND PERFORMANCE  3END A 
CHECK FOR  MADE OUT TO /TTERBEIN #OLLEGE WITH 
-%)3! TH #$ IN THE -%-/ LINE TO
%6% !UDIO 3ERVICES
 (IGHLANDVIEW $R
0OWELL /( 
Relive the memories of the 
150th Choir Celebration!
Sound
off
Send your tax deductible gift of any 
amount to The Friends of Music, Howard 
House, Otterbein College, Westerville
OH 43081 (please indicate “band 
uniforms” in your check’s memo line.)
Join Chair Kent Stuckey and the 
Friends of Music in a drive to raise 
funds for new band uniforms. The 
current band uniforms have not 
been updated for 15 or more years 
and are in need of replacement. 
The Clements Foundation has 
agreed to match each of your tax 
deductible gifts to fund the 
purchase of the new uniforms. The 
new uniforms will be unveiled at 
the 100th anniversary celebration 
of the Otterbein College Marching 
Band during Homecoming 2009.
Saturday, June 13
Engaged in Tradition...Filled with Pride...Committed to Lifelong Learning
* Class of ’59 Golden Reunion runs Friday, June12 through Sunday, June 14
Join us for
  s 4OURS AROUND THE CAMPUS INCLUDING THE NEW 
3CIENCE #ENTER
  s  6IEWING OF THE NEW 0RESIDENTS 'ALLERY IN 
4OWERS (ALL
  s #LASSES WITHOUT 1UIZZES TAUGHT BY STUDENTS 
AND ALUMNI
  s 2EMINISCING THROUGH THE LATE S AND EARLY 
S WITH *OANNE 6AN 3ANT AND -ARION AND 
*EAN #HASE
  s #LASS PHOTOS CLASS REUNIONS AND ANNUAL 
!LUMNI !WARDS ,UNCHEON
Class Reunion Dinners, Saturday evening, June 13
  s #LASS OF  n /LD "AG OF .AILS n 7ESTERVILLE
  s #LASS OF  n (OLIDAY )NN n 7ORTHINGTON
  s #LASS OF  n ,ITTLE 4URTLE #OUNTRY #LUB n 
7ESTERVILLE
  s #LASS OF  n (OLIDAY )NN n 7ORTHINGTON
  s #LASS OF  n !FTER  LUNCHEON RECEPTION IN 
THE #AMPUS #ENTER ,OUNGE  PM  
PM DINNER AT -#, #AFETERIA IN 7ESTERVILLE
Call a fellow classmate and meet them at the ’Bein!
WWWOTTERBEINEDUALUMNI s  s 
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9OURE !LREADY A -EMBER OF THE #LUB
!LUMNI CLUBS AND NETWORKS HAVE BEEN A PART OF /TTERBEIN 
FOR A FEW YEARS NOW  7ITH THE START OF THE .EW 9EAR WE DECIDED 
TO TALK WITH ALUMNI ABOUT WHAT THEY WANT FROM ALUMNI CLUBS 
AND NETWORKS  7HAT DRIVES ALUMNI TO RECONNECT WITH THEIR 
ALMA MATER  7HY ARE THOSE /TTERBEIN CONNECTIONS IMPORTANT  
4HE ANSWERS HAVE BEEN HEARTWARMING  !LUMNI RESPONDED THAT 
THEY WANT TO RECONNECT WITH /TTERBEIN BECAUSE IT IS A SPECIAL 
PLACE  3OME HAVE RESPONDED THAT TRYING ECONOMIC TIMES HAVE 
HELPED THEM REMEMBER WHATS REALLY IMPORTANT IN LIFExFRIENDS 
AND FAMILY  /TTERBEIN REPRESENTS MEMBERSHIP IN A CLOSEKNIT 
CIRCLE 
4HE /FlCE OF !LUMNI 2ELATIONS OFFERS ALUMNI CLUBS 
AND NETWORKS AS AN ALUMNI MEMBERSHIP BENElT  #LUBS 
AND NETWORKS GIVE YOU A CHANCE TO CONNECT WITH FORMER 
CLASSMATES IN YOUR AREA AND TO MEET NEW /TTERBEIN 
FRIENDS  %NGAGING IN ALUMNI ACTIVITIES CAN PROVIDE CAREER 
NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES  !S A MEMBER OF A CLUB OR 
NETWORK YOU CAN ALSO GET THE BENElT OF A hWARM FUZZYv BY 
SERVING OTHERS IN YOUR COMMUNITY OR SERVING THE COLLEGE  
3OxHOW DO YOU BECOME A MEMBER  'UESS WHAT  
9OURE ALREADY A MEMBER  
'O TO www.otterbein.edu/alumni/clubs TO LEARN MORE 
ABOUT /TTERBEIN ALUMNI CLUBS OR NETWORKS AND GET INVOLVED TODAY 
Otterbein Alumni Clubs
2ELAY FOR ,IFE  s -AY  
Otterbein College is hosting an American 
Cancer Society’s Relay For Life event for the 
first time this spring and we invite all alumni and 
friends of Otterbein to participate.  
What is Relay For Life? 
4HIS EVENT OFFERS EVERYONE IN A COMMUNITY THE OPPORTUNITY 
TO PARTICIPATE IN THE lGHT AGAINST CANCER 4EAMS OF PEOPLE 
CAMP OUT AND TAKE TURNS WALKING OR RUNNING AROUND A 
TRACK %ACH TEAM IS ASKED TO HAVE A REPRESENTATIVE ON THE 
TRACK AT ALL TIMES DURING THE EVENT 2ELAYS ARE AN OVERNIGHT 
EVENT UP TO  HOURS IN LENGTH  
s Celebrate THE LIVES OF THOSE WHO HAVE BATTLED CANCER 
s Remember LOVED ONES LOST TO THE DISEASE 
s Fight Back. 7E 2ELAY BECAUSE WE HAVE BEEN TOUCHED BY 
CANCER AND DESPERATELY WANT TO PUT AN END TO THE DISEASE
4HE /TTERBEIN !LUMNI #LUB OF #ENTRAL /HIO ENCOURAGES 
YOU TO GATHER WITH YOUR FORMER CLASSMATES AND JOIN IN THE 
lGHT AGAINST CANCER  9OU CAN PARTICIPATE ON THE #ENTRAL 
/HIO !LUMNI 4EAM OR START YOUR OWN TEAM  4EAMS CAN 
COMPETE AGAINST EACH OTHER  )TS ALL GOOD FUN AND ITS ALL FOR 
A GOOD CAUSE  
For more information, contact alumnicentral@otterbein.
edu or Heather Gilbert ’08 at 888.227.6446 x3213.
Central Ohio and Northeast Ohio Alumni:
Roll up your sleeves and 
PLUNGE IN! 
MAKE A DIFFERENCE! ! FEW HOURS OF YOUR TIME LEADS 
TO NEW FRIENDSHIPS STRONGER /TTERBEIN CONNECTIONS AND YOUR 
CHANCE TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE
4HE Otterbein Alumni Club of Central Ohio ENCOURAGES 
YOU TO PARTICIPATE IN THE ANNUAL Spring Community Plunge on 
Saturday, April 25 7HAT MAKES THIS YEARS PLUNGE DIFFERENT )TS 
THE $E6ORE 3PRING 0LUNGE n CELEBRATING A QUARTER CENTURY OF $R 
$E6ORES VISION OF SERVICE LEARNING AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
4HE $E6ORE 3PRING 0LUNGE IS A WINWIN PARTNERSHIP FOR THE 
#ENTRAL /HIO COMMUNITY AND THE COLLEGE !LUMNI ARE INVITED TO 
WORK SIDEBYSIDE WITH CURRENT STUDENTS  
%VENTS BEGIN AT  AM AT THE #AMPUS #ENTER  0LEASE 
PREREGISTER FOR THE $E6ORE 3PRING #OMMUNITY 0LUNGE AT www.
otterbein.edu/alumni “Events/Registration.” 1UESTIONS  
#ONTACT alumnicentral@otterbein.edu OR CALL   
4HE Otterbein Alumni Club of Akron/Canton INVITES 
.ORTHEAST /HIO ALUMNI TO WORK WITH +EEP !KRON "EAUTIFUL ON 
3UPER 3ATURDAY !PRIL  n THE CULMINATION OF h#LEAN 5P !KRON 
7EEKv !S A THANK YOU ALL ALUMNI WHO PARTICIPATE WILL RECEIVE 
FREE ADMISSION TO THE !KRON :OO THAT DAY AS WELL AS LUNCH AND 
ENTERTAINMENT  %VENTS BEGIN AT  AM LOCATION 4"!	  0LEASE PRE
REGISTER ON AT www.otterbein.edu/alumni “Events/Registration.”  
1UESTIONS  #ONTACT alumniakron@otterbein.eduOR CALL 
  !LL ALUMNI WHO PARTICIPATE RECEIVE A TSHIRT TO 
COMMEMORATE THE OCCASION
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Save the Date for AlumMatters
2EGISTER ONLINE FOR THESE EVENTS AT 
WWWOTTERBEINEDUALUMNI CLICK h%VENTS2EGISTRATIONv
February 22 n !LUMNI #LUB OF 3OUTHWEST &LORIDA &AMILY 
0ICNIC AT ,AKES 2EGIONAL 0ARK IN &T -YERS  PM  &REE n 
BUT BRING A SIDE DISH TO SHARE
February 25 n !LUMNA &ELLOW Melissa Johnson ’99
SPONSORED BY *OANNE 6AN 3ANT ,EADERSHIP 3ERIES THE 
#ENTER FOR 3TUDENT )NVOLVEMENT AND THE /FlCE OF 
!LUMNI 2ELATIONS2OUSH (ALL   PM
February 27 n !FRICAN !MERICAN !LUMNI .ETWORK 
(ALL OF &AME !FTER 7ORK 2ECEPTION AND (ALL OF &AME 
#OLUMBUS 5RBAN ,EAGUE  PM 
March 21 n !LUMNI #LUB OF 3OUTHWEST &LORIDA !NNUAL 
&T -YERS "RUNCH AT #OLONIAL #OUNTRY #LUB IN &T -YERS
April 17 n !LUMNI #OUNCIL -EETING /TTERBEIN
April 21 n /TTERBEIN $AYTON 7OMENS #LUB FEATURES 
/TTERBEINS 2WANDA 0ROGRAM  PM 
April 21-22 n 'RAD &EST FOR #LASS OF  #AMPUS #ENTER 
/TTERBEIN #AMPUS
April 25 n !LUMNI #LUB OF #ENTRAL /HIO 3PRING 
#OMMUNITY 0LUNGE  PM SEE PAGE 	
April 25 n !LUMNI #LUB OF !KRON#ANTON h#LEAN UP 
!KRON 7EEKv #OMMUNITY 3ERVICE  AM SEE PAGE 	
April 30 n !LUMNI #LUB OF #ENTRAL /HIO WINETASTING 
#AMELOT #ELLARS #OLUMBUS  PM
May 7 n .ETWORKING IN THE 'ALLERY FOR SCIENCE STUDENTS 
AND ALUMNI 2OUSH (ALL &ISHER 'ALLERY    PM 
May 17 n #LASS OF  EVENT AT 4HE $OG *OINT 7ESTERVILLE
June 8  n :ERO 9EAR 2EUNION FOR THE #LASS OF 
June 9  n #LASS OF  -ASTERS 2ECEPTION
June 11 n #LASS OF  AT THE #OLUMBUS #LIPPERS
June 12 n #LASS OF  n 5PTOWN (OP 
June 12 – 14 n !LUMNI 7EEKEND  (IGHLIGHTS INCLUDE 
5NVEILING OF THE NEW 0RESIDENTS 'ALLERY ON SECOND mOOR 
OF 4OWERS
June 27 n *UNE "UG *AMBOREE 7AYNESVILLE /HIO
August 9 – 14 n 3UMMER 3END /FFS FOR NEW STUDENTS AND 
PARENTS
Sept 10 n .EW 3TUDENT AND 0ARENT ,EGACY ,UNCH
October 23 n 0RESIDENTIAL )NAUGURATION
October 24 (OMECOMING
Cardinals in Flight
 )T WAS A 3CHOEPKE 2EUNION NEAR "ERLIN 'ERMANY IN 3EPT 
 AS lVE COUSINS GOT TOGETHER  0ICTURED ARE )NA 'ROSSE 
4ELTOW 'ERMANY %LL 0OTOCKI +LEINMACHNOW 'ERMANY 
!LFRED 3CHOEPKE  !LTADENA #! *ANE 3TOLZENBURG  
(ILLIARD /( AND *EAN 3TEMM /RANGE #ITY &,  
)TS THE 7EST 7ING ,ADIES  )N /CTOBER -ARCY (AYWARD 
#RISLER !DRIENNE 4APPLY 3MELA AND 3TEPHANIE +ROUS 0OSEY 
ALL MEMBERS OF THE #LASS OF  ENJOYED GETTING TOGETHER 
FOR A LONG WEEKEND  4HEY TOURED 7ASHINGTON $# WHICH 
INVOLVED A TOUR OF THE 7EST 7ING OF THE 7HITE (OUSE 
Want to find old friends and classmates?
Go to www.otterbein.edu/alumni 
and select “Online Directory.”
Board of Trustees
%MMANUEL "ROWN 
2AMSEY #OATES 
# "RENT $E6ORE ( 
-ICHAEL % $UCEY  
7ILLIAM , %VANS  
*UDITH 'EBHART  
-ARY & (ALL  
7ILLIAM % (ARRELL *R 
*AMES (EINISCH 
.ICHOLAS (ILL
*OHN 4 (USTON  
*OSEPH )GNAT 
+ATIE *OHNSON 
%RWIN + +ERR (
*OHN % +ING  
!NGELA $ ,EWIS 
*OHN 7 -AGAW  
4HOMAS # -ORRISON  
!LISON 0RINDLE 
0EGGY - 2UHLIN  
+ENT 3TUCKEY 
-ARK 2 4HRESHER  
!NNIE 5PPER 
!LAN 7ATERHOUSE 
Executive Committee
#HAIRMAN OF THE "OARD  4HOMAS # -ORRISON
6ICE #HAIRMAN  -ARK 2 4HRESHER
6ICE #HAIRMAN  *OHN % +ING
!SSISTANT 3ECRETARY  7ILLIAM , %VANS
0RESIDENT OF THE #OLLEGE  # "RENT $E6ORE
Cabinet
0RESIDENT OF THE #OLLEGE  # "RENT $E6ORE (
)NTERIM 60 FOR )NSTITUTIONAL !DVANCEMENT  $ONNA "URTCH
60 FOR 3TUDENT !FFAIRS  2OBERT - 'ATTI (
60 FOR !CADEMIC !FFAIRS  !B¤D¢N 'ÏKÞ0AR¤OLÕ 
60 FOR "USINESS !FFAIRS  $AVID , -EAD 
60 FOR %NROLLMENT  4HOMAS ( 3TEIN
Alumni Council
!LICIA #AUDILL #OLBURN 
*ANET 4RESSLER $AVIS 
*AMES (EINISCH 
-ICHAEL (USTON 
3TEPHEN $ *ONES 
+ #HRIS +AISER 
*ANE ,EIBY 
2OBERT %RIC ,LOYD 
#OLETTE -ASTERSON 
4IFFANY #OMPAN -C#ALLEN 
3USAN 'ASKELL -ERRYMAN 
*EAN 7EIXEL 2EYNOLDS 
-ARSHA 2ICE 3CANLIN 
4AMARA 3TALEY 
-ARGARET ,LOYD 4RENT 
+ENT 7ITT 
*ANE -ELHORN 7ITT 
"ECKY &ICKEL 3MITH  $IRECTOR OF !LUMNI 2ELATIONS  
RSMITH OTTERBEINEDU
"ONNIE , 2OBINSON !SST $IRECTOR OF !LUMNI 2ELATIONS 
BROBINSON OTTERBEINEDU
,AURIE $RAPER !DMINISTRATIVE !SSISTANT
LDRAPER OTTERBEINEDU


Institutional Mission
4HE MISSION OF /TTERBEIN #OLLEGE IS TO EDUCATE THE WHOLE 
PERSON IN A CONTEXT THAT FOSTERS THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
HUMANE VALUES /TTERBEIN #OLLEGE IS A PRIVATE CHURCH
RELATED FOURYEAR COEDUCATIONAL COLLEGE THAT SPONSORS 
TRADITIONAL AND CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAMS OF LIBERAL 
ARTS AND PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION AT "ACCALAUREATE AND 
-ASTERS LEVELS  /UR COMMITMENT IS TO THE LIBERAL ARTS AS 
THE BROAD BASE OF ALL LEARNING
WESTERVILLE, OHIO
FOUNDED 1847
www.otterbein.edu
Towers
Otterbein College
One Otterbein College
Westerville, OH 43081
Talk with students about exciting campus 
improvements and updates.
Share your 
experiences
and thoughts 
about Otterbein 
College with a 
student caller.
Take the call, our students are calling!
Within the next few weeks a student will be calling to share with 
you what is happening on campus and invite you to support the 
Annual Fund. Your gifts to the Annual Fund help every student 
on campus. Your gift does make a difference!  
www.otterbein.edu/annualfund
Hear from students 
on how your gift can 
directly impact their 
learning experiences at 
Otterbein College.
